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1IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants, 
-vs-
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
Supreme Court No. 43315-2015 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho. 
HONORABLE GEORGE A. SOUTHWORTH, Presiding 
Richard Hammond, HAMMOND LAW 
2805 Blaine St. Ste. 140, Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Attorney for Appellants 
Walter Almaraz, Absolute Bail Bonds, Pro Sec 
PO Box 1034, 416 W. Montana Ave., Homedale, Idaho 83628 
Attorney for Respondents 
2Date: 9/2/2015 
Time: 10:49 AM 
Page 1 of 2 
Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0004362-C Current Judge: George A. Southworth 
Jose Garcia, etal. vs. Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, etal. 
User: WALDEMER 
Jose Garcia, Maria Garcia vs. Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, Walter Almaraz 
Date 
5/2/2013 
6/27/2013 
7/19/2013 
9/20/2013 
10/22/2013 
10/29/2013 
11/12/2013 
11/21/2013 
12/5/2013 
12/13/2013 
4/7/2014 
5/12/2014 
10/15/2014 
2/19/2015 
2/23/2015 
2/27/2015 
3/2/2015 
Other Claims 
Judge 
New Case Filed-Other Claims George A. Southworth 
Summons Issued George A. Southworth 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories B-H, George A. Southworth 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Hammond Law Office Receipt 
number: 0028099 Dated: 5/2/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Credit card) For: 
Garcia, Jose (plaintiff) and Garcia, Maria (plaintiff) 
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Hammond Law Office Receipt George A. Southworth 
number: 0028099 Dated: 5/2/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: 
Garcia, Jose (plaintiff) and Garcia, Maria (plaintiff) 
Affidavit Of Service-Both Served 6/19/13 
Affidavit Of Service 6/19/2013 Walter 
Motion for Entry of Default 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
Affidavit of Counsel for Default George A. Southworth 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiffs Motion for Default Judgment 11-21-13 (fax) George A. Southworth 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 11/21/2013 09:00AM) Default George A. Southworth 
Declaration of Jose Luis Garcia (fax) 
Verified Notice of Admissions 
Affidavit for Default Jdmt (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/21/2013 09:00AM: 
Continued Default -TO BE RENOTICED BY COUNSEL 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 11/21/2013 09:00AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Patricia Terry 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 1 00 
pages 
Second Affidavit of Counsel for Default (fax) 
Verified Motion to Recuse or for Reconsideration (fax) 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
Order Denying Motion to Recuse or for Reconsideration George A. Southworth 
Order for Default George A. Southworth 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Default Jdmt Against Defn's (fax) George A. Southworth 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/22/2014 09:00AM) George A. Southworth 
Notice of Vacation of Hearing Scheduled for 22nd of May of 2014 5-22-14 George A Southworth 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 05/22/2014 09:00AM: 
Hearing Vacated 
Notice of Change of Address (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/26/2015 09:00AM) re: default 
Order Setting Case for Hearing RE: Default Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/26/2015 09:00AM: 
Hearing Vacated re: default 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/23/2015 09:00AM) re: default 
Order Resetting Case for hearing RE: Default Judgment 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
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Time: 10:49 AM 
Page 2 of 2 
Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0004362-C Current Judge: George A. Southworth 
Jose Garcia, etal. vs. Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, etal. 
User: WALDEMER 
Jose Garcia, Maria Garcia vs. Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, Walter Almaraz 
Date 
4/23/2015 
4/27/2015 
4/28/2015 
5/6/2015 
6/11/2015 
7/7/2015 
Other Claims 
Motion to Amend the Complaint to Include Punitive Damages 
Affidavit of Counsel to Include Punitive Damages 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/23/2015 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Held - Under Advisement 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/23/2015 09:00AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Patricia Terry 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Another Affidavit of Maria Garcia RE: Punitive Damages and Judgment 
Affidavit of Dulce I Garcia RE: Punitive Damages and Judgment 
Memorandum Decision 
Judgment on Plaintiffs' Motion for Default 
Judge 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A Southworth 
Civil Disposition entered for: Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, , Defendant; Almaraz, George A. Southworth 
Walter, Defendant; Garcia, Jose, Plaintiff; Garcia, Maria, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 5/6/2015 
Case Status Changed: Closed George A. Southworth 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid George A. Southworth 
by: Hammond, Richard L (attorney for Garcia, Jose) Receipt number: 
0035021 Dated: 6/11/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Garcia, Jose 
(plaintiff) and Garcia, Maria (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 35022 Dated 6/11/2015 for 200.00) 100.00 George A. Southworth 
for record/1 00.00 for transcript 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action 
Notice of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 39586 Dated 7/7/2015 for 5.95)(Record) 
George A Southworth 
George A Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
George A. Southworth 
4• 
RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
811 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
• 
F .I A.k� 
MAY 0 2 2013 
D 
P.M. 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
S BROWN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Case No. CV 13, 43{o)�c_ 
COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendants 
The Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, Richard L. Hammond, makes the 
following allegations against the Defendants, 
PARTIES 
1. That at the time of the events described herein the Absolute Bail Bonds LLC was a 
business located in the Owyhee County, State ofldaho. 
2. That at the time of the events described herein the Defendant Walter Almaraz was working 
as an agent and or employee and may have been operating outside the scope of his 
employment therefore is named along with Absolute Bail Bonds LLC and both are resident 
of the Owyhee County, State ofldaho. 
3. That at the time of the accident herein Plaintiffs were a resident of the County of Canyon, 
State ofldaho. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL I 
5,1 
• • 
4. That the amount in controversy in this matter exceeds that amount required for filing in 
the district courts in the State of Idaho but is not in violation ofidaho Code 12-120(1). 
5. That the venue of this action properly lies in the County of Canyon, pursuant to the terms 
of Idaho Code Section 5-404, in that the breaching conduct and service to be provided 
were in Canyon County, Idaho and Plaintiff resided at said time in Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
6. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son Jose 
Luis Garcia. 
7. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 2012 previous case and previously had 
informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and was 
not currently documented with immigration. 
8. Plaintiff Maria Garcia expressly informed the Defendants of the need to post the bond in 
a timely manner to prevent any immigration official complications due to Jose Luis 
Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and may have immigration problems. 
9. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 2012 
25742-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Driving under the Influence. 
10. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 2012 
23262-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Petty Theft. 
11. Plaintiff Maria Garcia accepted the offers of the Defendants in the paragraphs above, paid 
consideration in exchange for the Defendants posting the full bond amount in both cases 
above. 
12. Defendants posted the necessary bond in both criminal cases above wherein Plaintiff 
Maria Garcia went to the jail and waited the release of her son Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 2 
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13. The jail subsequently did not release Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
14. On or about the 8th of February Plaintiff Maria Garcia telephoned Defendants who 
admitted that he was informed prior to receiving the consideration from Plaintiff Maria 
Garcia that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and knew before posting the 
bond that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not documented with immigration and knew of 
the need to post the bond posted quickly due to the immigration problems. 
15. During the above conversation with the Defendants on the gth of February 2013 
Defendant admitted that after posting the bonds on both calls, he received a call from 
immigration authorities requesting that the Defendants revoke the bond posted for the 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia wherein the Defendants revoked the bond before the Plaintiff 
Jose Luis Garcia was released from custody. 
16. During the above conversation with the Defendants on the gth of February 2013 
Defendants admitted that Plaintiffs did not make any misrepresentations in obtaining the 
bond, that the Plaintiffs were truthful, and did not revoke the bond due to actions or 
inactions by the Plaintiffs. 
17. Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above agreement, paid 
every bill received from the Defendants after hiring the attorney herein and Defendants 
failed to comply with the express and implied terms of the �greement despite written 
demands for such and caused Plaintiffs damages in an amount established in trial 
including but not limited to over six months of incarceration, loss of wag�s, loss of 
service, loss of companionship, etc. 
18. There are certain elements of damages provided by law that Plaintiffs are entitled to have 
the jury consider in determining the sum of money that will fairly and reasonably 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 3 
7• • 
compensate him for his damages caused by the acts of the Defendants and those elements 
of damage include, but are not limited to, the following, both up to the time of trial and in 
the future: 
a. Expenses and damages stemming from Plaintiff's failure to be released from 
custody; 
b. Damages suffered by Plaintiff as a result of being incarcerated for an extended 
period of time including, lost earnings and lost earning capacity sustained and to be 
sustained by Plaintiff and loss of liberty. 
c. The reasonable amount necessary to reimburse Plaintiff for time spent on 
additional tasks necessitated by this injury, such as seeking further legal help; 
d. Recovery for damages to property and/or lost property; 
e. Reasonable attorney fees; and 
f. The costs of prosecuting and presenting the evidence in this case. 
g. The other natural and foreseeable consequences caused by failure to ensure that 
the Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia's bond was posted and not revoked and spending the 
subsequent time in custody. 
19. The above paragraphs are included in each cause of action below. 
CAUSE 1: BREACH OF EXPRESS AND OR IMPLIED CONTRACT 
20. Plaintiff Maria Garcia entered into a contract with the Defendants wherein Plaintiff 
provided consideration to Defendants who agreed to post the entire bail amount of Jose 
Luis Garcia who was the expressed and implied third party beneficiary to the contract. 
21. Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above agreement and 
Defendants failed to comply with the express and implied terms of the agreement despite 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 4 
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written demands for such and caused Plaintiffs damages in an amount established in trial 
including but not limited to over six months of incarceration, loss of wages, loss of 
service, loss of companionship, etc. 
CAUSE 2: BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH I FAIR DEALING 
22. Defendants also breached the corresponding implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing inherent in every contact as the Plaintiffs did not receive the benefit of the 
agreement as outlined above and are did not receive any benefit to the consideration 
given to the Defendants. 
CAUSE 3: BREACH OF IC 48-603C AND FIDUCIARY DUTY 
23. Defendants had a fiduciary duty as a Bail Bondsman of the Plaintiffs and under IC 48-
603(c) to post and not revoke the bail and or to fail to refund the consideration paid and 
such was an unconscionable method, act or practice as the Defendants knew of the 
condition of the Plaintiffs. 
CAUSE 4: FAILURE TO PROVIDE RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING 
24. Plaintiff requested in writing the financial records of the Plaintiff from the Defendants on 
various occasions, including but not limited to the l5t of March 2013 as reflected in 
Exhibit A without receiving records, accounting, or the information sought. •; 
25. Defendant, upon information and belief, has failed or refused to maintain the above 
records of the Plaintiffs who is a protected class of person outline above. 
26. Defendant also failed and refused to provide such financial records regarding the 
Plaintiffs in violation of the above statutes and Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, specifically 
28-9-210, 28-9-608, 28-9-615, 28-9-616 and 48-603(13). 
CAUSE 5 BAD FAITH 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 5 
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• • 
27. That Defendant is guilty of bad faith breach of contract by failin� 
.
to abide by the terms of 
the contract or refund the consideration paid. 
28. That Plaintiffs and their attorney made several attempts to convince Defendants of the 
error without a response to date. 
29. Defendants have intentionally and unreasonably denied payment, thus Defendant's denial 
is not fairly debatable and has resulted in Plaintiff sustaining damages not fully 
compensable in contract. 
30. For reasons stated above, Defendants' denial is reckless,· intentional breach of the 
agreement between the parties, and an extreme deviation of reasonable standard of 
conduct and extreme disregard of the likely consequences of the conduct and must pay 
damages in an amount to be proven at trial. Plaintiff will seek to amend the Complaint 
Idaho Code § 6-1604 to add a claim for punitive damages. 
31. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants as herein alleged, 
Plaintiffs was caused to suffer loss of employment in an amount, scope and extent subject 
to proof at trial. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendant as follows: 
1. For pecuniary damages in the amount paid to the Defendant per the contract; 
2. For consequential damages allowed pursuant to law including but not limited to 
wage loss, loss of use, and interest on such losses consistent with I.C. § 12-120(1) and consistent 
with the demand letter submitted to Defendants herein; 
3 .  For compensatory damages for the Plaintiff regarding all general damages 
available pursuant to law and consistent with I.C. § 12-120(1), and consistent with the demand 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 6 
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letter submitted to Defendants herein; 
4 For allowance to amend the complaint to allege other causes of action includintg 
but not limited to punitive damages as the court deems appropriate to deter willful breaches of 
contract and extreme deviations from the reasonable standard of conduct. 
5 .  For pre-judgment interest on the amount due at the rate provided in Idaho Code 
28-22-104 and for costs and reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 48-608(5), 
12-120(1), 12-121, 12-123 et al., Rule 54, and such other and further relief as the Court 
deems just and proper. A reasonable amount of attorney fees is $2,500.00 if default is 
entered or additional if contested. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff, pursuant to Rule 38 (b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby demands 
a trial by jury of all issues so triable by right herein. Plaintiff is willing to have a jury panel of 
less than twelve (12) jurors. 
Dated this �day of May, 2013. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 7 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
Maria Garcia, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above matter and am a competent adult and make the 
following statements to the best of my personal knowledge. 
2. I am Hispanic and am monolingual Spanish. 
3. The above Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial against Absolute Bail Bonds 
LLC and Walter Almaraz were translated to me from English to Spanish by 
staff at Hammond Law Office, P .A. and are true and correct to the best of my 
personal knowledge. 
Dated this _}_ day of May 2013. 
�� tZl72: ..&4� 
Maria Garcia 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _2_ day o£A�·!...J/'��--'' 2013. 
NO
. �R PUB�IC FOR ID� Res1dmg at &M:o/04-- . , aho 
My commission expires: � -lj- l? 
COMPLAINT ANDDEMANDFORJURYTRIAL 8 
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HAMMOND LAW OFFICE, P .A. 
Richard L. Hammond 
John Anderson, JR. 
ATIORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 
Sent Via Fax /U.S.Mail/Certified Mail Number of Pages: 2 
Absolute B.ail Bonds LLC 
Attn Walter Almaraz 
416 W Montana 
Homedale, ID 83628 
220N 5th StW 
Homedale, ID 83628 
Idaho Department of Insurance 
Fax(208)334-4398 
Client: Jose Luis Garcia 
CR-2012-0023262-C & 
CR-2012-0025742-C 
Dear Mr. Almaraz and Idaho Department of Insurance, 
r::::aw IIIILID 
� 3-/-1'3 
March 1, 2013 
FAXED 
3-1-13 
Ibis letter is to follow up with our conversation on the 8th of February 2013 and to make a 
formal complaint to the Department of Insurance. 
Thank you Mr. Almaraz for taking the time to discuss the matter relating to our common client 
Mr. Garcia. I spoke with the sergeant at the jail and their records reflect our conversation that, as 
you stated, you posted the bond for the DUI. However, the sergeant informed me that you 
revoked the bond for the DUI before he was released. 
My notes and witnesses present during the above conversation on the 8th of February 2013 reflect 
that you acknowledged that you were retained to post the bonds on the above DUI and Petty 
Theft cases, that before you were paid and before you posted the bonds, you were advised our 
client had immigration problems and that an Immigration Hold was placed. Further, you 
admitted that after posting the bond you received a call from an ICE agent who advised you t� 
revoke the bond; and unfortunately you revoked the bond despite previously knowing of the 
immigration problems and ICE hold. 
During our conversation on the gth of February, we requested a refund of the bond amount paid 
on the DUI case; however, our notes reflect that we have not received a response or refund. 
Therefore, please consider a formal written demand for damages in the amount of$35,000.00 for 
breach of the contract to post the bond in the above case. Mr. Garcia, due to the breach of the 
contract and failure to post bond and I or your failure to return the bond, remins in custody for 
over 120 days, directly and proximately due to the breach of the contract. Mr. Garcia is unable 
to be free and enjoy his normal work and family life. This demand is made under Idaho Code 
Garcia Demand for Payment and Records 1 
811 E. Chicago St. Caldwell ID 83605 
Phone: (208) 453-4857 Fax: (208) 453-4861 E-mail: richard@dcdi.net 
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12-120(1) and we will seek and obtain fees and costs if suit is filed if the matter is not resolved 
within ten (1 0) days. 
Please consider this letter also a demand within fourteen (14) days for a copy of all records 
related to any prior and current debts and loans including but not limited to a copy of all 
documents signed by our client or his agents, all correspondence to or from our client or to or 
from third parties relating to the alleged debt, a full accounting of payments made, charges, 
interest, and all remaining records e records herein. 'Ibis dispute and demand for verification, 
records and information is made under the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act (15 USC 1692g) 
and Idaho Code 48-603(13). 
This letter also requests, in relation to both accounts and alleged debts, a full and complete 
fmancial accounting with each and every charge and payment, statement of accounting, a 
statement regarding a list of collateral, a statement of account, a reason for the refusal and failure 
to return the documents supporting such account and failure to return of the title signed within 
fourteen (14) days. This demand is also made pursuant to Idaho Code 28-9-601 et sec. including 
but not limited to Idaho Code 28-9-210, 28-9-608, 28-9-615 and 28-9-616. Also, we request a 
copy of the above requested documents pursuant to I.C. 48-603(13). 
This is our final request for records and demand for return of the title under Idaho Code 12-
120(1). Such offer of settlement will remain open for ten (10 days for payment and fourteen (14) 
days for production of records. In the event settlement is not reached, we will be left without 
remedy but to file suit and seek attorney fees, costs, interest and damages for the following acts 
of your client: 
I. Violation of the Fair Debt Collections Act; 
2. Breach of Contract in relation to the bond; 
3. Violation ofldaho Consumer Protection Act; 
4. Conversion and embezzlement of the truck title; 
5. Failure to maintain and provide records requested under Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, 
specifically 28-9-210, 28-9-608,28-9-615 28-9-616 and also Idaho Code 48-603(13). 
Our intent is to resolve this matter amicably without discovery and depositions regarding the 
employment practices of your client. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Thank you for your courtesy, and cooperation. Should you have any questions do not hesitate to 
contact our office. 
ammond 
Attorney at Law 
RLH;MS. 
Cc: Client 
Garcia Demand for Payment and Records 2 
811 E. Chicago St, Caldwell, ID 83605 
Phone: (208) 453-4857 Fax: (208) 453-4861 E-mail: richard@dcdi.net 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
811 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• F IA.��.M. 
MAY 0 2 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLERI< 
S BROWN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and ) 
MARIA GARCIA ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
) 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, ) 
WALTER ALMARAZ ) 
) 
Defendants, ) 
Case No.: CV 2013- 43&? ·C.. 
SUMMONS 
NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF. THE 
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS 
YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW. 
TO: DEFENDANTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate 
written response must be filed with the above designated court within 20 days after service of 
this Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgment against you as 
demanded by the Plaintiff in his Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of or 
representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written 
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 10(a)( l) and other Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
SUMMONS I 
15
• 
1 .  The title and number of this case. 
• 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or denials of the 
separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing address and 
telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs attorney, as designated 
above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of the 
above-named court. 
DATED this day of 2013. 
SUMMONS 
IIAY I 2 1013 
2 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By:� 
Deputy lerk 
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IN THE DIST. COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL OISTR. OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
�LE D ""'"-__;;;..._.;;;..A.M .. ____ p,M, 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs. 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, 
WALTER ALMARAZ,, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Canyon 
) 
: ss� 
) 
CASE NO. CV 2013-4362-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
MIKE RIDGEWAY, being first duly �worn, depo$es a.nd says: 
JUN 2 7 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
A JIMENEZ, DEPUTY 
That I am a resident of the State of Idaho: That I am over eighteen years of age and not a 
party to this action. That on the 19th day of June, 2013, at 7:06 o'clock p.m., I served a copy of the 
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT and PLAINTIFFS' FIRST DISCOVERY TO DEFENDANT in the above-entitled 
action upon ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC and WALTER ALMARAZ, by delivering to and leaving with 
WALTER ALMARAZ, individually and as Managing Member ofABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, at 220 N. 51h 
St. West, Homedale, Idaho. 
MIKE EW� 
·���CRIB ED AND SWORN to before me this 25ih day of Juno, 201 . 
/ OTA ··r.:f · · � bOA .....____ ; � � ).- � Notary Public for Idaho 
: ._._ : Residing at: Caldwell, ID 
s�r:9q0 . v ,/ My Commission expires: 8/20/2015 
• :gL\ ,, 
�_i·-.. ..-·· ' 
., .... ., Of.IO�".AO . �..-.,...,...,,,. 
Fee: 
Mileage(28) 
Mise: 
TOTAL FEE: 
$50.00 
$0 
$0 
$50.00 
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IN THE DIS.CT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DI�CT OF
_
T
_
H�
--�-A.k� q.M. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF· PAYETTE 
JUL 1 9 2013 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, 
WALTER ALMARAZ, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Canyon 
: ss. 
) 
CANYON COUNTY CLEEK 
CASE NO. CV 2013-4362-C S. BROWN, DEPUTY 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
MIKE RIDGEWAY, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That I am a resident of the State of Idaho. That I am over eighteen years of age and not a 
party to this action. That on the 19th day of June, 2013, at 7:06 o'clock p.m., I served a copy of the 
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT and PLAINTIFFS' FIRST DISCOVERY TO DEFENDANT in the above-entitled 
action upon ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC and WALTER ALMARAZ, by delivering to and leaving with 
WALTER ALMARAZ, individually and as Managing Member ofABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, at 220 N. 5th 
St. West, Homedale, Idaho. 
Fee: 
Mileage(28) 
Mise: 
TOTAL FEE: $50.00 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
8 1 1 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff . 
• _F __ I A.�9,.M. 
JUL 1 9 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLEEK 
S BROWN, DI:.:PUT'Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Defendants 
Case No. CV 201 3-4362 C 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 
Plaintiffs, by and through his undersigned counsel of record, of the Caldwell Law Firm of 
Hammond Law Office, P.A. hereby moves this court for the entry of Default against Defendants 
in the above entitled action, pursuant to Rules 1 2(a) and 55(a)(1 ), Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, based upon Defendants' failure to file an Answer or Notice of Appearance in this 
matter and having opportunity has not voiced opposition to Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
This motion is further supported by the records and pleadings on file herein, including the 
Affidavit of Service filed herein all of which are on file or will be filed concurrently herewith in 
the above-entitled action. 
Dated this 4- day of July, 2013. 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 1 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
8 1 1  East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• F I A.k��lM. 
JUL 1 9 2013 
CANYON COUNTY c:.E�:H( 
S BROWN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Defendants 
Case No. CV 2013-4362-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
FOR DEFAULT 
Under IC 9- 1406 
Richard L. Hammond certify and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the 
state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
That he is the counsel for the Plaintiffs in the above-entitled action; that he knows from his 
own personal knowledge that the Defendants are not in the military service of the United States of 
America, as defmed by Section 1 01 ( 1 )  of the Act of Congress, cited as the Soldiers' and Sailors' 
Civil Relief Act of 1940, as amended, nor of any Act of Congress or the State Legislature duly 
enacted, nor are Defendants minors or incompetent person; with last known address of Defendants 
Attn Walter Almaraz (WORK) 
416 W Montana 
Homedale, ID 83628 
220 N 5th St W (HOME) 
Homedale, ID 83628 
Dated this day of July 2013 .  
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL FOR DEFAULT 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
I 
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JfbDA.� E D P.M. RICHARD L. IL�\1MOND, I. K B.. #6993 
Hammo11d Law Oftice, PA 
811 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (20&) 453-4857 
Fac�imile: (208) 453A861 
OCT 2 2 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
A JIMENEZ, DEPUTY t 
Attorney tor Plaintiff 
II\ THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDI<:IAL DISTRICT 
Of THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, I 
Plruntiffs, Case No. CV 2013-4362 C 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
DECLARATION OF 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA 
Defendants 
--�--- - --- ..:..-�---·-' 
Mit;uel Sedam uno certifies and declares under penalty of peljury pursuant to the law of 
the state oflctaho that I am competent to translate herein and that the foregoing is true and 
correct translation to the best of my persor�al knowledge of the Declaration of Jose Luis Garcia 
attached a:; Exhibit A. 
PAGEl 
TRANSLATION OF THREE PAGE DECLARATION OF 
JOSE LUIS Al�AYA GARCIA of OCTOBER 14,2013 
NOTARY SEAL: Jose Tomas Guerra Beltran, Notary Public of Oaxaca., Sonora, Mexico 
I want to express with thjs letter, the situation in whit�h I have lived in Jail. 
And I'm going through a very difficult situatio:o. here in Mexico. 
From the srruation in which I have worked very hard, as situations in which I have 
met very corrupt people. For instance, Bail Bonds, where they stole my hard earned 
money, and when I had the opportunity to be out of jail I could not get out, because 
H�:!i against me prevailed. 
DECLARi'\ TION OF JOSE LUIS GARCIA 
1 
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Also, I have lived moments of despair and tights, and even \Verse when they stole 
my food, and I did not do anything b�cause I was afraid that something worse could 
happen to rne. · 
Another unpleasant mome.nt was when a yOtmg man hanged himself. and it was a 
traWI'latic experience for me. More than once I thoug.'lt doing the same. 
I vvas sorry tor the things I've done it before. Nevertheless, I always hoped to get out 
oftbat situation. 
I was \iery depressed, I just thought that my mother and sisters were suffering t.lmt I 
was in jail. l was the only one supporting my home where my :mom lives, and I 
helped my mother vvhh her medication since it is very eJ.;:pensive. I lost evecything. I 
had a perfect home. 
· 
I lost my traile1·, my truck, my wile and my family. 
l got up every moming with the hope of being free. I had hope. but I couldn't leave. 
I used to bed scared of n<Jt being alive in the next day; my companions in prison 
were very rebellious. �find is clever. 
PAGF. 2 
NOTARY SEAL: Jose Tomas Guerra Beltran, Notary Public ofOauca, Sonora, Mexico 
I did nQt think things in my favor when I was locked in jail; life in prison is very 
hard, a person thinks about everything. 
You n1eet unpleasant people in jail in wh.ich you must be careful, you live situations 
m which you've never seen, or not prepared to live. I'm sony for all the bad thlngs 
I've done� but if this repentance had done any good, may be I would have left prison. 
I suffered a lot morally, physically and economically, I was suffering fCir all the 
dungs I was living inside jail, and what was happening with my fwuily as well. 
I am very concerned about t11� health of my mother, l feel stressed out, and not 
vvaming to get ahead, I have many bad memories in my mind for the situations I 
�lave lived so far. 
l do not know if my mother is taking her medicines properly. 
Tbe worst moment of my life was when I was expelled to Mexico. I did not know 
what to do or \\'here to go, since I was settled in the United Sta�:es. I had a perfect 
home. It was a very difficult change because I was leaving my family in the United 
States, I was very lonely and disappointed with my life, I wanted to finish vvith my 
life, but on the other hand. I have my mother, a.'td I O'Ne her my J.ife. 
DECLARATION OF JOSE LUIS GARCIA 
2 
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My mother gave me optimism, but I still have these traumas in my mind. Wnen I 
arrived to Mexico, I had nothini.l had lost everything. 
I suffer very much in Mexico. I do not have a job, sometimes I eat, and sometimes I 
don't eat. 
PAGE3 
NOTARY SEAL: Jose Tomas Guena Beltran, Notary Public ofOa"'<.aea, Sonora, Mexico 
I do nut have a place where to sleep. l sleep in the parks. A Ptiychologist of the 
corrununity is helping me to overcome the tramnas I have lived. 
October 14, 2013 
I hope this situation will end soon 
Sincerely 
Thank you very much 
Jose Luis Anaya Garcia/ Signature 
NOTARY CERTIFICATE of Jose Tomas Guerra Beltran. 
Dated this �ay ofOctcber, 2013. 
4fei:· 1i el .am 10 
DECLA.RA.TION OF JOSE LUIS GARCIA 
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QUE PASE EN LA CARCEL. � ;:: ': ..... .. . _, _ _  ......... . , . 
V ESTOY PASANOO POR UNA SJTUACION MUV OIFtCIL AQUi 5 
EN MEXlCO. 
POR LA SITUACION QUE PASE PARA TRABAJAR TANTO, 
COMO PARA ENCONTRARME CON GENTE TAN CORRUPTA, 
COMO POR EJeMPLO BEOBOM QUE SE QUEDO CON Ml 
DiNERO QUE CON TANTO SACRFIO JUNTE PARA QUE SE 
QUEDARA CON El DINERO, PARA CUANDO YO TENIA LA 
OPORTUNIDAD DE HABER SALIDO Y NO SALI PORQUE SE LA -t-L.LEBO MENTIRAS Y MENTIRAS.. · ......... 
TAMBIEN VlVI MOMENTOS DE DESES.PERACION, VIVl 
PL.EITOS� PEOR CUANDO ME ROBABAN Ml COMIDA YO NO 
PODIA HACE.R NAOA POR. TEMOR A. QUE ALGO ME PASARA.. 
OTRO MOMENTO OESAGRAOABLE FUE CUANDO MIRe A1. 
MUCHACHO ·QUE SE AORCO PARA Mf FUE UNA TRAUMA. 
HAST A MAs DE UNA VEZ PENSE EN HACER LO MISMO. 
YA EST ABA ARREPENTIDO PERC LAS COSAS VA ESTABAN 
HECHAS, A PESAR OE TODO SIEMPRE ESTUBE CON LA 
ESPERANZA DE SAUR DE AHi. 
CAl EN UNA FUERTE DEPRESION CON SOLO PENSAR LO 
QUE Ml MADRE Y HERMANAS ESTABAN SUFRJENOO Al 
VERME AMi. YA QUE YO ERA EL Q.UE SOSTENIA EL HOGAR 
OOONOE VIVE Yl MAOftE, YO LE AYUDABA A Ml MAORE CON 
EL MEDICAMENTO VA QUE ES MUY COSTOSO. TODAS MIS 
COSAS M.ATERIALES QUE PERDI CON TANTO ESFUERZOt YO 
VA TENIA Ml HOGAR COMPLETO. 
PERDl Ml TRAJLA, M' TROCA, M1 ESPOSA Y FAMIUA. 
TODOS LOS DIAS ME LEVANT ABA CON LA ESPERANZA DE 
QUI! SALDRI� ME OABADN ESPERANZAS PERO' NOSE 
PODIA SAUR, ME ACOST ABA .ATEMORIZADO DE NO PODER 
AMANECER OTRO Dl� MIS COMPANEROS DE CELOA ERAN 
·� � 
-[�-E�X�H!!"'!!!!!!!'IB�IT�A� 
··-- �-��·"'· ----..... ----
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
8 1 1 East Chicago Street 
• 
FfDJC1r E 
OCT 2 9 2013 
D P.M. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
A JIMENEZ, DEPUTY 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 201 3-4362 C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
VERIFIED NOTICE OF ADMISSIONS 
Defendants 
Richard L. Hammond certifies and declares under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law 
of the state of ldaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  The Affidavit of Service filed herein verifies that Defendants were served with Plaintiff's 
First Discovery on the 19th day of June 20 1 3  at 7:06 PM by Mike Ridgeway. 
2. Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's Request for Admissions. 
3 .  Thirty days has expired since the date service of  Plaintiff's First Discovery. 
4. No informal or formal request for extension has been requested or granted and 
Defendants have not filed herein requesting the Court to grant a continuance to the time 
requirements under Rule 36(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
5 .  Therefore, for Defendants' failure to answer the same in a timely manner as required by 
Rule 36(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the Request in Exhibit A are deemed 
VERIFIED NOTICE OF ADMISSIONS 1 
, 
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admitted and admissible at trial as they were not denied and Rule 36(a) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure are self-executing. 
6. Plaintiffs' Request for Admissions are as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS: 
1 .  That at the time of the events described in Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was an agent and or employee 
of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
2. That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting as an independent 
agent and not working as an employee or agent of Absolute Bail Bonds 
LLC. 
3. That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting outside his scope of 
his employment of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
4. That the amount in controversy in this matter exceeds that amount 
required for filing in the district courts in the State of Idaho but is not in 
violation of ldaho Code 12- 120(1 ). 
5 .  That the venue of this action properly lies in the County of Canyon, 
pursuant to the terms of Idaho Code Section 5-404, in that the breaching 
conduct and service to be provided were in Canyon County, Idaho and 
Plaintiff resided at said time in Canyon County, Idaho. 
6. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of 
her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 20 12-23262-C. 
7. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of 
her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 20 12-25742-C. 
8. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the 
bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-23262-C. 
9. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the 
bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C. 
10. Plaintiff Maria Garcia paid Defendants funds in relation to the above 
contract to post the bond for her son Jose Luis Garcia. 
1 1 .  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 201 2-23262-C. 
12. Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-25742-C. 
1 3 .  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-23262-C on or about October 20 12. 
14. Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 201 2-25742-C on or about the October 201 2. 
1 5 .  Defendants received a call from Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
officer who advised Defendants to revoke the bond paid on behalf of Jose 
Luis Garcia. 
VERIFIED NOTICE OF ADMISSIONS 2 
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1 6. Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 201 2-25742-C on or about 
October 20 1 2. 
1 7 . Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 201 2-23262-C on or about 
October 201 2. 
1 8 . Defendants failed and or refused to refund any funds paid by Plaintiffs to 
Defendants. 
1 9. Exhibit A herein is a true and correct copy of a letter sent to Defendants 
on or about the 1 st of March 201 3 .  
20. Defendants herein failed to provide any records in response to Exhibit A. 
2 1 .  Defendants herein failed to provide any information in response to Exhibit 
A. 
22.  Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(13)  for failing and refusing to 
provide Plaintiffs a copy of the contract herein relating to the bonds for 
Jose Luis Garcia. 
23 . Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(1 3) for failing and refusing to 
provide Plaintiffs a copy of the documents signed by the Plaintiffs after 
receiving Exhibit A. 
24. Defendants failed and refused to provide Plaintiffs an accounting of any 
and all payments made by Plaintiffs before suit was filed herein after 
receiving Exhibit A. 
25. Defendants herein failed to tender or offer to tender any funds to the 
Plaintiffs after receiving Exhibit A. 
26. Defendants received Exhibit A more than thirty days before suit was filed 
herein. 
27. Plaintiffs and their counsel had a phone conversation on or about the 81h of 
February 201 3  with Mr. Almaraz. 
28. The following statements accurately reflect the statements made on the 81h 
of February 20 1 3  by Mr. Almaraz: (Please answer individually) 
a. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was 
advised by our client 's  family that Jose Luis Garcia was not 
documented. 
b. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was 
advised by our client's family that Jose Luis Garcia had immigration 
problems. 
c. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds for Jose Luis Garcia, Mr. 
Almaraz was advised by our client's family that an Immigration ICE 
Hold was placed or will likely be placed shortly and the bond needed to 
be placed immediately. 
d. Mr. Almaraz admitted that Plaintiffs did not give any false or 
misleading statements before posting the bond. 
e. That the reason for revoking the bond was not due to any thing the 
Plaintiffs or his family said or did, but because the ICE agent advised 
him to revoke the bond. 
VERIFIED NOTICE OF ADMISSIONS 3 
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f. That Mr. Almaraz revoked the one or more bond(s) bond for Jose Luis 
Garcia despite previously knowing of our client's immigration 
problems. 
29. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 1 2  previous case. 
30. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 1 2  previous case and 
previously had informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia 
was not a U.S. Citizen. 
3 1 .  Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 201 2  previous case and 
previously had informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia 
was not currently documented with immigration. 
32. Plaintiff Maria Garcia expressly informed the Defendants of the need 
to post the bond in a timely manner to prevent any immigration official 
complications due to Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and may 
have immigration problems. 
33 .  Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal 
Cases Cr 201 2  25742-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with 
Driving under the Influence. 
34. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal 
Cases Cr 201 2  23262-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with 
Petty Theft. 
35 .  Plaintiff Maria Garcia accepted the offers of the Defendants in the 
paragraphs above, paid consideration in exchange for the Defendants 
posting the full bond amount in both cases above. 
36. Defendants posted the necessary bond in both criminal cases above 
wherein Plaintiff Maria Garcia went to the jail and waited the release 
of her son Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
37. The jail subsequently did not release Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
38. Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above 
agreement. 
39. Plaintiff Maria Garcia entered into a contract with the Defendants 
wherein Plaintiff provided consideration to Defendants who agreed to 
post the entire bail amount of Jose Luis Garcia who was the expressed 
and implied third party beneficiary to the contract. 
40. Defendants breached the corresponding implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing inherent in every contact as the Plaintiffs did not 
receive the benefit of the agreement as outlined above and are did not 
receive any benefit to the consideration given to the Defendants. 
4 1 .  Defendants had a fiduciary duty as a Bail Bondsman of the Plaintiffs 
and under IC 48-603( c) to post and not revoke the bail and or to fail to 
refund the consideration paid and such was an unconscionable method, 
act or practice as the Defendants knew of the condition of the 
Plaintiffs. 
42. Plaintiff requested in writing the financial records of the Plaintiff from 
the Defendants as reflected in Exhibit A without receiving records, 
accounting, or the information sought. 
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43 . Defendants failed or refused to maintain the above records of the 
Plaintiffs who is a protected class of person outline above. 
44. Defendants also failed and refused to provide such financial records 
regarding the Plaintiffs in violation of the above statutes and Idaho 
Code 28-9-60 1 et. sec, specifically 28-9-21 0, 28-9-608, 28-9-61 5, 28-
9-6 1 6  and 48-603(1 3). 
45. Defendants violated in bad faith a contract by failing to abide by the 
terms of the contract or refund the consideration paid. 
46. That Plaintiffs and their attorney made several attempts to convince 
Defendants of the error without a response to date. 
4 7. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of freedom. 
48. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of employment. 
49. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of association with his family and friends. 
50. Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney's fees and costs under Idaho Code 12-
1 20( 1 )  if they are the prevailing party. 
5 1 .  $ 1 85 .00 per hour is a reasonable rate for an attorney to prosecute this 
type of case. 
Dated this $ day of October, 201 3 .  
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
81 1 E Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
I.S.B. #6993 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC, 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 2013-0004362-C 
PLAINTIFF' S  FIRST DISCOVERY 
TO DEFENDANT 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiffs, by and through his attorney of record 
Richard L. Hammond, requests that Defendant(s) respond to the following Discovery Request 
separately and individually within thirty (30) days from the date of service, pursuant to Rules 
26(b), 33(a), and 34(b) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Compliance with these discovery 
requests may be made by mailing copies of the requested responses, documents, and privilege log or 
table, if privilege is claimed, to the offices of Hammond Law Office, PA. 8 1 1  E. Chicago St., 
Caldwell, ID 83605, within the requisite time period. 
These requests for production of documents are deemed to be continuing, requiring you or 
any other person acting on your behalf, to supplement your answers and responses if further. 
Plaintiff's requests for production are intended to cover all documents relevant to this 
litigation in the possession of or subject to the control of Defendants or the custody and control of 
any other person acting on Defendants behalf, whether located in offices, residence or in some other 
place. 
Any ambiguity, uncertainty, or lack of clarity in the language of these Interrogatories or 
Requests for Production of Documents shall be construed as requesting the maximum information 
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discoverable pursuant to Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure if The State ofidaho. In the 
event that a question or request for production is objected to, answer 
and/or produce the requested information or items to the furthest extent that the answer and/or 
produced items are allowable; again, these Interrogatories or Requests for Production ofDocuments 
shall be construed as requesting the maximum information discoverable pursuant to Rule 26 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ofthe State ofldaho. 
However, in no event shall these Interrogatories or Requests for Production ofDocuments be 
interpreted in such a manner as to request information beyond the scope of discovery. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
1 .  You are specifically directed to respond to the following Requests for Admission pursuant to Rule 
36(a)(4) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the answers and imposition of sanctions, 
which reads as follows: 
If a matter is not admitted, the answer must specifically deny it or state in detail why the 
answering party cannot truthfully admit or deny it. A denial must fairly respond to the substance of 
the matter; and when good faith requires that a party qualify an answer or deny only a part of a 
matter, the answer must specifY the part admitted and qualify or deny the rest. The answering party 
may assert lack ofknowledge or information as a reason for failing to admit or deny only if the party 
states that it has made reasonable inquiry and that the information it knows or can readily obtain is 
insufficient to enable it to admit or deny 
2. If you deny any of these Requests for Admission, then for each such denial, please provide a 
detailed explanation setting forth the complete factual basis for such denial, including stating all facts 
known to you and/or the documents or other physical evidence upon which you base your denial. In 
the alternative, please attach a copy of each such document or other piece of physical evidence that 
you contend supports your denial. 
3.  When answering the following Interrogatories, you are requested to furnish all information 
available to you, including information in the possession of your attorneys, investigators, experts, 
employees, agents, representatives, guardians, or any other person or persons acting on your behalf, 
not merely such information as is known by you on personal knowledge. 
4. If you cannot answer any of the following Interrogatories in full, after exercising due 
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diligence to secure the information to do so, so state, and answer to the extent possible, specifying 
your inability to answer the remainder, and stating whatever information and knowledge you have 
concerning the unanswered portion. 
5. The following Interrogatories are deemed continuing, and the answers thereto must be 
supplemented to the maximum extent authorized by law and the applicable rules. If, after responding 
to the following Interrogatories, you acquire any information responsive thereto, you are requested to 
file and serve supplemental responses containing such information, as required by Rule 26( e) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
6. You are required to respond to the following Requests for Production of Documents by 
serving upon said party a written response to each document request, and by permitting said 
representatives to inspect and copy each of the documents on or before the date such responses are 
due at Hammond Law Office, P .A. at the address of 8 1 1  E. Chicago St, Caldwell, ID 83605. 
7. If you cannot answer the following discovery requests in full, after exercising due diligence to 
secure the information to do so, so state, and answer the remainder, stating whatever information and 
knowledge you have concerning the unanswered portion. 
8. OBJECTIONS AND PRIVILEGES. If any information, document or portion thereof which is 
responsive to any Request or Interrogatory herein is or will be withheld from production, inspection, 
copying or answering (whether because it is claimed to be work product, communication from 
attorney to client, or is entitled to be withheld for any other reason), please fully identifY such 
document or portion thereof in your response and fully state in your response the reason it is or will 
be withheld with a detailed privilege log including the date of creation, the recipients of such, the 
parties who currently possess such, the date such was transferred to third parties and a general 
summary of the documents and information withheld sufficient to challenge the privilege. In 
addition, if any document is practically impossible of production, inspection and copying, please 
fully identifY such document and the reason for the practical impossibility. Further, any response 
made after an objection will be deemed true, accurate complete, and admissible. 
GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
Except as otherwise expressly indicated, as used in these Requests for Admission, Interrogatories 
and �equests for Production: 
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1 .  The word "documents" or "records" or words of similar import shall mean and be interpreted 
in the broadest sense and shall include any and all writings of any kind including the originals and 
non-identical copies, whether different from the originals by reason of any notation made on such 
copies or likewise, and including, without limitation, correspondence, electronic generated 
documents, including but not limited, internal and external e-mails memoranda, notes, diaries, desk 
calendars and organizers, statistics, letters, telegrams, minutes, contracts, agreements, reports, 
studies, checks, statements, receipts return summaries, pamphlets, books, prospectuses, interoffice 
and infra-office communications, offers, notations of any sort of conversations, telephone calls, 
meetings or other communications, bulletins, printed matter, computer printouts, teletypes, telefax, 
invoices, work sheets and all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes and amendments of any of 
the foregoing; and graphic or aural records or representations of any kind (including, without 
limitation, tapes, cassettes, disks or recordings); whether in your possession, custody or control or in 
the possession, custody or control of your agents, attorneys, accountants, employees or other 
representatives. 
2. The term "tangible things" mean any object, property, or thing of a corporeal nature which is 
not otherwise subsumed and included under the term "documents" as hereinabove defined. 
3. "Person" or "persons" means any natural person, corporation, firm, partnership, 
unincorporated association, joint venture, proprietorship, governmental body (including any 
administrative agency and including state, federal or local government or other organization or legal 
entity. 
4. "Identify" when used with respect to a person, means provide the following information with 
respect to the person: 
a. The full name; 
b. Present or last known home address or business address; 
c. Present or last known home telephone number or business telephone number; 
d. Present or last known business, profession or occupation; and 
e. Last known job title, list of officers, directors, agents, representatives and employees (if 
applicable), and relationship to the adverse party in this litigation. 
5. "Identify" when used with respect to a document, means provide the following information 
with respect to the document: 
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a. A description of the substance of the document; 
b. A summary of the substance of the document; 
c. The identity of the author or originator of the document; 
d. The identity ofthe addressee or addressees (if any) ofthe document; 
e. The date indicated on the document as being the date thereof, or if no date is shown upon 
it, the date (as exactly as possible) when the document was written, executed or produced; 
£ The number of pages of the document; 
g. The title of the document; 
h. The identification number of the document (if any); 
i. The present location and custodian of the original of the document, the present location and 
custodian of any copy thereof, and the present (or last known) address of each such 
custodian; 
j .  The manner and date of disposition of the document if it is no longer in the possession or 
subject to the control of the Plaintiff; and 
k. The identity of all recipients of the document. 
1 .  In the case of alleged trade secrets or confidential or proprietary information, whether 
computer code, methods or otherwise, to give a complete and detailed description of such 
trade secrets or confidential or proprietary information, including but not limited to an 
identification of the specific lines and portions of code claimed as trade secrets or 
confidential or proprietary information, and the location (by module name, file name, 
sequence number or otherwise) of those lines of code within any larger software product or 
property. 
6. "Identify" when used with respect to anything other than a person or document, means list by 
name, and defme and explain as fully and in as much detail as possible, with specific reference to all , 
documents and persons relating to the thing or things identified. 
7. The terms "refers or relates to," "relate," "relates," or "relating" shall mean, but not limited to, 
constituting, concerning, mentioning, discussing, pertaining to, referring, connected with, relied 
upon, evidencing, reflecting, embodying, showing, describing, memorializing, discussing, pertaining 
to, containing reference to, and/ or mentioning either directly and/ or indirectly or in any way relevant 
to the indicated item. 
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8.  Use of the singular form shall be deemed to include the plural and vice versa. Use of either 
the masculine or feminine pronoun, except when referring to a named person, shall be deemed to 
include both genders. "And" and "or" shall be .construed either disjunctively or co!Uunctively so as to 
permit the broadest scope possible. 
9. The terms "you" "your" shall refer to the opposing party( s) in this action, including any and 
all of your affiliated or associated companies, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, parent 
and subsidiary companies, and every person acting or purporting to act, or who has ever acted or 
purported to act, on your behalf. "You" means also the person or persons responding to these 
discovery requests and "your" refers to the same persons to which "you" refers. 
1 0. The term "Complaint" shall mean the Complaint filed by Plaintiff in this matter. 
1 1 . Unless otherwise stated, the items stated below refer to acts and allegations in Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
1 2. PRIVILEGE: If, in responding or failing to respond to the discovery requested herein, you 
invoke or rely upon any privilege of any kind, please state specifically the nature of the privilege and 
the basis upon which you invoke, rely upon, or claim it, and identifY all documents or other 
information, including contracts or communications, which you believe to be embraced by the 
privilege invoked 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS: If a Request for Admission refers to Defendants and such 
Request can be admitted only to one or some of the Defendants but not to all Defendants, please state 
which Defendant( s) the Request for Admission is admitted against and which Defendant( s) the 
Request for Admission is denied against. 
1 .  That at the time of the events described in Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, 
the Defendant Walter Almaraz was an agent and or employee of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
2. That at the time of the events described in Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, 
the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting as an independent agent and not working as an 
employee or agent of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
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3 .  That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, 
the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting outside his scope of his employment of Absolute 
Bail Bonds LLC. 
4. That the amount in controversy in this matter exceeds that amount required for filing in 
the district courts in the State ofldaho but is not in violation of ldaho Code 12- 1 20(1 ). 
5.  That the venue of this action properly lies in the County of Canyon, pursuant to the terms 
ofldaho Code Section 5-404, in that the breaching conduct and service to be provided 
were in Canyon County, Idaho and Plaintiff resided at said time in Canyon County, Idaho. 
6. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son Jose 
Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 20 12-23262-C. 
7. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son Jose 
Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C. 
8. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-23262-C. 
9. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C. 
1 0. Plaintiff Maria Garcia paid Defendants funds in relation to the above contract to post the 
bond for her son Jose Luis Garcia. 
1 1 . Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 201 2-
23262-C. 
1 2. Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-
25742-C. 
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13 .  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-
23262-C on or about October 2012.  
14. Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 201 2-
25742-C on or about the October 20 12.  
15 .  Defendants received a call from Immigration and Customs Enforcement officer who 
advised Defendants to revoke the bond paid on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia. 
1 6. Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia 
in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C on or about October 2012.  
1 7. Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia 
in Canyon County CR 201 2-23262-C on or about October 201 2. 
1 8 .  Defendants failed and or refused to refund any funds paid by Plaintiffs to Defendants. 
1 9. Exhibit A herein is a true and correct copy of a letter sent to Defendants on or about the 
1 st of March 201 3 .  
20. Defendants herein failed to provide any records in response to Exhibit A. 
2 1 . Defendants herein failed to provide any information in response to Exhibit A. 
22. Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(13) for failing and refusing to provide Plaintiffs 
a copy of the contract herein relating to the bonds for Jose Luis Garcia. 
23 . Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(13) for failing and refusing to provide Plaintiffs 
a copy of the documents signed by the Plaintiffs after receiving Exhibit A. 
24. Defendants failed and refused to provide Plaintiffs an accounting of any and all payments 
made by Plaintiffs before suit was filed herein after receiving Exhibit A. 
25. Defendants herein failed to tender or offer to tender any funds to the Plaintiffs after 
receiving Exhibit A. 
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26. Defendants received Exhibit A more than thirty days before suit was filed herein. 
27. Plaintiffs and their counsel had a phone conversation on or about the gm of February 201 3  
with Mr .  Almaraz. 
28. The following statements accurately reflect the statements made on the gth of February 
201 3  by Mr. Almaraz: (Please answer individually) 
a. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was advised by our 
client's family that Jose Luis Garcia was not documented. 
b. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was advised by our 
client's family that Jose Luis Garcia had immigration problems. 
c. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds for Jose Luis Garcia, Mr. Almaraz was 
advised by our client's family that an Immigration ICE Hold was placed or will likely 
be placed shortly and the bond needed to be placed immediately. 
d. Mr. Almaraz admitted that Plaintiffs did not give any false or misleading statements 
before posting the bond. 
e. That the reason for revoking the bond was not due to any thing the Plaintiffs or his 
family said or did, but because the ICE agent advised him to revoke the bond. 
f. That Mr. Almaraz revoked the one or more bond( s) bond for Jose Luis Garcia despite 
previously knowing of our client's immigration problems. 
29. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 1 2  previous case. 
30. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 201 2  previous case and previously had 
informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen. 
3 1 .  Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 12 previous case and previously had 
informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not currently documented 
with immigration. 
32. Plaintiff Maria Garcia expressly informed the Defendants of the need to post the bond in 
a timely manner to prevent any immigration official complications due to Jose Luis 
Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and may have immigration problems. 
3 3 .  Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 2012 
25742-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Driving under the Influence. 
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34. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 20 12 
23262-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Petty Theft. 
35. Plaintiff Maria Garcia accepted the offers of the Defendants in the paragraphs above, paid 
consideration in exchange for the Defendants posting the full bond amount in both cases 
above. 
36. Defendants posted the necessary bond in both criminal cases above wherein Plaintiff 
Maria Garcia went to the jail and waited the release of her son Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
3 7. The jail subsequently did not release Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
3 8. Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above agreement. 
39. Plaintiff Maria Garcia entered into a contract with the Defendants wherein Plaintiff 
provided c?nsideration to Defendants who agreed to post the entire bail amount of Jose 
Luis Garcia who was the expressed and implied third party beneficiary to the contract. 
40. Defendants breached the corresponding implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
inherent in every contact as the Plaintiffs did not receive the benefit of the agreement as 
outlined above and are did not receive any benefit to the consideration given to the 
Defendants. 
4 1 .  Defendants had a fiduciary duty as a Bail Bondsman of the Plaintiffs and under IC 48-
603( c) to post and not revoke the bail and or to fail to refund the consideration paid and 
such was at?- unconscionable method, act or practice as the Defendants knew of the 
condition of the Plaintiffs. 
42. Plaintiff requested in writing the fmancial records of the Plaintiff from the Defendants as 
reflected in Exhibit A without receiving records, accounting, or the information sought. 
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43. Defendants failed or refused to maintain the above records of the Plaintiffs who is a protected 
class of person outline above. 
44. Defendants also failed and refused to provide such financial records regarding the Plaintiffs 
in violation of the above statutes and Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, specifically 28-9-21 0, 28-
9-608, 28-9-61 5, 28-9-6 1 6  and 48-603(1 3). 
45. Defendants violated in bad faith a contract by failing to abide by the terms of the contract or 
refund the consideration paid. 
46. That Plaintiffs and their attorney made several attempts to convince Defendants of the error 
without a response to date. 
47. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants as herein alleged, 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss of :freedom. 
48. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants as herein alleged, 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss of employment. 
49. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants as herein alleged, 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss of association with his family and friends. 
50. Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney's fees and costs under Idaho Code 12-120( 1) if they are the 
prevailing party. 
5 1 .  $ 1 85.00 per hour is a reasonable rate for an attorney to prosecute this type of case. 
INTERROGATORIES: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Identify each person known to you or your attorneys who has 
any knowledge of, or who purports to have any knowledge of, any facts of this case. By this 
interrogatory, we seek the identity of all possible witnesses who have any knowledge of any fact 
pertinent to damages, causation liability, defenses, affirmative defenses etc including identifying 
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names of each supervisor of the Plaintiff, identifying the coworkers of the Plaintiff that would 
support or deny the claims and defenses of the Plaintiff and Defendants. Please identify and provide 
the name, address, and telephone number, position and title of each and every person who may have 
knowledge of the subject matter of this litigation. Also, please provide the substance of the facts and 
information of which such persons has knowledge of. Please include but do not limit your response 
to all employees and agents of the Defendants including, but not limited to Plaintiff's prior 
supervisor and coworkers for the prior three years. 
Identify the ICE agent and describe in detail the conversation between Defendants and the 
ICE agent that resulted in the Defendants revoking the bond for Jose Luis Garcia and any 
correspondence between the Defendants and ICE agents that relate to the Plaintiffs or Plaintiffs' 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Identify each and every officer, employee or agent of the 
Defendant, witness, or other person who investigated Plaintiff's claims outlined in 
Plaintiff's Complaint and Written Demand. Describe the substance of the knowledge of 
each person has regarding Plaintiff's Accident and what describe the evidence that will 
support the future testimony of such person. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3 :  Please identify, include but do not limit the response to, the 
name, address, telephone numbers, title of all persons who have knowledge of the allegations in 
Plaintiff's Complaint or the Defenses of the Defendants herein, identify the persons you intend to 
call at the hearing of this cause, and please state the subject matter and specific substance ofthe 
anticipated testimony of each person. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Identify and describe the employment between the Defendants 
herein and include, but do not limit the response to the dates of employment, type of employment 
relationship, payment rate, dates paid, amounts paid, amounts garnished, reasons for the 
garnishment. Identify and describe in detail any and all agreements between the Plaintiffs and 
Defendants since January 1 ,  201 1 ,  specifically, relating to any bonds for Jose Luis Garcia as outlined 
herein and in Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: With reference to each denial and affirmative defense pleaded 
by you or your attorneys in the answer to the Complaint, please set forth with respect to each such 
denial and affirmative defense all facts, documents, records, individuals or other evidence, known to 
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you, your attorneys, or agents which support or corroborate such denials or defenses; the name, 
address, and telephone number of each such person known to you who claims to have knowledge of 
such; and the name, address, and telephone number of any custodian of any writing or report which 
supports any such denial or affirmative defense. Also provide a detailed summary statement of the 
facts known by each such person. Specifically include, but do not limit your answer to the 
description of each and every fact, document, witness and source of any evidence supporting your 
allegation that all or part of Plaintiffs' damages or allegation were attributable to Plaintiffs acts. 
Also, please state the full name, address, and telephone number of any individual not listed 
above who was either a witness to or has any knowledge of the facts and circumstances 
surrounding any other allegations of the Plaintiff' s compliant or Defendants' denials or 
defense regarding this case. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: With respect to each Request for Admission herein which you 
denied in whole or part, State in full and complete detail each and every fact upon which the denial is 
based; Identify any and all persons who have knowledge or purport to have knowledge which relate to 
and/or support your declination and the facts and opinions within said person's knowledge with respect 
thereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please state whether or not you had an insurance policy (ies) at 
the time of the incident which is the subject of this claim and if so, please set forth the name of the 
company issuing such policy, the policy number, whether or not you are a named insured and the 
names of other insured's, the limits of coverage including liability, medical payments, and other 
coverage; 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Have you or any persons acting on your behalf obtained 
any written or recorded statement or records from any person concerning the occurrence 
which is the subject of this complaint and claim? If so, please describe in detail such 
statement and documents or records and where they were obtained. Have you given any 
statement whether written or oral to any third party concerning the occurrence which is the 
subject of this claim (i.e. police officer, insurance agent, investigator)? If so, please 
describe in detail such statement and documents and where they reside. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please identify every lay, fact, or expert witness, including 
physicians, that has any personal knowledge of the claims or defenses made herein. Also, please list 
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each person and list which person(s) you will call at trial by stating the name, address, and 
employment of such expert, along with the qualifications as an expert; the subject matter on which 
the expert is expected to testifY; the substance of the facts and opinions to which such expert 
may testify; and a summary of the grounds for each opinion. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10:  Please state the name, address and telephone numbers of all 
witnesses you will to call at the hearing of this cause, and please state the subject matter and general 
nature of the facts to which they will testifY. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 1 :  Have you, your attorney, or any person, firm or coxporation 
acting on your behalf, consulted with or engaged any experts in connection with this litigation that 
will testifY herein? If so, please state their names and addresses, and for each, please state the 
following for each expert that will testifY herein: 
(a) Please provide a current CV including but not limited to the name and 
address of the school or university where he/she received special education 
or training in this field, the dates when he/she attended each school or 
university and the name or description of each degree he/she received, 
including the date when each was received, and the name of the school from 
where received; 
(b) Did he/she test, analyze or examine any physical evidence related to this 
litigation? If so, during what dates did he/she make this test, analysis or 
examination and did anyone assist him/her? 
(c) What is the hourly rate and total fee that any expert that will testifY in this 
case charged, or will charge the Defendant in relation to services provided 
herein including but not limited to the "independent medical examination", 
testimony, or any other review of Plaintiffs? 
(d) Were any opinions or conclusions reached as a result ofthis test, analysis or 
examination? If so, please state the substance of the facts, conclusions and 
opinions to which he/she is expected to testifY; 
(e) What is the name or other means of identification of the person to whom this 
report was submitted ·and the name and address of the person who has 
present custody of the same? and, 
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(f) Did he/she submit a report setting forth his/her findings, opinions or 
conclusions? If so. please state the date this report was submitted, and the 
name and address of the person who has present custody thereof. 
(g) Please identify all civil cases in which your expert witness that will testify in 
this case was deposed or has testified in matters relating to medical 
testimony in the last five years and state whether he was retained by the 
plaintiff or by the defendant for each such case and the case numbers and 
names for each case and the number of times such persons above have been 
retained as a consultant by the insurance carrier of the Defendant for the past 
five years. State any and all opinions of the above persons finds that would 
indicate that the medical treatment and opinions provided by Plaintiffs' 
providers fell below the acceptable medical standard of care. 
(h) What is the total number ofiME's performed by the expert in 2008, 2009, 
201 0, 201 1 ,  and 20 12 and provide the percentage of the total number of 
independent medical examinations that were performed at the request of 
Defendants in the last five years; what percentage of time of the above 
persons' time is spent as a medical practitioner in each of the past two years? 
(i) For each expert that will testify, please provide the percentage and amount of 
his or her income in each of the past five years was derived from treating his 
own patients, the percentage and amount of income each person above 
received for each year of the past five years that was derived from providing 
expert opinions and medical examinations for the defense/defendant and the 
percentage and amount for each year for the past five years that was derived 
from providing expert opinions and medical examinations on behalf of the 
prosecution/plaintiff? 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 2: Please describe each document, object, or thing, including 
movie film or other evidence gathered by electronic or scientific means, relevant to the claims and 
defenses made herein and list which exhibits you will introduce at trial herein. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13 : Please set forth in detail all of the steps and procedures taken 
by the Defendants, its surety and all agents in investigating this claim. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 1 4 :  If any information, document or portion thereof which is 
responsive to any Request for Production, Request for Admission or Interrogatory herein is or will be 
withheld from production, (whether because it is work product, communication from attorney to 
client, or for any other reason), please fully identify such information and document or portion 
thereof in your response and fully state in your response the reason it is or will be withheld with a 
detailed privilege log including the date of creation, the recipients of such, the parties who currently 
possess such, the date such was transferred to third parties and a general summary of the documents 
and information withheld sufficient to challenge the privilege. Please provide copies of any 
surveillance ofthe Plaintiff in any form. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15 :  Please provide a full and complete financial accounting with 
each and every charge and payment, statement of accounting, a statement regarding a list of 
collateral, a statement of account, on any alleged debts owed by the Plaintiff to the Defendant, 
including, but not limited to the reason for the refusal and failure to return the funds paid to the 
Defendants alleged herein and in Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
Include the accounting, each and every charge, deduction, and complete statement and full 
accounting of all charges, payments, debts, and authority the Defendant had for any alleged debts. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: If any document requested below in the Request for Production 
is not available, please describe in detail the date, manner, method, reason that each record requested 
is not longer available with the Defendant's company policy relating to record retention. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTIONS: 
1 .  Any and all communications to or from Plaintiffs and their agents since January I ,  201 1 .  
2. Any and all documents, pictures, audio, video, or other records relating to Plaintiff's 
Claims or Defendants Affirmative defenses listed herein. 
3.  Any and all documents, pictures, audio, video, notes or other records relating to all 
statements made by Plaintiff, witnesses, employees or individuals that relate to Plaintiff" s 
claims or Defendants affinnative defenses. 
4. A copy of the complete files, including notes (electronic and paper), correspondence, 
pictures, audio, video, and other records in the Defendants' possession and control 
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regarding any agreements, cases, bonds, contracts, with or for Plaintiff herein since 
January 1 ,  201 1 .  
5 .  Please provide a copy of such audio, photo, video, police report, communication, 
note, or other document inquired into by the Interrogatories above. 
6.  Please provide each and every police report, police note, witness statement, 
statement, officer's statement, audio, video, dispatch note, dispatch audio, 
photos, or other document that refer to the Plaintiff or the allegations m 
Plaintiff' s Complaint or Defendant's Answer or Affirmative Defenses. 
7. Please produce a copy of any documents or any evidence that support such denial or 
affirmative defenses that are mentioned in Defendants' response to Plaintiffs' 
Interrogatory or in Defendants' Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
8. Pursuant to IRCP 26(b )( 4 ), please produce a copy of each publication authored within the 
last five (5) years by each expert that will testify on behalf of the Defendant. This request 
is made to ensure that his testimony and opinions herein do not contradict his own 
publications and prior opinions or writings. Publication is defied by its ordinary meaning 
and including but not limited to any written or electronic document published in any 
article, newspaper, magazine, court proceeding, journal, internet site or other written 
record that is published to a third party that was authored partly or in whole by the expert 
and relates to his profession including but not limited to his profession in the medical 
field. Alternatively, produce a list of such publications with the citation where such 
publications can be located. 
9. Please provide all communications between Defendants, the Canyon County Jail, 
Defendants' insurance carrier(s), the Idaho Department of Insurance since January 1 ,  
201 1 that refer to Plaintiff herein or refer to the matters alleged to in Plaintiff's 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
10.  Pursuant to IRCP 26(b)(4), please produce a copy of each exhibit to be used as a 
summary or in support of the opinions of each expert that will testify on behalf of the 
Defendant including but not limited to the experts. Alternatively, produce a list of such 
exhibits with the location of where such exhibit can be located and when previously 
produced. 
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1 1 . Please provide each and every opinion, transcript or deposition in the possession, access, 
or control of the Defendant, its insured, agents and employees, where the expert of the 
Defendant that will testify herein that previously testified or gave an opinion within the 
last four years. 
12. Please provide any remaining records relating to any of the Plaintiffs herein in the 
possession or control of the Defendants that was created in the last three years. 
13 .  Please provide the entire employee file for Walter Almaraz including any employee file, 
contract, employment agreement, payroll records since January 1, 201 1 ,  correspondence 
between the Defendants herein that refer or relate to the Plaintiffs or Plaintiffs' 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
Dated this \t\day of June 2013  
By: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d._ day of June 2013, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Absolute Bail Bonds LLC Hand Delivered 9----- -
Attn: Walter Almaraz U.S. Mail D 
416 W. Montana Fax 0 
Homedale, ID 83628 Fed. Express D 
Hand Delivered � 
Walter Almaraz U.S. Mail D 
220 N 5th St W Fax D 
Homedale, ID 83628 Fed. Express 0 
Dated thiJ�day of June 2013  
By: 
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HAMMOND LAW OFFICE, P .A. 
Richard L. Hammond 
Jobn Anderson, JR. 
ATI'ORI'iEY AND COU!IiSELOR AT LAW 
Sent Via Fax /U.S.Mail/Certi:fied Mail Number of Pages: 2 
Absolute Bail Bonds LLC 
Attn Walter Almaraz 
416 W Montana 
Homedale, ID 83628 
220 N 5tb St W 
Homedale, ID 83628 
Idaho Department of Insurance 
Fax (208) 334-4398 
Client: Jose Luis Garcia 
CR-2012-0023262-C & 
CR-2012-0025742-C 
Dear Mr. Almaraz and Idaho Department of Insurance, 
r=:a. IIIO.D 
I...5:.J 3-1 - 13 
� FAXED 
� 3-/ - f� 
March 1 ,  2013 
This letter is to follow up with our conversation on the 8th of February 2013 and to make a 
formal complaint to the Departinent of Insurance. 
Thank you Mr. Almaraz for taking the time to discuss the matter relating to our common client 
:Mr. Garcia. I spoke with the sergeant at the jail and their records reflect our conversation that, as 
you stated, you posted the bond for the DUI. However, the sergeant mformed me that you 
revoked the bond for the DUI before he was released. 
My notes and witnesses present during the above conversation on the gth of February 2013 reflect 
Plat you acknowledged that you were retained to post the bonds on the above DUI and Petty 
Theft cases, that before you were paid and before you posted the bonds, you were advised our 
client had immigration problems and that an Immigration Hold was placed. Further, you 
admitted that after posting the bond you received a call from an ICE agent who advised you t� 
revoke the bond; and unfortUnately you revoked the bond despite previously knowing of the 
immigration problems and ICE hold. 
During our conversation on the gtb of February, we requested a refund ofthe bond amount paid 
on the DUI case; however, our notes reflect that we have not received a response or refund. 
Therefore, please consider a formal written demand for damages in the amount of $35,000.00 for 
breach of the contract to post the bond in the above case. :Mr. Garcia, due to the breach of the 
contract and failure to post bond and I or your failure to return the bond, remins in custody for 
over 120 days, directly and proximately due to the breach of the contract. .Mr. Garcia is unable 
to be free and �oy his normal work and family life. This demand is made under Idaho Code 
Garcia Demand for Payment and Records I 81 1 E. Chicago St. Caldwell, ID 83605 
Phone: (208) 453-4857 Fax: (208) 453-4861 E-mail: richard@dcdi.net 
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12-120(1) and we will seek and obtain fees and costs if suit is filed if the matter is not resolved 
within ten (I 0) days. 
Please consider this letter also a demand within fourteen (14) days for a copy of all records 
related to any prior and current debts and loans including but not limited to a copy of all 
documents signed by our client or his agents, all correspondence to or from our client or to or 
from third parties relating to the alleged debt. a full accounting of payments made, charges, 
interest, and all remaining records e records herein. This dispute and demand for verification, 
records and information is made under the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act (15 USC 1 692g) 
and Idaho Code 48-603(13). 
This letter also requests, in relation to both accounts and alleged debts, a full and complete 
financial accounting with each and every charge and payment, statement of accounting, a 
statement regarding a list of collateral, a statement of account, a reason for the refusal and failure 
to return the documents supporting such account and faillll"e to return of the title signed within 
fourteen (14) days. This demand is also made pursuant to Idaho Code 28-9-601 et sec. including 
but not limited to Idaho Code 28-9-210, 28-9-608, 28-9-61 5  and 28-9-616. Also, we request a 
copy of the above requested documents pursuant to I. C. 48-603( 13). 
1bis is our final request for records and demand for return of the title under Idaho Code 12-
120(1 ). Such offer of settlement will remain open for ten (I 0 days for payment and fourteen ( 14) 
days for production of records. In the event settlement is not reached, we will be left without 
remedy but to file suit and seek attorney fees, costs, interest and damages for the following acts 
of your client 
1 .  Violation of the Fair Debt Collections Act; 
2. Breach of Contract in relation to the bond; 
3. Violation of Idaho Consumer Protection Act; 
4. Conversion and embezzlement of the truck title; . 
5. Failure to maintain and provide records requested under Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, 
specifically 28-9-210, 28-9-608, 28-9-61 5  28-9-61 6  and also Idaho Code 48-603(13). 
Our intent is to resolve this matter amicably without discovery and depositions regarding the 
employment practices of your client Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Thank you for your courtesy, and cooperation. Should you have any questions do not hesitate to 
contact our office. 
RLH; MS. 
Cc: Client 
Garcia Demand for Payment and Records 2 8 1 1  E. Chicago St, Caldwell, ID 83605 
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RICHARD L H..t\l\1MOND, L S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
8 1 1 East Chicago Street 
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Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
CANYON COUNTY cu=;l ! ·  
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCLA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 2013-4362-C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
AFFIDAVIT FOR DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants Under IC 9- 1406 
MAR1A GARCIA certifies and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of 
the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  I am the mother of Jose Luis Garcia. 
2. I previously contracted, hired and paid the Defendants to bond Jose Luis Garcia out of 
jail without any complications. 
3 .  I subsequently entered into contract on the 1 5th of October 20 1 2  at approximately 8:30 
AM where the Defendants contracted to pay the bonds for Jose Luis Garcia in CR 2012-
25742-C a.Tld CR 2012-23262-C. 
4. I paid the Defendants $800.00 for the first case and $500.00 for the second case for the 
Defendants to post the bonds in the above cases which were $3,200.00 combined. 
5. The Defendants posted the bond; however, the Defendants kept giving excuses why my 
son was not released and stated that the sheriff was not doing the paperwork correctly. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT J 
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6. The Defendants informed me that I needed to wait and I waited at the jail the entire day 
ofthe 1 51h of October 2 0 1 2  without any answers. I went home and returned the morning 
ofthe 1 61h of October 20 12 and waited the entire day. 
7. Jose Luis Garcia was not released due to the Defendants withdrawing the bond paid and 
the Defendants never notified me of such for various months. 
8. Approximately one week later I learned through an attorney that Jose Luis Garcia was not 
released because the Defendants withdrew the bond; the defendants admitted to me in 
February 20 13 that they withdrew the bond. 
9. I complied with each and every requirement under my contract and agreement with the 
Defendants. 
1 0. I contacted the Defendants at his home office and asked what happened and his employee 
info:rmed me I did not need to do anything wrong and had complied with the above 
contract and that the error was due to the jail. 
1 1 .  I learned that after the bonds were withdrawn, that an immigration hold was placed. 
1 2. If the Defendants complied with the above contract and did not withdraw the bond, that 
Jose Luis Garcia would have been released before the ICE hold was placed and may not 
have been placed. 
1 3 .  My son Jose Luis Garcia was not released from the jail until approximately the 3rd of 
May 20 1 3  when he was subsequently taken to Mexico. 
14 .  On or about the 8'11 of February 2.0 1 3  I was present when the Defendants admitted 
telephonically that my son and I complied with the above contract and gave truthful 
infonnation to them when we contracted them and knew that time was of the essence to 
AFFIDAVIT FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT 2 
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post the bond to prevent an ICE hold from being placed due to immigration problems of 
Jose Luis Garcia. 
1 5 .  That as a proximate cause and actual cause of the Defendants' breach of the contract, it 
was foreseeable and known to the Defendants that Jose Luis Garcia would remain in jail, 
would not be able to work, would not be able to pay his bills and would suffer substantial 
financial harm. 
16. Jose Luis Garcia was living with me and provided substantial financial assistance to me 
and the Defendants knew we lived together-
1 7. Jose Luis Garcia was working in Wilder doing maintenance, cleaning and other manual 
labor working 45 hours weekly and earned $9.50 per hour. 
1 8. I picked up Jose Luis Garcia's paycheck from his employer after Jose Luis Garcia was 
arrested on or about the 17th of October 20 1 2  and learned Jose Luis Garcia would have 
continued his employment if the bonds were paid as contracted. 
1 9. The Defendants failed to communicate with me and failed to produce the records, 
information and other documents as alleged in the Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
filed herein. 
20. The Defendants also failed to refund and or account for any of the funds paid as alleged 
above. 
2 1 - I believe it is unconscionable for the Defendants to take my money� post the bond, revoke 
the bond and not comply with the contract and not return the funds to me. 
22. I made various contacts in writing to convince the Defendants to do the right thing 
without any resolve or offer of resolution to date-
AFFIDAVIT FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT 3 
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23.  I have hired the services of other bail bondsmen of for additional cases and Defendants' 
actions and breach of the above contract is intentional, reckless, and an extreme deviation 
of reasonable standard of conduct. 
24. A foreseeable and proximate damage from the Defendants' actions and inactions is that I 
lost approximately 20 days of work and I lost $9.00 per hour and 9 hours per each day. 
25. A foreseeable and proximate damage from the Defendants' actions and inactions is that I 
suffered deep depression for the loss of my son while he was in jail and after he was sent 
away. 
26. Jose Luis Garcia lost his trailer he was purchasing before being arrested that he and I was 
living in� I was forced to leave Jose's trailer shortly after he was arrested because I could 
not pay the fees due to the money paid to bail bondsman. 
27. Jose Luis Garcia also had a car that was forced to be sold in February 201 3  to retain the 
services of an attorney to help us with the bail bonds matter and with the criminal matter. 
28. Jose Luis Garcia is currently living in nnsafe conditions living outside of the home of a 
friend due to his financial loss. 
29. My primary language is Spanish and the above statement was translated to be by staff at 
Hanunond Law Office, P .A. 
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Hammond Law Office, PA 
81 1 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attomey for Plaintiff 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
S BROWN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARlA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV20l 3-4362�C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
FOR DEFAULT 
Defendants Under IC 9�1406 
Richard L. Hammond certizy and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of 
the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  Exhibit A is a true and correct printout and verification from the Idaho Secretary of 
State reflecting that Walter Almaraz is the registered agent of Absolute Bail Bonds 
LLC. 
2. Exhibit B reflects that both Defendants were individually served on the 1 9111 of June 
20 1 3  at 220 N. 5th St. West, Homedale, Idaho. 
Dated this 2_( day ofNovember 201 3 .  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IDAH O S ECRETARY OF STATE 
Vievving  Bus i ness Entity 
[ Ns:w Search ] [ Back to Summary ] [ Get a certificate of existence for ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC ] 
416 W MONT ANA 
HOMEDALE, ID 83628 
Type of Business: UMITED UABILITY COMPANY 
Status: EXISTING, ANREPT SENT 10 Dec 2012 
State of Origin: IDAHO 
Date of 18 Feb 2010 
Origination/ Authorization :  
Current Registered Agent: WALTER ALMARAZ 
220 N 5TH ST W 
HOM EDALE, ID 83628 
File Number: W90768 
Date of Last Annual Report: 30 Jan 2013 
O rig ina � Fi�ing : 
Filed 1 8  Feb 2010 ARTICLES OF 
ORGANIZATION 
Amendment Filed 09 Apr 2010 OTHER - ADD 
MGfVMBR 
Amendment Filed 07 May 2010 OTHER - ADD 
MGR/MBR 
Amendment Filed 01 lui 2010 OTHER - DELETE 
M BR/MGR 
Amendment Filed OS Juf 2011 REINSTATEMENT 
Amendment Filed 17 May 2012 REINSTATEMENT 
Amendment Filed 25 Ja n 2013 OTHER - DEL 1 
MBR/MGR 
Anrma i Reports: 
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lN THEi DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE Of IDAHO�· IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF· PAYETTE 
JOS� LU!S GARCIA and MARIA GARC!A, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE: BAIL BONDS I.LC, 
WAl.. TER ALMARAZ .. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Canyon 
: ss. 
) 
CASE NO. CV 2013-4362-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
MIKE RIDGENAY, being first duly swcrn, deposes and says: 
That I am a resident of the' State of IdahO. That I am oyer eigh_teen years
 of age and not a 
PAGE 05/ 05 
party to this action. That on the 1 9t'1 day of June,. 2013, at 7:06· o'
clock p.m., ! ser.red a copy of the 
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT and PI.AINTiFFS' FI�ST DISCOVERY TO DEFENDANT in tne abov
e.entitled 
action upon ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LlC and WALTER ALMARAZ, b
y delivertng to and leaving With 
WALTER ALMARAZ. lndMdually and as Managing Member of" ABSOLUTE
 BAIL BONDS LLC, at 220 N. � 
St. West, Homedale, Idaho. 
� � '�$}�_$. BED AND SWORN 1D before me !hi$ 25th day:.:::-
· / OT4 !.ft:P· � bQ!\ v--_ i � .-9 At \  NotaiY Public for Idaho 
: --.__· .i Residing at caldwell
, ID 
S��bb . t"'- i My Commission expires: 8/20/2
015 
�\ �o L ,� r 
�--.. . .. · �'"If OF ·tg-,_;\o 
Fee: 
Milea.g6(28) 
Mise: 
TOTAL FEE: 
p" $50.00 
$0 
$0 
$60_00 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, PA 
8 1 1 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
DEC 0 5 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and l.\1ARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 2013-4362-C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
VERIFIED MOTION TO RECUSE 
OR FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Defendants 
The Plaintiff in the above entitled litCtion) by and through his attorney of record, 
Richard Hammond, hereby respectfully requests this Honorable Court to recuse himself, be 
removed under IRCP 40(d)(2) or reconsider its position stated in chambers to deny 
consequential damages to a person due to his or her immigration status. 
AFFIDAVIT 
Richard L. Hanunond certifies and declares under penalty of perjury pursuant to the 
law of the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal 
knowledge: 
1 .  I am the attorney in the above matters and am a competent adult. 
2. On the 2151 of November 201 3  The Honorable Judge Southworth stated 
that Plaintiffs could not receive consequential damages requested in their 
complaint due to Plaintiff Garcia's immigration status. 
VERIFIED MOTION TO RECUSE OR FOR RECONSIDERATION 1 
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It is unquestioned that all residents� regardless of immigration status, even 
Wldocumented immigrants, enjoy the protections extended by the United States Constitution 
in civil and criminal proceedings. The Idaho Supreme Court ruled in Sanchez v. Galey, 1 1 2 
Idaho 609 (1986) that Mr. Garcia is entitled to his lost wages and other consequential 
damages, despite his immigration status. In Sanchez the court upheld a jury verdict in a 
civil action that awarded an undocumented alien present and future wages based on his 
current income as a worker in Idaho, present and future medical, as well as pain and 
suffering. The court even went on to rule that remanding the case to the jury with 
instructions to consider even the possibility of the Plaintiff earning fewer wages due to a 
potential deportation "would invite mere speculation." Id at 624. 
The 91h Circuit appellate decision Rivera et al., v. Nibco, Inc., upheld the Plaintiffs 
right to seek damages and even seek to be reinstated with their previous employer even 
when his immigration status was at issue. 364 F.3d 1 057 (9th Cir. 2004) (cert. 
Denied)(Mar. 7, 2005) The court in Rivera held that immigration status is not relevant 
because of the grave "chilling effect" it would have on parties in civil matters. /d at 1 064. 
· See also Bevies Co:: Inc. v. Teamsters Loca/ 986, 791 F.2d 1391  (9th Cir. 1 986) {upholding 
arbitration awards granting back pay to undocumented employees); EEOC v. Hacienda 
Hotel, 88 1 F.2d 1 504 (9th Cir. 1 989) (following Felbro regarding back pay availability); 
EEOC v. Tortilleria ''La Mejor, " 758 F.Supp. 585 (E.D. Cal. 1 99 1 )  (scope of Title VII not 
diminished by passage of IRCA). 
Therefore, denying the Plaintiff access to consequential damages associated with the 
causes of action herein solely based on Mr. Garcia's immigration status is contrary to 
established law and also the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, 
which applies to all people and not solely citizens. Such a denial is also contrary to Idaho and 
U.S. Supreme Court precedent as such would be also an Equal Protection and Due Process 
violation. In Yick Wo v. Hopkins� 1 1 8  U.S. 356, 369� 6 S. Ct. 1 064, 1070, 30 L. Ed. 220 
( 1 886) 
The fourteenth amendment to the constitution is not confined 
to the protection of citizens. It says: 'Nor shall any state 
deprive any person of life. liberty, or property without due 
VERJFIED MOTION TO RECUSE OR FOR RECONSIDERATION 2 
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process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction 
the equal protection of the laws.� These provisions are 
universal in their application, to all persons within the 
territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences of 
race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal protection of 
the laws is a pledge of the protection of equal laws. It is 
accordingly enacted by section 1 977 of the Revised Statutes 
that 'all persons within the jwisdiction of the United States 
shall have the same right, in every state and territory, to make 
and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to 
the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the 
security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white 
citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains, 
penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to 
no other.' The questions we have to consider and decide in 
these cases, therefore, are to be treated as involving the rights 
of every cHizen of the United States equally with those of the 
strangers and aliens who now invoke the jurisdiction of the 
court. 
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The power to expel aliens has long been recognized as an exclusively federal 
power. See Fok Yung Yo v. United States, 1 85 U.S. 296, 302, 22 S.Ct. 686, 688, 46 L.Ed. 
9 1 7  (1 902); Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U.S. 698, 706-07, 1 3  S_Ct. 1 01 6, 1 0 1 9, 
3 7  L.Ed. 905 ( 1 893). The power to exclude and the related federal power to grant an alien 
permission to remain ''exist as inherently inseparable from the conception of nationality." 
See United States v. Curtiss-Wright Exp. CorP-, 299 U.S. 304, 3 1 8, 57 S.Ct. 2 1 6, 220, 8 1  
L.Ed. 255 (1936). This is so because the federal government "is entrusted with full and 
exclusive responsibility for the conduct of affairs with foreign sovereignties," which 
includes the field of immigration. Hines v_ Davidowitz, 3 1 2  U.S. 52, 62-63, 61  S.Ct. 399, 
402, 85 L.Ed. 581  (1941); see aiso Arizona, 132 S.Ct. at 2506-07; Chy Lung v. Freeman, 
92 U.S. 275, 279-80, 23 L.Ed. 550 (1 876). In light of these principles, a state's or courts 
decision to impose "distinct, unusual and extraordinary burdens and obligations upon 
aliens" may constitute an impermissible intrusion into the federal domain. Hines, 3 12 U.S. 
at 65-66, 61 S.Ct. at 403. 
Congress has passed laws concerning immigration and established punishments for 
violations of those laws_ Violating immigration law does not abrogate rights guaranteed to 
all people in the coUrthouse and access to the courts for redress of their damages. Individuals 
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suspected or even convicted of other and much more serious crimes are not prohibited from 
bringing suit and being awarded appropriate damages and neither are illegal immigrants; 
Congress, had it seen fit so to do, might have provided that an 
alien making an illegal entry into the country should be 
denied all civil rights, and the protection of the Fourteenth 
and Fifth Amendments. Congress has not so acted. It was 
content to make an illegal entry a mere misdemeanor 
punishable by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one 
year, or a fme of not more than $ 1 ,000, or both fine and 
imprisomnent (U.S.C. title 8, § 1 80(a) (8 U.S.C.A. § 1 80(a). 
It is not for the court to add to these penalties by depriving 
him of his property, in this case the right to recover damages 
for the injury inflicted by defendant. 
Martinez v. Fox Valley Bus Lines, 1 7  F. Supp. 576, 577 (N.D. 
Ill. · 1 936) 
While political. pressure to treat undocumented immigrants differently due to their 
immigration status is a reality; however the law does not allow state courts to enact any 
penalties upon plaintiffs due to their immigration status. The field of immigration 
regulation is completely preempted by the federal govenunent. .. ' [O)ver no conceivable 
subject is the legislative power of Congress more complete than it is over' the admission of 
aliens:• State v. Pando, 92 1 P.2d 1285, 1 287 (N.M. Ct. App. 1 996)(quoting Fial/o v. Bell, 
430 U.S. 787, 792 (1997)(citation omitted)}. Congress has delegated the control of 
immigration law to the federal immigration agency, currently called United States 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), formerly the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS). The states, as well as any other ann of the federal 
government, are precluded from making determinations regarding an individual's status as 
a noncitizen or whether an individual is deportable. Immigration law is under federal 
control� and state participation in the field of immigration law is preempted. State v. Arviso, 
993 P.2d 894 (Utah Ct. App . 1 999)(invalidating a sentence stating, "Defendant shall serve 
90 days jail vvith release to INS for deportation. The prison sentence is suspended on 
condition the defendant not return to the United States," holding the sentence 
unconstitutional under the preemption doctrine from the Supremacy Clause of the United 
States Constitution.) 
Such participation encroaches on federal control in violation of the Supremacy 
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Clause of the Constitution of the United States. "This Constitution, and the Laws of the 
United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which 
shall be made, under the Authority of the United States. shall be the supreme Law of the 
Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution 
or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding." U.S. CoN ST. art. VI cl. 2. 
Some judges have taken it upon themselves, to go so fax as to banish criminal 
defendants from the state or country at sentencing and such was considered 
unconstitutional, an abuse of discretion, inconsistent wit the federal statutoxy scheme and 
in violation of the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution. U.S. v. Castillo­
Burgos, 501 F.2d 2 1 7, 2 1 9-220. Castille-Burgos was ordered deported by the district court 
at the end of his prison tenn. The Ninth Circuit ruled this sentence exceeded the trial 
judge's authority, vacated the sentence and remanded for resentencing. · Id at.2 19-220. ·  See 
also U.S. v. Hernandez, 588 F.2d 346, 347 (2nd Cit. 1978). US. v. Romeo, 122 F.3d 941 
( 1 1th Cir. 1 997); United States v. Ramire:z�Perez, 166 F.3d 1 1 06 (1 1th Cir. 1999). U.S. v. 
Jalilian, 896 F.2d 447. 447-48 (l Oth Cir. 1 990). State v. Arviso, 993 P.2d 894 (Utah Ct. 
App. 1999). 
Courts have gone so far to say that State Courts was without authority to even 
"make findings as to Defendant's deportability," or immigration status, State v. Pando, 
92 1 P.2d 1285, 1287 (N.M. Ct. App. 1 996). 
PUBLIC POLICY 
If the policy and practice is for the court deny any or all benefits to a injured person 
in the civil arena. the natural and probable unfortunate outcome would be discovery 
disputes in each case regarding the immigration status of the injured parties. However. the 
91h Circuit has already ruled that inunigration status is not relevant and sustained a 
protective order regarding inquiry into such. 
The court in Rivera held that immigration status is not relevant and found the protective 
order granted by the lower court was justified because of the grave "chilling effect that the 
disclosure of plaintiffs' immigration status could have on their ability to effectuate their 
rights." Further, "[W]hile documented workers face the possibility of retaliatory discharge 
for an assertion of their labor and civil rights, undocumented workers confront the harsher 
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reality that, in addition to possible discharge, their employer will likely report them to the 
INS and they will be subjected to deportation proceedings or criminal prosecution." Id at 
1 064. The Supreme Court declined to review the decision upholding an order limiting 
employers' inquiries into plaintiffs' immigration status. Additionally, compelled 
disclosure of immigration status hurts documented workers: 
Even documented workers may be chilled by the type of discovery at issue 
here. Documented workers may fear that their immigration status would be 
changed, or that their status would reveal the immigration problems of their 
family or friends; similarly, new legal residents or citizens may feel 
intimidated by the prospect of having their immigration history examined in 
a public proceeding. Any of these individuals, failing to understand the 
relationship between their litigation and immigration status, might choose to 
forego civil rights litigation. 
Rivera v. NJBCO, Inc., 364 F.3d 1 057, 1 064-65 (9th Cir. 2004) 
The National Labor Relations Board in Rivera, at 1 064� expressed identical 
concerns when, in connection with a complaint of unfair labor practices� the employer's 
counsel inquired into employees' length of residence in the United States, places of 
education, previous employment, and also subpoenaed their passports, "green cards," and 
employment authorization cards. In finding that this "'intimidation of witnesses" constituted 
an unfair labor practice, the Board concluded that: 
The only excuse which counsel could proffer [for the subpoenas] was that 
he wanted to test the credibility of all those witnesses by calling into 
question whether they signed their proper names on their pretrial affidavits . 
. . He offered no other evidence tending to show that any one of them, other 
than Figueroa, was working or testifying under an assumed name. His 
pretext for seeking these documents for this purpose was a transparent 
fiction . 
. . . [T]he effect upon the General Counsel's witnesses of this wholly 
irrelevant probe into their immigration status which [the administrative law 
judge] observed at the hearing ranged from unsettling to devastating and 
certainly affected their ability to testify. 
Further, The consequences of disallowing benefits would have disastrous effect in 
Idaho. Senator Craig bas specifically reported that up to 85% of farm labor workers in 
Idaho are undocumented in 2006. See http://craig.senate.gov/i agjobs.cfm (December 21 ,  
2006) Prominent and regular news :reports, including the PewResearchCenter, report that 
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unauthorized immigrants living in the United States grew during the last decade from 8.4 
million in 2000 to 1 1 . 1  million in 201 1 .  http://www.pewhispanic.o.rg/201 3/01/29/a-nation­
of-iro.migrants/ (July 30, 201 3). 
One would have to tum a blind eye to deny the fact that much of Idaho's 
agricultural workforce is comprised of illegal immigrants. In the monograph entitled 
"illegal Immigration in Idaho" author Idaho State Sen. Michael Jorgensen states 
"According to the Pew Hispanic Research Center, Idaho was home to 25,000-45,000 illegal 
aliens in 2005 . . . . Over half of the illegal aliens in the state live in this Idaho County." 
Idaho State Sen. Michael Jorgensen, nlega/ Immigration In Idaho, page 1. Attached hereto 
as Addendum 1 .  The report of a study conducted by the Pew Hispanic Center, released in 
January of 20 1 1 ,  reported that the number of illegal immigrants in the US labor force was 
approximately 8 million, representing 5% of workers in the US. Addendum 2. See, also, 
Estimates of the Unauthorized Immigrant Population Residing in rhe United States: 
January 2009 published by the United States Department of Homeland Security, 
ARGUMENTS 
Just as a defendant cannot negligently injure an illegal alien and avoid paying the 
full range of appropriate damages, the Defendant in the instant case cannot avoid the full 
range of appropriate damages when he breaches a contract. By disallowing the prospect of 
recovering normal consequential damages for breach of contract based solely on Plaintiffs 
immigration status� this Court risks violating Federal Constitutional Rights granted to all 
persons under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment. This ruling intrudes upon Congress' 
domain by taking it npon itself to add additional punishments to those who violate 
immigration law. Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has already established that the 
immigration status of a plaintiff does not bar him from normal civil recoveries and that the 
. proper measure of future damages is based 0.11 past earnings. 
Further, any speculation by the court that an immigration hold would have been 
placed even if the bond had not been revoked is improper as Mr. Garcia would have been 
released before the immigration hold could have been placed. Further� even if the 
speculation that an immigration hold would have been placed before Mr. Garcia vvas 
released, the 247 immigration hold pursuant to Federal Regulation 8 CFR 287.7, only lasts 
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for 48 hours and Mr. Garcia would hav� been only suffered 48 hours of custody until after 
bond was paid or his criminal case was resolved. Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a 
sample 247 Immigration Hold for another client. The jail failed and refused to provide any 
records relating to the 247 Immigration Hold that was allegedly placed on Mr. Garoia. 
Finally, even if the speculation was correct that the immi�tion hold was placed 
and he was not released in 48 hours, Mr. Garcia would have been taken, processed, and 
released to Mexico or be eligible for inunigration bond several months earlier and not 
remained in custody during the processing of the criminal cases. However, as the 
Defendants here revoked the bond, Mr. Garcia was given the option to only be released 
after he plead guilty causing additional coercion in resolving the matter so that he could be 
released. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff therefore asks this Court to recuse himself or reconsider. and allow Plaintiff 
access to consequential and other appropriate damages. In the alternative, Plaintiff asks this 
court to recuse himself from the proceedings. 
� 
DATED this� day ofDecember 201 3 .  ifllgOND 
Attorney for Defendant 
Certificate of Service; The above motion was not served upon the Defendant as he has not 
appeared and more than 20 days has expired since service was effectuated as reflected in the 
affidavits previ�filed. � DATED this� day of December 2013.  • RIC L. HAMMOND 
Attorney for Defendant 
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DEC 1 J 2013 
CANYON COUNTY CLEFIK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS, LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ, 
) 
) CASE NO. CV -2013-4362-C 
) 
) 
) ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
) RECUSE OR FOR 
) RECONSIDERATION 
) 
) 
) 
Defendants. ) ------------�--�------------
The Court having reviewed the Plaintiffs Verified Motion to Recuse or for 
Reconsideration, together with the file and record in this matter, and for good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that Plaintiffs Motion to 
Recuse or for Reconsideration is hereby DENIED. 
Dated: December j_J_, 20 1 3 .  
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12 day of December, 2013 ,  I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYING MOTION TO RECUSE OR 
FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following 
persons: 
Richard L. Hammond 
HAMMOND LAW OFFICE 
8 1 1 E Chicago 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
� .S . Mail �and Delivered 
0 Facsimile 
0 Overnight Mail 
0 E-Mail 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: u "� 
Deputy Clerk 
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RlCHiillD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, PA 
8 1 1 East Chicago Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
HAMMOND LAW OFFICE 
• 
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DEC 1 :1 20t3 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD .WDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Defendants 
Case No. CV 2013-4362-C 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT 
IT APPEARING That the Defendants �erein was duly and regularly served with process 
and having failed to appear and plead to the Complaint on file herein, and it further appearing 
from the Affidavit of Counsel that the above-named Defendants are not in the military senrice of 
tbe United States of America, as defi.ned by Section 10 1 (1) of the Act of Congress, cited as the 
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940, as amended, nor of any Act of CongTess or the 
State Legislature duly enacted, nor are said Defendants minors or incompetent persons. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the default of said Defendants is entered 
according to law. 
/)� . 
DATED this _!_I_ day of November 2013.  
ORDER FOR DEFAULT J 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
2805 Blaine St; Ste 140 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• L E D A.M. ____ P. M .  
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
S MAUND,  DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 201 3-4362 C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
MOTION TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT 
TO INCLUDE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
Defendants 
Plaintiffs, by their attorney of record, humbly moves this court, for an order permitting 
her to amend the complaint, as attached as Exhibit A, to add a claim for punitive damages under 
Idaho Code 6-1604 and IRCP 1 5(a) against Defendants. 
This motion is supported by the Affidavit of Maria Garcia for Default Judgment 
previously filed, Declaration of Jose Luis Garcia, Previously filed, the Verified Notice of 
Admissions, previously filed, and the Affidavit of Counsel re Punitive Damages, filed with this 
motion. 
SUMMARY 
1 .  Plaintiffs retained and paid the Defendants to post the bond in Plaintiffs criminal cases 
after advising the Defendant that the bond needed to be posted immediately due to 
Plaintiff Garcia's immigration status and knowing that Plaintiff would be deported if the 
bond was not paid. 
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2. Defendant posted the bonds in Plaintiff Garcia's case pursuant to the agreement between 
the parties. 
3. Defendant then revoked the bonds which resulted in Plaintiff Garcia remaining 
incarcerated; however, Defendants falsely advised the Plaintiffs that the bond was taking 
longer than expected. 
4. Defendant failed to advise the Plaintiffs that he revoked the bond and failed to refund the 
funds paid by Plaintiffs; therefore, Plaintiffs were unable to hire alternate bondsman as 
they did not know the bond was revoked and did not have the funds to do so. 
5 .  Plaintiff Garcia was given in CR 2012-23262 an unlawful sentence for petty theft to 365 
days; however, Plaintiff Garcia appealed the sentence which resulted in a corrected 
sentence of 1 06 days, credit for time served. 
6. However, during the pending of the appeal, the unlawful sentence of 365 days resulted in 
the immediate deportation of Plaintiff Garcia to outside of the United States of America 
as 8 U.S.C. section 1 1 01 (a)(43)(G) makes deportation mandatory for any sentence of 
petty theft, whether imposed or not, if over 365 days. 8 U.S.C. section 
1 1 82(a)(2)(A)(i)(I) also makes deportation likely in the judge's discretion if the sentence 
is less than six months for petty theft. 
7. Had the Defendant posted the bond for Plaintiff Garcia, he would not have been deported 
as the ICE hold would not have been created and the deportation proceedings would not 
have commenced until the appeal was completed. 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
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Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 1 5(a) permits amendment of pleadings only after 
leave of the court. Once the plaintiff has established a reasonable likelihood of proving clear and 
convincing evidence of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the 
Defendant, " [t]he court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings."  I.C. 6-1604 (emphasis 
added). 
The court does not review the motion to include Punitive Damages against a standard of 
whether the court would award punitive damages, but instead, whether there is a reasonable 
probability that a jury could award such damages based upon the legal standard applicable here. 
Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 Idaho 1 6, 29, 1 05 P.3d 676, 689 (2005). 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently modified and clarified in Hennefer v. Blaine County 
School Dist. #61 , 201 5  Opinion No. 33 that an objective, "should-have-known" standard is the 
appropriate standard of recklessness. 
Though the actor must make a conscious choice as to his or her course of action, 
the actor need not subjectively be actually aware of the risk or the high probability 
that harm will result. It is sufficient for a finding of recklessness that the actor 
makes the choice as to his or her course of conduct under circumstances where the 
risk and high probability of harm are objectively foreseeable. Although the School 
cites several cases and statutes that apply a more subjective standard for 
recklessness, none of these sources directly address the use of the term "reckless" 
within the context of Idaho Code section 6-1 603 . Therefore, we find no reason to 
deviate from the directly applicable authority supporting the more objective 
approach. 
The Supreme Court of Idaho stated in Brown v Mathews, 1 1 8 Idaho 830 (Idaho 1 990), 
when damages are sought for breach of a contractual relationship, whether through express 
contract or implied contract, there can be recovery for emotional distress and general damages 
suffered by the Plaintiffs if the conduct of a defendant has been sufficiently outrageous and 
established in the realm of punitive damages. 
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An award of punitive damages will be sustained on appeal only when it is shown that the 
defendant acted in a manner that was "an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of 
conduct, and that the act was performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard 
for its likely consequences." Hatfield v. Afax Rouse & Sons North�,vest. supra, 1 00 Idaho at 85 1 ,  
606 P.2d at 955 .  
"The damages for which compensation is  sought need not have been precisely and 
specifically foreseeable", but only "such as were reasonably foreseeable and within the 
contemplation of the parties at the time they made the contract." Suitts v. First Sec. Bank of Idaho, 
NA., 1 10 Idaho 1 5, 22 ( 1985). "The court may, in its discretion, award punitive damages and may 
provide such equitable relief as it deems necessary or proper in cases of repeated or flagrant 
violations."  IC 48-608(1)_ 
DEFENDANTS' ADMISSIONS 
Defendants failed to deny the following Requests for Admission and therefore such are 
deemed admitted pursuant to IRCP 36(a) as more than 30 days have expired since the date of 
service ( 19th of June 2013) (See Verified Notice of Admissions): 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS: 
1 .  That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was an agent and or employee 
of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
2. That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting as an independent 
agent and not working as an employee or agent of Absolute Bail Bonds 
LLC. 
3.  That at the time of the events described in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, the Defendant Walter Almaraz was acting outside his scope of 
his employment of Absolute Bail Bonds LLC. 
4. That the amount in controversy in this matter exceeds that amount 
required for filing in the district courts in the State of Idaho but is not in 
violation of ldaho Code 1 2- 120(1). 
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5. That the venue of this action properly lies in the County of Canyon, 
pursuant to the terms of Idaho Code Section 5-404, in that the breaching 
conduct and service to be provided were in Canyon County, Idaho and 
Plaintiff resided at said time in Canyon County, Idaho. 
6. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of 
her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 20 12-23262-C. 
7. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of 
her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 20 12-25742-C. 
8 .  Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the 
bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-23262-C. 
9. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contracted with Defendants regarding posting the 
bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C. 
10 .  Plaintiff Maria Garcia paid Defendants funds in relation to the above 
contract to post the bond for her son Jose Luis Garcia. 
1 1 .  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-23262-C. 
12. Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-25742-C. 
1 3 .  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-23262-C on or about October 2012. 
14.  Defendants posted the bond of her son Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County 
CR 2012-25742-C on or about the October 2012. 
1 5. Defendants received a call from Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
officer who advised Defendants to revoke the bond paid on behalf of Jose 
Luis Garcia. 
1 6. Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-25742-C on or about 
October 2012. 
1 7. Defendants subsequently revoked the bond previously paid on behalf of 
Jose Luis Garcia in Canyon County CR 2012-23262-C on or about 
October 2012. 
1 8 .  Defendants failed and or refused to refund any funds paid by Plaintiffs to 
Defendants. 
19 .  Exhibit A herein is a true and correct copy of a letter sent to Defendants 
on or about the 1 st of March 201 3  (see Exhibit A to the Complaint). 
20. Defendants herein failed to provide any records in response to Exhibit A. 
2 1 .  Defendants herein failed to provide any information in response to Exhibit 
A. 
22. Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(13) for failing and refusing to 
provide Plaintiffs a copy of the contract herein relating to the bonds for 
Jose Luis Garcia. 
23. Defendants violated Idaho Code 48-603(13) for failing and refusing to 
provide Plaintiffs a copy of the documents signed by the Plaintiffs after 
receiving Exhibit A. 
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24. Defendants failed and refused to provide Plaintiffs an accounting of any 
and all payments made by Plaintiffs before suit was filed herein after 
receiving Exhibit A. 
25. Defendants herein failed to tender or offer to tender any funds to the 
Plaintiffs after receiving Exhibit A. 
26. Defendants received Exhibit A more than thirty days before suit was filed 
herein. 
27. Plaintiffs and their counsel had a phone conversation on or about the g
th 
of 
February 201 3  with Mr. Almaraz. 
28. The following statements accurately reflect the statements made on the g
th 
of February 201 3  by Mr. Almaraz: (Please answer individually) 
1. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was 
advised by our client' s family that Jose Luis Garcia was not 
documented. 
ii. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds, Mr. Almaraz was 
advised by our client's family that Jose Luis Garcia had 
immigration problems. 
111. Before posting the DUI and Petty Theft bonds for Jose Luis 
Garcia, Mr. Almaraz was advised by our client's family that an 
Immigration ICE Hold was placed or will likely be placed shortly 
and the bond needed to be placed immediately. 
1v. Mr. Almaraz admitted that Plaintiffs did not give any false or 
misleading statements before posting the bond. 
v. That the reason for revoking the bond was not due to any thing the 
Plaintiffs or his family said or did, but because the ICE agent 
advised him to revoke the bond. 
v1. That Mr. Almaraz revoked the one or more bond(s) bond for Jose 
Luis Garcia despite previously knowing of our client' s 
immigration problems. 
29. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 12 previous case. 
30. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 12 previous case and 
previously had informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia 
was not a U.S. Citizen. 
3 1 .  Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 201 2  previous case and 
previously had informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia 
was not currently documented with immigration. 
32. Plaintiff Maria Garcia expressly informed the Defendants of the need 
to post the bond in a timely manner to prevent any immigration official 
complications due to Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and may 
have immigration problems. 
33.  Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal 
Cases Cr 20 12 25742-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with 
Driving under the Influence. 
34. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal 
Cases Cr 2012 23262-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with 
Petty Theft. 
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35.  Plaintiff Maria Garcia accepted the offers of the Defendants in the 
paragraphs above, paid consideration in exchange for the Defendants 
posting the full bond amount in both cases above. 
36. Defendants posted the necessary bond in both criminal cases above 
wherein Plaintiff Maria Garcia went to the jail and waited the release 
of her son Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
37. The jail subsequently did not release Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
38. Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above 
agreement. 
39. Plaintiff Maria Garcia entered into a contract with the Defendants 
wherein Plaintiff provided consideration to Defendants who agreed to 
post the entire bail amount of Jose Luis Garcia who was the expressed 
and implied third party beneficiary to the contract. 
40. Defendants breached the corresponding implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing inherent in every contact as the Plaintiffs did not 
receive the benefit of the agreement as outlined above and are did not 
receive any benefit to the consideration given to the Defendants. 
4 1 .  Defendants had a fiduciary duty as a Bail Bondsman of the Plaintiffs 
and under IC 48-603( c) to post and not revoke the bail and or to fail to 
refund the consideration paid and such was an unconscionable method, 
act or practice as the Defendants knew of the condition of the 
Plaintiffs. 
42. Plaintiff requested in writing the financial records of the Plaintiff from 
the Defendants as reflected in Exhibit A without receiving records, 
accounting, or the information sought. 
43. Defendants failed or refused to maintain the above records of the 
Plaintiffs who is a protected class of person outline above. 
44. Defendants also failed and refused to provide such financial records 
regarding the Plaintiffs in violation of the above statutes and Idaho 
Code 28-9-601 et. sec, specifically 28-9-21 0, 28-9-608, 28-9-61 5, 28-
9-61 6  and 48-603(13). 
45. Defendants violated in bad faith a contract by failing to abide by the 
terms of the contract or refund the consideration paid. 
46. That Plaintiffs and their attorney made several attempts to convince 
Defendants of the error without a response to date. 
4 7. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of freedom. 
48. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of employment. 
49. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants 
as herein alleged, Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was caused to suffer loss 
of association with his family and friends. 
50. Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney's  fees and costs under Idaho Code 1 2-
1 20(1) if they are the prevailing party. 
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5 1 .  $ 1 85.00 per hour is a reasonable rate for an attorney to prosecute this 
type of case. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR DEFAULT OF MARIA GARCIA 
1.  Plaintiffs paid the Defendants $1 ,300.00 to post bonds in both criminal cases. 
2. Defendants lied to Plaintiffs why Plaintiff Garcia was not being released and that they 
just needed to wait. 
3. Defendants withdrew the bond and did not inform the Plaintiffs until after the ICE hold 
was made. 
4. Plaintiff Garcia was not released from jail until the 3rd of May 2013  when he was 
deported to Mexico due to the ICE hold. 
5. Defendants admitted Plaintiffs complied with the contracts. 
6. Plaintiff Garcia was arrested on the 1 7th of October 201 3  and would have continued his 
employment had the bond not been revoked where Plaintiff worked 45 hours per week 
and earned $9.50 per hour. 
7. Defendants were unjustly enriched by their actions and by not returning the funds 
received. 
8. Defendants' actions are outside the normal acts of a bondsman and such act was reckless, 
intentional an extreme deviation of reasonable standard of care. 
9. Plaintiff Garcia lost his job and trailer due to the bond being revoked. 
DECLARATION OF JOSE LUIS GARCIA 
1 .  Plaintiff Garcia suffered substantial financial and emotional damages due to the 
continued jail in Idaho. 
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2. Plaintiff Garcia suffered substantial financial and emotional damages when he was 
transferred to immigration custody and to Mexico. 
3. Plaintiff Garcia was unable to obtain meaningful employment or obtain reasonable food 
in Mexico. 
STANDARD OF ADJUDICATION 
The Honorable District Judge G. Richard Bevan, provided the following outline relating 
to the process to amend Plaintiffs' complaint that is sought herein: 
I. The Weighing Process. 
A motion to amend to add a punitive damages claim pursuant to I.C. § 6-
1 604 requires that this court weigh the plaintiffs evidence in exercising its 
discretion. This court does not review the motion against a standard of whether it 
would award punitive damages, but instead, whether there is a reasonable 
probability that a jury could award such damages based upon the legal standard 
applicable here. Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141  Idaho 16, 29, 1 05 P.3d 676, 
689 (2005). 
In reviewing the record, the court grants all inferences in favor of the 
plaintiff, as it would on a motion for directed verdict. See Hansen-Rice, Inc. 
v. Celotex Corp., 414 F.Supp.2d 970, 979 (D. Idaho 2006) (In considering a motion 
to amend to add a claim for punitive damages under I.C. §6- 1604, the court grants 
all inferences in favor of the plaintiff); Hardenbrook v. United Parcel Services Co., 
2009 WL 3530735 (D. Idaho 2009) (The plaintiffs' assertions in the motion to 
amend to add a claim for punitive damages are "accepted by the court as 
true");.Cf Vendelin v. Costco, 140 Idaho at 430, 95 P.3d at 48 (In determining 
whether a directed verdict should have been granted as to a claim for punitive 
damages, the court must determine whether there was sufficient evidence to 
justify submitting the claim to the jury, viewing as true all adverse evidence and 
drawing every legitimate inference in favor of the party opposing the motion for 
a directed verdict.) Thus, the court views the plaintiffs evidence as true, with all 
inferences taken in behalf of that evidence. 
III. Standard to Amend 
In actions seeking to recover punitive damages, "the claimant must prove, 
by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous 
conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted." 
I. C. § 6-1 604(1 ). At this juncture, the plaintiffs evidence must be substantial, but 
not unquestioned. "The 'substantial evidence' test does not require the evidence be 
uncontradicted. It requires only that the evidence be of sufficient quantity and 
probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that a verdict in favor of the 
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party against whom the motion is made is proper." Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale 
Corp., 140 Idaho 41 6,430-43 1 ,95 P.3d 34, 48-49 (2004) (citing Gen. Auto Parts 
Co., v. Genuine Parts Co., 132 Idaho 849, 855, 979 P.2d 1207, 12 13  (1999)). 
Substantial and competent evidence is such evidence as a reasonable mind might 
accept as adequate to support a conclusion. State v. Doe, 143 Idaho 343, 345, 1 44 
P.3d 597, 599 (2006). As noted by the Court in Vendelin, "[t]o support a motion 
to add punitive damages under I.C. §6- 1 604, [the moving party is] required to 
establish a reasonable likelihood [they] could prove by a preponderance of the 
evidence that [the defendant] acted oppressively, fraudulently . . .  maliciously or 
outrageously." 140 Idaho at 423,  95 P.3d at 4 1 .  
LEGAL ARGUMENTS 
Plaintiffs should be permitted to amend her complaint to add a prayer for punitive 
damages because there is a reasonable likelihood that she will prove facts at trial which would be 
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. Specifically, Plaintiffs have a reasonable 
likelihood of proving malicious and/or outrageous conduct by Defendants when they voluntarily 
took Plaintiffs funds, knowing he was not documented, posted the bond, and revoked the bond and 
failed to notify the Plaintiffs that he had done so resulting in the lifetime deportation despite his 
sentence was corrected. 
An award of punitive damages in this case would also satisfy the two purposes of punitive 
damages as expressed by the Idaho Legislature and the Idaho Supreme Court. " [A ]n award of 
punitive damages serves the dual function of deterrence and expressing society's outrage. "  Curtis 
v. Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 609, 850 P.2d 749, 760 (1 993). "'Punitive damages' . . .  serve the public 
policies of punishing a defendant for outrageous conduct and of deterring future like conduct."  I.C. 
§ 6-1 60 1 (9). 
Defendant should be deterred from engaging in this type of behavior in the future. 
Permitting a prayer for punitive damages will also serve as a deterrent to others by demonstrating 
that such actions is a serious offense. 
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CONCLUSION 
Defendants have shown an utter disregard for the rights of the Plaintiffs and the 
substantial high risk of permanent harm for Defendants' financial gain. Such conduct is outrageous 
and should be deterred and punished. Therefore, Plaintiff should be pennitted to amend her Complaint to add a 
prayer for punitive damages. 
Dated this J?.aay of April 201 5  
Hammond Law Office, P.A. 
Attorneys for the Plaintiffs 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
2805 Blaine St; Ste 140 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 201 3-4362 C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendants 
The Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, Richard L. Hammond, makes the 
following allegations against the Defendants, 
PARTIES 
1 .  That at the time ofthe events described herein the Absolute Bail Bonds LLC was a 
business located in the Owyhee County, State of ldaho. 
2. That at the time of the events described herein the Defendant Walter Almaraz was working 
as an agent and or employee and may have been operating outside the scope of his 
employment therefore is named along with Absolute Bail Bonds LLC and both are resident 
of the Owyhee County, State ofldaho. 
3 .  That at the time of the accident herein Plaintiffs were a resident of the County of Canyon, 
State ofldaho. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
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4. That the amount in controversy in this matter exceeds that amount required for filing in 
the district courts in the State of Idaho but is not in violation of Idaho Code 12- 120(1 ). 
5. That the venue of this action properly lies in the County of Canyon, pursuant to the terms 
of Idaho Code Section 5-404, in that the breaching conduct and service to be provided 
were in Canyon County, Idaho and Plaintiff resided at said time in Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
6. Plaintiff Maria Garcia contacted Defendants regarding posting the bond of her son Jose 
Luis Garcia. 
7. Plaintiffs previously hired the Defendants in a 20 12 previous case and previously had 
informed the Defendants that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and was 
not currently documented with immigration. 
8 .  Plaintiff Maria Garcia expressly informed the Defendants of the need to post the bond in 
a timely manner to prevent any immigration official complications due to Jose Luis 
Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and may have immigration problems. 
9. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 2012  
25742-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Driving under the Influence. 
1 0. Defendants offered to post the bond for Jose Luis Garcia in Criminal Cases Cr 2012  
23262-C where Jose Luis Garcia was charged with Petty Theft. 
1 1 . Plaintiff Maria Garcia accepted the offers of the Defendants in the paragraphs above, paid 
consideration in exchange for the Defendants posting the full bond amount in both cases 
above. 
12 .  Defendants posted the necessary bond in both criminal cases above wherein Plaintiff 
Maria Garcia went to the jail and waited the release of her son Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
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1 3 .  The jail subsequently did not release Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia. 
14 .  On or about the gth of February Plaintiff Maria Garcia telephoned Defendants who 
admitted that he was informed prior to receiving the consideration from Plaintiff Maria 
Garcia that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not a U.S. Citizen and knew before posting the 
bond that Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia was not documented with immigration and knew of 
the need to post the bond posted quickly due to the immigration problems. 
1 5. During the above conversation with the Defendants on the gth of February 201 3  
Defendant admitted that after posting the bonds on both calls, he received a call from 
immigration authorities requesting that the Defendants revoke the bond posted for the 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia wherein the Defendants revoked the bond before the Plaintiff 
Jose Luis Garcia was released from custody. 
1 6. During the above conversation with the Defendants on the gth ofFebruary 2013  
Defendants admitted that Plaintiffs did not make any misrepresentations in obtaining the 
bond, that the Plaintiffs were truthful, and did not revoke the bond due to actions or 
inactions by the Plaintiffs. 
17 .  Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above agreement, paid 
every bill received from the Defendants after hiring the attorney herein and Defendants 
failed to comply with the express and implied terms of the agreement despite written 
demands for such and caused Plaintiffs damages in an amount established in trial 
including but not limited to over six months of incarceration, loss of wages, loss of 
service, loss of companionship, etc. 
1 8 . There are certain elements of damages provided by law that Plaintiffs are entitled to have 
the jury consider in determining the sum of money that will fairly and reasonably 
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compensate him for his damages caused by the acts of the Defendants and those elements 
of damage include, but are not limited to, the following, both up to the time of trial and in 
the future: 
a. Expenses and damages stemming from Plaintiffs failure to be released from 
custody; 
b. Damages suffered by Plaintiff as a result of being incarcerated for an extended 
period of time including, lost earnings and lost earning capacity sustained and to be 
sustained by Plaintiff and loss of liberty. 
c. The reasonable amount necessary to reimburse Plaintiff for time spent on 
additional tasks necessitated by this injury, such as seeking further legal help; 
d. Recovery for damages to property and/or lost property; 
e. Reasonable attorney fees; and 
f. The costs of prosecuting and presenting the evidence in this case. 
g. The other natural and foreseeable consequences caused by failure to ensure that 
the Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia's bond was posted and not revoked and spending the 
subsequent time in custody. 
19. The above paragraphs are included in each cause of action below. 
CAUSE 1 :  BREACH OF EXPRESS AND OR IMPLIED CONTRACT 
20. Plaintiff Maria Garcia entered into a contract with the Defendants wherein Plaintiff 
provided consideration to Defendants who agreed to post the entire bail amount of Jose 
Luis Garcia who was the expressed and implied third party beneficiary to the contract. 
2 1 .  Plaintiffs complied with each and every requirement under the above agreement and 
Defendants failed to comply with the express and implied terms of the agreement despite 
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written demands for such and caused Plaintiffs damages in an amount established in trial 
including but not limited to over six months of incarceration, loss of wages, loss of 
service, loss of companionship, etc. 
CAUSE 2: BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH I FAIR DEALING 
22. Defendants also breached the corresponding implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing inherent in every contact as the Plaintiffs did not receive the benefit of the 
agreement as outlined above and are did not receive any benefit to the consideration 
given to the Defendants. 
CAUSE 3: BREACH OF IC 48-603C AND FIDUCIARY DUTY 
23. Defendants had a fiduciary duty as a Bail Bondsman of the Plaintiffs and under IC 48-
603( c) to post and not revoke the bail and or to fail to refund the consideration paid and 
such was an unconscionable method, act or practice as the Defendants knew of the 
condition of the Plaintiffs. 
CAUSE 4: FAILURE TO PROVIDE RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING 
24. Plaintiff requested in writing the financial records of the Plaintiff from the Defendants on 
various occasions, including but not limited to the 1st of March 2013  as reflected in 
Exhibit A without receiving records, accounting, or the information sought. 
25. Defendant, upon information and belief, has failed or refused to maintain the above 
records of the Plaintiffs who is a protected class of person outline above. 
26. Defendant also failed and refused to provide such financial records regarding the 
Plaintiffs in violation of the above statutes and Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, specifically 
28-9-21 0, 28-9-608, 28-9-6 1 5, 28-9-61 6  and 48-603(1 3). 
CAUSE 5 BAD FAITH 
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27. That Defendant is guilty of bad faith breach of contract by failing to abide by the terms of 
the contract or refund the consideration paid. 
28. That Plaintiffs and their attorney made several attempts to convince Defendants of the 
error without a response to date. 
29. Defendants have intentionally and unreasonably denied payment, thus Defendant's  denial 
is not fairly debatable and has resulted in Plaintiff sustaining damages not fully 
compensable in contract. 
30. For reasons stated above, Defendants' denial is reckless, intentional breach of the 
agreement between the parties, and an extreme deviation of reasonable standard of 
conduct and extreme disregard of the likely consequences of the conduct and must pay 
damages in an amount to be proven at trial. Plaintiff will seek to amend the Complaint 
Idaho Code § 6- 1 604 to add a claim for punitive damages. 
3 1 .  That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of the Defendants as herein alleged, 
Plaintiffs was caused to suffer loss of employment in an amount, scope and extent subject 
to proof at trial. 
CAUSE 6 PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
32. The Plaintiffs hereby re-alleges the above paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set 
forth herein. 
33 .  Defendant's  conduct was oppressive, wanton, and outrageous of the above acts, 
including, the reckless, intentional breach of the express and or implied agreement and is 
an extreme deviation of reasonable standard of conduct and with extreme disregard for 
the substantial likelihood of extreme damages to the Plaintiffs. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendant as follows: 
1 .  For pecuniary damages in the amount paid to the Defendant per the contract; 
2. For consequential damages allowed pursuant to law including but not limited to 
wage loss, loss of use, and interest on such losses consistent with I.C. § 12- 120(1)  and consistent 
with the demand letter submitted to Defendants herein; 
3 .  For compensatory damages for the Plaintiff regarding all general damages 
available pursuant to law and consistent with I.C. § 12- 120(1 ), and consistent with the demand 
letter submitted to Defendants herein; 
4 For allowance to amend the complaint to allege other causes of action includintg 
but not limited to punitive damages as the court deems appropriate to deter willful breaches of 
contract and extreme deviations from the reasonable standard of conduct. 
5 .  For pre-judgment interest on the amount due at the rate provided in Idaho Code 
28-22-104 and for costs and reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 48-608(5), 
12- 120(1 ), 12- 12 1 ,  12- 123 et al., Rule 54, and such other and further relief as the Court 
deems just and proper. A reasonable amount of attorney fees is $2,500.00 if default is 
entered or additional if contested. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff, pursuant to Rule 3 8 (b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby demands 
a trial by jury of all issues so triable by right herein. Plaintiff is willing to have a jury panel of 
less than twelve ( 12) jurors. 
Dated this __ day of April 2015 .  
Richard L .  Hammond 
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cg,c I L E D A.M. ___ P. M. 
RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, P A APR 2 3 2015 
2805 Blaine St; Ste 140 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
S MAUND, DEPUTY 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. Case No. CV 2013-4362-C 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
TO INCLUDE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
Defendants Under IC 9- 1406 
Richard L. Hammond certify and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of 
the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Repository reflecting that 
Plaintiff Garcia's sentence was corrected to only 1 06 days of jail and credit for 
such time in CR 2012-23262-C. 
2. Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the corrected judgment of Plaintiff Garcia 
which corrected his sentence to 106 days. 
3 .  Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Memorandum Decision holding that 
Plaintiff Garcia's original sentence was unlawful. 
4. Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the demand for return of payments and for 
records without a response to date. 
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DATED this;2_2da_y of April 2015.  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Certificate of Service: The above motion was not served upon the Defendants as they have not 
appeared, more than 20 days has expired since service was effectuated as reflected in the affidavits 
previously filed and Default was entered. 
DATED this�� of April 201 5  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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10/24/2012 Ce rtificate of s u rre nder  I S10-0 1926028 
10/30/2012 Hea ring Sched u led (Pre Tria l 1 2/3 1/2012 0 1 :00 P M) 
10/30/2012  Hea ring Schedu led (Ju ry Tria l 0 1/23/2013 09 :00 AM) 
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1 1/0 1/2012  O rde.ting Case • 
1 213 112012  Hea ring res u lt fo r Pre Tria l sched uled on 1 2/3 1/2012 0 1 : 00 P M :  Hea ring Held 
1 2/3 1/2012  Hea ring Sched u led (Confe rence - Sta tus 01/22/2013 0 1 : 00 PM) 
0 112212013 Hea r�ng res ult for Confe re nce - Sta tus schedu led on 01/22/2013 0 1 :00 PM:  Hea nng Held 
0 112212 0 1 3  Hea ring res u lt fo r Confe re nce - Sta tus schedu led on 01/22/2013 0 1 :00 P M :  C h a nge Plea To Gu ilty Before H/t 
0 112212013 Hea ring res ult fo� C� nfe re nce - Sta tus schedu led on 01/22/2013 0 1 :00 PM:  Judgment ca se d 1sm1ssed co u nt #2 
0 112212013 Hea ring res ult for Jury Tria l  schedu led on 01/23/20 1 3  09:00 AM : Hea ring Va ca ted 
0 1/22/2013 Hea ring Sched u led (Se nte ncing 01/29/2013 0 1 :30 PM) 
0 112912013 Hea ring res ult fo r Se nte ncing sched u led on 01/29/2013 0 1 :30 PM : Hea ring Held 
0 112912013 Hea ring res ult f? r Se nte ncing sch�d u led on 01/29/2013 0 1 :30 PM : Se ntenced To Frne  And Inca rce ration 
0 112912013 Hea ring res u lt for Se nte ncing sched u led on 01/29/2013 01 : 30 P M :  Fin a l  Judgeme nt, O rder  O r  Decree E ntered 
0 112912013 Hea ring res u lt for Se nte ncing sch e d u led on 01/29/2013 01 :30 P M :  Judgme nt 
0112912013 Hea rin � res ult for Se nte ncing sched u led on 01/29/2013 0 1 :30 PM : Probatio n O rd e red 
0 1/29/2013 Case Status Cha nged : closed pending cle rk a ction 
0 1/29/2013 Surety Bo nd Exonera ted (Amo unt 8,000 .00) 
0211 512013 Mo�ion a nd Memora nd u m  to  Reconsider  or Red u ce Se nte nce or  W ithd ra w  Gu 1lty Plea 
State 's O bjection To Defe nda nt's motion And Memora nd u m  To Recons ider  
02/1 5/2013 O r  Red u ce Se nte nce O r  W ithd ra w  Gui lty P le a  And Sta te 's Req uest For 
Hea ring (no motion has  bee n filed by Mr. Ha mmond) 
0212012013 Misce lla neous Payment :  CD Co p ies Pa id by :  Ha mmond la w (Miguel) Rece ipt n umber:  001 0563 Dated : 2/20/20 1 3  Amount :  $6.25 (Ca s h )  
02/20/2013 Stipu latio n Fo r Su bstitution o f  Counsel/Ha mmo nd 
02/20/2013 Hea ring Schedu led (Motion Hea ring 02/2 1/2013 01 : 30 PM) to Recons ider  
0212 1120 1 3  Re ply Brief To Defenda nt's Motio n And Memora nd u m  To Reconsid e r  O r  Red u ce Se nte nce O r  W ithd ra w  Guilty P lea 
0212 112013 Hea r�ng res ult fo r Motio.n Hea ring schedu led on 02/2 1/20 1 3  0 1 : 30 P M :  Hea nng Held to Recons 1der 
0212 1120 1 3  Hea r�ng res u lt for Mo� io n Hea ring sched u led on 02/2 1/20 1 3  0 1 :30 P M :  Co ntrn ued to Recons ider  
0212 1120 1 3  Hea rin� Sched u led (Motion Hea ring 03/2 1/2013 02 : 1 5  PM) Def. Motio n to Reconsid e r  
02/21/2013 Affida vit o f  Jose Lu is Ga rcia 
0212812013 Amended Notice of  Hea rin g  RE : Motion And Memora nd um To Recons id e r  O r  Red u ce Se nte nce O r  W ithd ra w  Gu ilty P lea 
0212812013 Supplement To Motio n And Memora ndum To Reconsider O r  Red u ce Se nte nce O r  W ithd ra w  Gu ilty Plea 
0212812013 Hea ring res ult for Motio n Hea ring schedu led on 03/21/2013 02 : 1 5  PM:  Hea ring Va ca ted Def. Motio n to Recons ider  
0212812013 Hea rin � Sched u led (Motion Hea ring 03/1 2/2013 01 :30 PM) Def. Motio n To Reconsid e r  
03/0 1/2013 Req uest Fo r Discove ry 
03108120 1 3  St� te's Supplementa l Memora nd um i n  s u pport o f  objection to motio n to set a s 1de plea 
03/08/2013 PA's O bjection to ders re peat req uest for d iscovery 
Affida vit Of Def Immig ra tion Co unse l  In Re ply To Sta te 's Supple me nta l 
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03/1 2/2013 Mem.u m  In Support Of O bjectio n To Set-e Plea 
0311 212013 Hea ring res ult fo r Motio n Hea ring sched u led o n  03/1 2/2013 0 1 :30 P M :  He a ring Held Def. Motio n To Recons id e r  
0311 212013 Hea ring res ult fo r Motion Hea ring sched u led o n  03/1 2/2013 01 :30 P M :  Motio n De n ied Def. Motion To Recons ide r 
0311 312013 M iscella neous Pa yme nt :  CD Co p ies Pa id by :  Ha mmond La w Rece ipt number:  0016803 Da ted : 3/1 3/2013 Amount :  $6.25 (Check) 
03/14/2013 Appea I Filed In District Co u rt 
03/14/2013 Notice of a ppea l  
03/14/2013 Ca se Sta tus Cha nged : Reopened 
03/1 8/2013 O rder  Of Ass ig n me nt/Ke rrick 
03/1 8/2013 Cha nge Ass ig ned Judge 
03/25/2013 Sched u ling Ord e r  
0312812013 Miscella neous Payment :  CD Co pies Pa id by :  David Ch riste nsen Rece ipt n umbe r:  0020496 Dated : 3/28/2013 Amount :  $6.25 (Ca sh)  
05/29/2013 Lodged Tra nscripts (4  Hea rings) 
05/29/2013 Notice of Cle rk's Lodged Tra nscript for Appe a l  
06/19/2013 Tra nscript Filed 
06/19/2013 Notice of Cle rk's Filed Tra nscript for Appe a l  
06/26/2013 Affida vit of costs pre limina ry tra nscripts 
07/22/2013 Appe lla nt's Opening Brief 
09/10/2013 Respondent's Brief 
09/1 7/2013 Appe lla nt's clos ing Brief 
10/3 1/2013 Ap pe lla nt's Req uest Fo r Decis io n On Briefs 
0 1/08/2014 O rder  of Ass ignment/Mckee 
0 1/08/2014 Cha nge Ass ig ned Judge 
02/1 9/2014 Memo ra nd um Decis ion (O rder  De nying Ru le 35  Reve rsed) 
02/1 9/2014 Rema nded 
02/19/2014 Change Ass ig ned Judge 
02/24/2014 Hea ring Schedu led (Se nte ncing!  03/13/2014 02 :00 P M) 
02/25/20 14 Notice Of Hea ring 
03/04/2014 Stipulatio n To Continue Se nte ncing (W ithout O rder) 
03/05/2014 Motion to co ntinue se nte ncing (w/ Order) 
0310512014 Motion f?r T�a nsporta�ion of  Defenda nt for Se nte ncing a nd Motio n fo r Se ntenc1ng 1n Abste nc1a 
0310512014 Hea rin g res ult f? r Se nte ncing sch�d uled on 03/1 3/2014 02 : 00 P M :  Hea ring Va ca ted--per st1p & ord e r  to co ntm ue 
03/05/2014 Hea ring Schedu led (Se nte ncing 03/20/2014 0 1 :45 PM) 
03/05/2014 O rd e r  To Continue Se nte ncing 
0310512014 � rde r  for t�a nsportation of Defe nda nt fo r sentencing a nd Order  se nte ncing m a bste nCia 
0312012014 Hea ring res u lt fo r Se nte ncing sched u led on 03/20/2014 01 :45 P M :  Hea ring Held 
0312012014 Hea r�ng resu lt fo r Se nte ncing sched u led on 03/20/2014 01 :45 P M :  Contmued 
03/20/2014 Hea ring Schedu led (Se nte ncing 05/1 5/2014 0 1 :45 PM) 
03/26/2014 O rd e r  fo r Tra nsportatio n of Defe nda nt fo r Se nte ncing 
1 * * * * * * * * * *  Sent To C o lle ctions * * * * * * * * * *  - Ste p 2, Fa ilu re to P a y  Fin e s  041 612014 a nd Fees - C ha rge # 1 ,  Theft-Petit 
0511 212014 Affida vit _
of Counsel  RE : motio n to Dis miss P u rs u a nt To ICR 48 Or  Continue 
Se nte ncmg 
05/12/2014 Notice Of Hea ring Motio n to Shorte n Time 
Motion To Dismiss Purs u a nt to ICR 48 or  Continue Se nte ncing (w/ o rder  to 
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0 5/ 1 2/2 0 1 4  conti.e nte ncing o n ly) e 
0 51 1 512 0 1 4  Hea ring resu lt fo r Se nte ncing sched u led on 0 5/ 1 5/2 0 1 4  0 1 :45 P M : Hea ring Held 
0511 512 0 1 4  Hea ring res u lt for Se nte �cing schedu led on 0 5/1 5/2 0 1 4  0 1 :45 PM : Se ntenced To Inca rce ra tion 
0 511 512 0 1 4  He a ring res u lt for Se nte ncing sched u led on 05/15/2014 0 1 :45 PM : Fina l  Judge me nt, O rder  O r  Decree Ente red 
0 51 1 512 0 1 4  Hea ring res u lt fo r Se nte ncing sched u led on 0 5/1 5/2 0 1 4  0 1 :45 P M : Judgment 
0 5/1 5/2 0 1 4  Case Sta tus Cha nged : closed pend ing cle rk a ction 
N u.-wc�,•�w.��- • " '  • �"'"·'=���'"="""�' """' •N•··�· "�·�.vh"= "_A,,.�-u�•'='" ' < "'"= �"�''' -evw �mov 
Connection : Public 
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THIRD DISTRICT COURT 1 STATE - .OF . IDAHO . FI�ED 5'i�-· It/ AT �r-'"5/.M . 
C L E R K 6F � H E  D I S T R I �T �O U R T  COUNTY OF CANYON 
JUDGMENT 
S�f.'r_E 0� )D�O � f . . . .  
41;["�"1.-(..a '}{i-4,....1).- . .s:; Gf;l;::.u·, 
,,..,. .. - .. 
BY :-- -)C?$�'4t> 
i # \.._.,i 
PROSECUTOR : 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY : 
INTERPRETER : 
RECORDING : 
AGENCY : 
BOND : 
I DEPUTY 
The Defendant, having been fully advised of his/her statutory and constitutional rights, including the right to be represented by counsel, Ill pleaded guilty. 0 was found guilty. D was found not guilty. tJ. State moved to dismiss this charge. D Charge is dismissed. D Infraction default entered. ·1;1 Conviction Is entered. · D Judgment is withheld. 
JUDG_MENT: . 0 The bond is D exonerated. D forfeited and case closed. D to be applied to the fine and costs. D No Contact Order D dismissed. 0 imposed as a term of probation. 
PAYMENJl�.- ,Qefepdaor.s�all pay ill)mediately, or as provided in payment agreement, as follows: 
"$. , ·-"" :·: 1 ... .: ff :  -, . .  1.-wtuch rncludes fine and court costs. $ , , suspended. to be paid � ff /.· · ,  " '  ··•· . P�y $ per to begrn :-=-----------.-
0 Reimburse for atty or P .D. $ by $ per month. 
· D $ restitution to . 
Make payments payable to Canyon County Clerk, include case number, and send to Court Fine/Fees, 1 1 15 Albany Street, 
Caldwell, ID 83605. Telephone: 454-7566 All installment payments are subject to a $2.00 handling fee. Fa/lute to pay 
your fine by the due date ma)6. re��ult in your account being turned over to a collection agency. .. �.·'l .• l JAIL: Defendant shall serve . �< l-c� days in jail with days suspended and credit for 1!.; --c..i days served. --
days to be served at the discretion of the_Qrobatlon officer. 
Defendant shall report to jail D immediately D on 
D Work release I work search granted in all counties and ;;;:D-ef'e-n-;dan---:t-s7h-al::-1 -re_p_o-=rt-:-to--:-ja-::il-;-im_m_e-:d:-ia7te-;-ly--=-to_m_a-:k:-e-a_rra_n_g_e_m_e_n�ts-. -
D Sherlff's Work Detail: . days ln lieu of daysjail to be completed by and Defendant shall 
report to jail immediately to make arrangements. If the Defendant falls to report to thejail as ordered or at a time agreed UP.on 
with the jail, or fails to satisfactorily _perform the Defendant's obligations with the Sheriff Inmate Labor Detail, then tne Shenff is 
ordered and directed to place the Defendant in custody to serve the Defendant's jail time that has not been suspended. 
This jail sentence is D concurrent D consecutive with any jail sentence previously ordered. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES suspended for days/months beginning on 0 the date of this Judgment. D . 
D D.W.P.: The period of suspension shall commence following the end of any prior period of suspension, disqualification, or 
revocation eXIsting at the trme of this offense. 
Reinstatement of drivtng privileges must be accomplished .bm2m you can drive. Apply to: Driver's Services, P. 0. Box 7129, 
Boise ID 83707-1 129. PROBATION: The Defendant shall be placed on D supervised D unsupervised probation for months. 
During the period of probation, all suspended penalties are subject to Defendant's compliance with all of the above orders and the 
followmg conditions. The Defendant shall: 
0 if on supervised probation, Immediately report to the Misdemeanor Probation Dept (222 N. 12th Ave, Caldwell, Idaho, 208-454-7260) and comply with all rules and reporting requirements pursuant to the Canyon County Misdemeanor Probation 
Agreement of Supervision, and pay a monthly cost of supervision fee as set by the Board of Canyon County Commissioners. D not refuse evidentiary test for alcohol or drugs requested by a peace officer, probation officer, or treatment provider. All tests 
requested by probation officer shall be at the Defendant's expense. 
D keep Court rnlormed in writing of Defendant's current mailing address and telephone number. If on supervised probation, do 
not move without first obtaining written permission from prol5ation officer. 
0 not comwit a felony or a misdemeanor. D not violate conditions of No Contact Order. D Waive 4 Amendment Search and Seizure Rights to law enforcement. D do not associate with known gang members or persons identified by your probation officer. D not consume alcohol and/or any other mood altering substance unless prescribed by a physician. 
D not operate any motor vehicle upon a public roadway unless validly licensed and insured. D not operate any motor vehicle after having consume<:l any quantity of alcohol. D functioning Interlock Device required. 
D perform hours of community servrce to be completed by and pay all community service fees. 
D alcohol monltorin!llelectronic monitoring/or GPS monitoring program at Defendanfs expense if required by probation officer. 
0 complete any ana all evaluations/treatment recommende<fby probation officer. D withrn 
· 
days enroll in, and then promptly complete,---------------------
0 payment schedule and terms of probation accepted. 
0 . 
Dated: _ __,....;!-.,---�J�ij,.�-·-�&..:.... . .:;;oY�::.-' __ _ 
• 7 ' 7 ·· 
� Signed: ___ ...;.___,_.;_ ______ _____ , Judge Judge No .• _ t,u 
,, 
Copies to: �efendant D Defense/Prosecutjng Attorney D Misd. Prob. D Jail D lTD 
JUDGMENT 
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IN TBB D1ST1UCI' COURT OP 1'HB TBJlU) 
JUDICIALDJSTflCTOPTBB 
STA'l'EOFJDABO.lN ANJ)FORTBB COUN'I'Y
 Of� 
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) 
) 
) 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
'l'bil 181111' isoa.,... fxollldWJ�of albde 3S IIIOiiaa_,tbecau:tbelow 
ICICtinl..,;aadoa ofa�Ca.,._ i.....,-folowialacaii.Jplea.ptciOirpatty hu ! 
aeque&ted orat q•• aadtbeeuo i14oe1Nd ..-1u.1 •die bdett f I 
Par re81081 1t11114. tile order cfeDJiDidWJ Rule 3S lllOtioll ••• · dWJ � 
iaupollld il vacatcc�. •dle lllllblr ....... to tlae  ..... . below ........ � 
en ;..twilh Ibis o&Uioa. 
" 
Ia Sepeemher of2012. Gaida was daMpd wi1h two raiallrm,•xc pedttW\81 
atNIIfii'Jpotitcbelt Ia._,of2013.JN11Umttuaplea••••• Ga1cia t 
ell od api.otpiltftopedtcbelt '1111f......-� e.....J.t1beState m. 
� 
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Oa J--.r 29. 2013, 8IDteiM)e n� impoac:d 'lhD "''Ii••• ......... a writtaa 
judpwt ......a. Garda to 365 days ill tMC011GtYjaiJ. �$days. ad .-me 
credit. for 106 da:r& time ...S. Garda was placed oa supe�viled �for 24 months. 
i 
Oa Mtuary 15.·2013. Gaida filed motioD to mcoasida' die KIIIIDI-. oriD 1he 
beaill were beJ.d. At. the lalt ..... oa Maldl l2. l013. tbe c::oart ..... all of Gaida's 
D10dons. 
OD Mardl 14. 2013. Gaida flt4 a dmlly aotice of appeal to thisb:wu:t. ' 
.._ . ....... 
AppeUw'slkWidladfta ..._ ...... oa appeal: 
1. "Wlledler tllc tdl1 c:oust abuacl its dilcntioa by deayiaa Def1 1tbt•s .......- to 
; 
reduce the .........-jail1ime by oaaday, or to r.-an n ::e tile Defc Ar, waive 
credit. for time -- - ftldace ... ...,.,. ..... ...... time� .... dayL" 
2. "Wheeber dae trial ana__.• a .--of Jaw by_,..D41f..,_,, aeqaat to 
widldnrw btl pOly plea. H 
3. ""WWIIdderDriMIII.,-1� of CGcwicdoD ""'Wed oa tM cllfeotdae1!J'Ad 
J....., 2013 1bouklbe cmnaaed. .. 
.... 35 ..... 
'J'hociaiua••.mdlat·blinSJ this C* blfom Ibis COJit is tbc fKC tlllt die dlfcMut ia 
a Medea� illlmipmt'WIIole lllml iD die Uailld Slatll aad .... � �laws 
may ��aft.,_� JDjlldiaDclbytiscxmWclima. 'UDdr6�iJDmi&radoa 
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stltiUtel. ., edme of moral tlllpitade tavomaa �-of-,_.,.. t'llON is 
CONidllllld felaaioas. alU'ia&Ps.aioM which mar iadude � Thll. ftiPl'dlela . � 
ofhow die Clillle is c..,.izecl uader  ICale Jaw. The mb J:Mn is tbe .......... docisioa to 
�a.-a )it.....,.. ofpi'IGisely 365 dayJ -ODD full ,__ iatbe judpf'IR, fMID thoalb Jae 
...,. ift11011Cd only die time -- (106 clqs) and tuapCIIdod ... ... �crime ofpedt 
tUft is a edme ofmonl lldlpilude aacl whea coupJoc1 widldle c.,_�. sudl tziapn. ;: 
crc:outd tdger additioul fec1lnl � lldlr itnmipion Jaw. 
A lbde 3S modem for ftllducdo.o of ..-oe appJillls to._.._ sjteatioal ._ 
v.AI••• 97 li:ID 62'7. 629. 550 P.2d 130. 132 (1976). Jtprovidrlla�rot(l) 
� of  a iiiDpl � (2) com:ldioa of·-·- itnpJIC'>CI ill ap illepl mg•••. 
aad (!) tiiJdlnria:iDa die court to RICiace a Jawf&d  ..._. tblt.aftlr�•=· nthn. is 
adalyhanb.14. Jfthe motioa appliesa&all lllre..itis ..... ... ..,..oftbemle. ...  
•••.:e 1awfUily imposed 1aas beeaRMISied hy iltlrdMm..,.. as t.+J 1IDdaly baniL 
widda tbe .. ..., limits. !ltrll/ll Y . ..... 143 i:W8 200, 2CD-03. 141 P3cJ 1069. 1071-72 
� 
(2006). "A IIIII n is eJ'Ce1llive if it is .... ..... ... , l'llioul $w of die flas." 
._. 143 1daho a& 203. 141 P.ld It 1()72 .. A Role 3S modOD for� of ICII'Itllte ia a 
pleafarlalieaey.ld. If tile oriPJII ICIIII._isaot ......  dlcthtn !ant JIIIIt lbow 
at die trial court lew:l 1bll additioMI fads or iafoaNdioe _... tbe 11 1tt1• OBelli• ia JiPt 
ofdlat .,...kall iafmlwtioa. 14. "All appeal fma die "-iatof altule JJ �doe C8IUfiOt be 
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f. �w � � ! l l �i � �; � � � � �. � ! � ! l  .. , t � � I ... · � !" 1:) �:: ,.. 
J l l � ! f J i f ' l i l l 
� (t 1 •  : 1 i . - � 1 , r . 1• 1 , 
• I 1- I 1' 11 r a. J  _ l .. -
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fi84 agmvlliDa ch:a .. ._... to iiDpole die banhr � iadudi• .-immilratioa 
� meat  tile 111-'111» to impore ftanlwCODICCJIU&::es �tile peul i!CDfal(:e 
o-tell• 
For tile RIIIOM ....... tile f.'.l11tecdeayina Appeliant•s lbJ1e 35 motiolt is JMillled. The 
ICIIfllDOe imposoLt is vacatecl al  tile case is ••"eMed to • ,..._ � witb:� 
� d1Jlwoul4 aupport abanl:ler .... zthanoripP11yC!Ciat l  rllfOII, orliiOdify 
tl&e ICJffltOOtD a10icl die ........ imnJi&ntikw CDI&al'MICCS 
s 
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I llfltBBY CBI.TIPY dlatauue aadc:oaectcopyolllefoleaoiDI ORDBR was .... ... ....,..,........... ,. t•"" . 2014: 
Ridlaal L HwMdld 
AlttJme.y at Law 
Ill B. Cllic:a&o St. 
Cllclwel1, Idaho 83605 . 
Brya P. Taylor 
c..,oa o.aty�rmaAa.aey 
eaa,..ec.ty Couttaouo 
Caklwll. illbo 83605 
1'lleala Radall 
6 
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Richard L. Hammond 
John Anderson, JR. 
• • 
HAMMOND LAW OFFICE, P .A. 
A TIORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 
Sent Via Fax /U.S.Mail/Certified Mail Number of Pages: 2 
Absolute Bail Bonds LLC 
Attn Walter Almaraz 
4 1 6  W Montana 
Homedale, ID 83628 
220 N 5th St W 
Homedale, ID 83628 
March 1, 201 3  
Idaho Department of Insurance 
Fax (208) 334-4398 
Client: Jose Luis Garcia 
CR-2012-0023262-C & 
CR-2012-0025742-C 
Dear Mr. Almaraz and Idaho Department of Insurance, 
This letter is to follow up with our conversation on the 8th of February 2013  and to make a 
formal complaint to the Department of Insurance. 
Thank you Mr. Almaraz for taking the time to discuss the matter relating to our common client 
Mr. Garcia. I spoke with the sergeant at the jail and their records reflect our conversation that, as 
you stated, you posted the bond for the DUI. However, the sergeant informed me that you 
revoked the bond for the DUI before he was released. 
My notes and witnesses present during the above conversation on the 8th of February 201 3  reflect 
that you acknowledged that you were retained to post the bonds on the above DUI and Petty 
Theft cases, that before you were paid and before you posted the bonds, you were advised our 
client had immigration problems and that an Immigration Hold was placed. Further, you 
admitted that after posting the bond you received a call from an ICE agent who advised you to 
revoke the bond; and unfortunately you revoked the bond despite previously knowing of the 
immigration problems and ICE hold. 
During our conversation on the 8th of February, we requested a refund of the bond amount paid 
on the DUI case; however, our notes reflect that we have not received a response or refund. 
Therefore, please consider a formal written demand for damages in the amount of $35,000.00 for 
breach of the contract to post the bond in the above case. Mr. Garcia, due to the breach of the 
contract and failure to post bond and I or your failure to return the bond, remins in custody for 
over 1 20 days, directly and proximately due to the breach of the contract. Mr. Garcia is unable 
to be free and enjoy his normal work and family life. This demand is made under Idaho Code 
Garcia Demand for Payment and Records 1 
8 1 1 E. Chicago St, Caldwell, ID 83605 11 '-' 
Phone: (208) 453-4857 Fax: (208) 453-4861 E-mail: richard@dcdi.net f� �b.¢ 0 
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1 2-120(1)  and we will seek and obtain fees and costs if suit is filed if the matter is not resolved 
within ten (1  0) days. 
Please consider this letter also a demand within fourteen (14) days for a copy of all records 
related to any prior and current debts and loans including but not limited to a copy of all 
documents signed by our client or his agents, all correspondence to or from our client or to or 
from third parties relating to the alleged debt, a full accounting of payments made, charges, 
interest, and all remaining records e records herein. This dispute and demand for verification, 
records and information is made under the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act ( 1 5  USC 1 692g) 
and Idaho Code 48-603(1 3). 
This letter also requests, in relation to both accounts and alleged debts, a full and complete 
financial accounting with each and every charge and payment, statement of accounting, a 
statement regarding a list of collateral, a statement of account, a reason for the refusal and failure 
to return the documents supporting such account and failure to return of the title signed within 
fourteen (14) days. This demand is also made pursuant to Idaho Code 28-9-601 et sec. including 
but not limited to Idaho Code 28-9-21 0, 28-9-608, 28-9-61 5  and 28-9-616. Also, we request a 
copy of the above requested documents pursuant to I.C. 48-603(13). 
This is our final request for records and demand for return of the title under Idaho Code 1 2-
1 20(1).  Such offer of settlement will remain open for ten ( 1 0  days for payment and fourteen (14) 
days for production of records. In the event settlement is not reached, we will be left without 
remedy but to file suit and seek attorney fees, costs, interest and damages for the following acts 
of your client: 
1 .  Violation of the Fair Debt Collections Act; 
2. Breach of Contract in relation to the bond; 
3 .  Violation of Idaho Consumer Protection Act; 
4. Conversion and embezzlement of the truck title; 
5 .  Failure to maintain and provide records requested under Idaho Code 28-9-601 et. sec, 
specifically 28-9-21 0, 28-9-608, 28-9-6 1 5  28-9-6 16  and also Idaho Code 48-603(13). 
Our intent is to resolve this matter amicably without discovery and depositions regarding the 
employment practices of your client. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Thank you for your courtesy, and cooperation. Should you have any questions do not hesitate to 
contact our office. 
Sincerely, 
/5! 
Richard L. Hammond 
Attorney at Law 
RLH; MS. 
Cc: Client 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
C LAKE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CV 201 3-4362-C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT OF MARIA 
GARCIA RE PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants 
Under IC 9- 1406 
Comes now the Plaintiffs and submit this Another Affidavit of Maria Garcia in Support of 
the Motions filed herein including the Motion to Amend the Complaint to include Punitive 
Damages and in support of the Damages sustained. 
MARIA GARCIA certifies and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of 
the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  I am the Plaintiff and am a competent adult over the age of 2 1  years of age. 
2. I am legally in the United States and have been since 2007 as reflected in Exhibit A. 
3 .  I have three children and came to the United States after the father o f  my children left me. 
4. I applied for all ofmy children to be legal in the United States in 1 998. 
5. Exhibit B is a copy of the Passport of my daughter Anaya Garcia reflecting that she is a 
United States Citizen. 
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6. The application for Jose Luis Garcia was delayed when he reached 2 1  years and he was 
placed into a separate category and we submitted an amended application. 
7. That Jose Garcia was required to remain in the United States during the pendency of his 
Immigration application for his position or her would have to reapply for legal status and 
lose his position if he left the United States. 
8. The application for Jose Luis Garcia lost his priority and starts over due to him leaving 
the United States. 
9. Prior to hiring the Defendants and entering into a contract on the 1 5th of October 201 2  at 
approximately 8:30 AM where the Defendants contracted to pay the bonds for Jose Luis 
Garcia in CR 2012-25742-C and CR 2012-23262-C, I informed the Defendants that Jose 
Luis Garcia had not received approval of his immigration documentation yet and that the 
bond needed to be placed quickly to prevent an ICE hold from being placed; the ICE hold 
would have prevented Jose Garcia from being released and would result in him being 
held for additional 48 hours. 
1 0. The Defendants informed me they posted the bond immediately on the 1 5th of October 
201 2  after receipt of our payments to ensure that an ICE hold would not be placed. 
1 1 . After posting the bond, the Defendants told us to wait outside waiting for him to be 
released with his clothes; however, the Defendant informed me that the Canyon County 
Sheriff paperwork was taking longer than expected and that we needed to return the next 
morning with additional money. 
12.  The Defendants informed me that I needed to wait and I waited at the jail the entire day 
of the 1 5th of October 20 12 without any answers. I went home and returned the morning 
of the 1 6th of October 20 12 and waited the entire day. 
ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT OF MARIA GARCIA RE PUNITIVE DAMAGES I JUDGMENT; 2 
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1 3 .  I paid the Defendants $ 1 ,300.00 for bond on the above cases. 
14.  On the 1 7th of October 201 2  the Defendant informed me that I also needed to also pay for 
an ankle bracelet wherein I paid for the ankle GPS bracelet and made arrangements for it 
to used on the 1 7th of October 2012.  
15 .  However, on the 1 ih of October 2012, the Sheriff department informed me that they 
would not release Jose Luis Garcia because of the ICE hold that was placed on the 1 7th of 
October 201 2; after the Defendants posted and withdrew the bonds. 
1 6. I confirmed that Defendants withdrew the above bail bonds on the same day that he 
posted the bonds on the 1 5th of October 201 2, and that took place the ICE hold was not 
posted until the next day on the 1 7th of October 2012.  
1 7. Defendants subsequently admitted to me that Jose Luis Garcia was not released due to the 
Defendants withdrawing the bond on the 1 5th of October 2012;  Defendants further 
admitted that after they withdrew the bond in the above cases, Immigration placed an ICE 
hold on Plaintiff a day or two later. 
1 8. That I have read the allegations in the complaint and such statements are true and correct. 
1 9. My son Jose Luis Garcia was not released from the jail until approximately the 3rd of 
May 201 3  when he was subsequently taken to Mexico. 
20. My son Jose Luis Garcia's application with Immigration will be delayed due to his lack 
of presence in the United States. 
2 1 .  Had the bond not been revoked, Jose Luis Garcia would have been released within 48 
hours of the ICE hold and he would not have been deported. 
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22. Had ICE came and picked up Jose Luis Garcia at the end of the 48 hours, Jose Luis 
Garcia would have been eligible to remain pending his application because there would 
not have been a conviction or sentence that would have made him deportable. 
23. On or about the gth of February 201 3  I was present when the Defendants admitted 
telephonically that my son and I complied with the above contract and gave truthful 
information to them when we contracted them and they knew that time was of the 
essence to post the bond to prevent an ICE hold from being placed due to immigration 
problems of Jose Luis Garcia. 
24. That I have a medical condition which causes me substantial seizures and am unable to 
provide for myself. 
25. Jose Luis Garcia was living with me and provided substantial financial assistance to me 
and the Defendants knew we lived together. 
26. I have hired the services of other bail bondsmen of for additional cases and Defendants' 
actions and breach of the above contract is intentional, reckless, and an extreme deviation 
of reasonable standard of conduct. 
27. A foreseeable and proximate damage from the Defendants' actions and inactions is that I 
suffered deep depression for the loss of my son while he was in jail and after he was sent 
away. 
28. That after our attorney sent the packet of records to the United States Customs and 
Border Protection on or about the 1 5th of April 2014, Attached as Exhibit C, I went to the 
border with my son Jose Luis Garcia wherein the officials denied his entry and Jose Luis 
Garcia was not able to be present at his resentencing in the Criminal Case. 
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29. I went to the border on two separate occasions to ask for the United States Customs and 
Border Protection as my son Jose Luis Garcia' s first sentence was continued to attempt to 
get permission a second time. 
30. Due to the Defendants' acts and misrepresentations, the foreseeable and proximate 
damage from the Defendants' actions and inactions is that I lost in excess of 30 days of 
work and I lost $9.00 per hour and 9 hours per each day. 
3 1 .  My primary language is Spanish and the above statement was translated to be by staff at 
Hammond Law Office, P .A. 
� 0fj.-= ,p/}� 
MARIA GARCIA 
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Richard L. Hammond 
John Anderson. Jr. 
Greg Lawson 
Officer in Charge 
United States Customs and B order Protection 
Fax: 520-287-1420 and 520-761-2628 
Re: Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya 
14 Pages 
Canyon County Idaho Case CR 2012-23462-C 
Canyon County Idaho Case CV 2013-4362-C 
Dear U.S. Customs and Border Protection Officers, 
April 15, 2014 
This is a letter from the Criminal and Civil Attorney on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya 
requesting assistance in allowing Mr. Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya permission to enter into the United 
States lawfully for his presence at court for the two cases above. 
Mr. Garcia-Anaya is a Defendant in a Criminal Petty Theft case where his sentence, on appeal, 
was recently vacated as the Appellate District Court ruled his sentence of 365 days suspended 
was excessive. As reflected in Exhibit A, the Idaho Repository, Mr. Garcia-Anaya's  new court 
date for his sentencing was scheduled for the 20th of March 2014 at 1:45 PM; however Mr. 
Garcia-Anaya was not able to be present and therefore the sentencing was continued until the 
1 5th of May 2014 at 1:45 PM to give the Defendant the time and ability to obtain legal 
permission to return legally as required for sentencing. 
Please fmd enclosed Exhibit B, the Order for Transport signed by the Magistrate Court in the 
above matter seeking all law enforcement assistance in transporting the Defendant to the 
Sentencing on the 15th of May 2014 at Canyon County Idaho. Also, please find enclosed Exhibit 
C, the Appellate District Court's Decision vacating Mr. Garcia-Anaya's sentence verifying that 
his conviction is not a Aggravated felony as the sentence is no longer 356 days. 
Mr. Garcia-Anaya is also a witness and Plaintiff in a lawsuit against Absolute Bail Bonds LLC, 
and Walter Almaraz that resulted in a Default Order as reflected in Exhibit D. The Defendants in 
the civil case took Mr. Garcia-Anaya's bail funds but failed and refused to comply with the bail 
agreement, failed and refused to return the funds taken, resulting in Mr. Garcia-Anaya remaining 
in the Canyon County Jail for seven months. The testimony and presence of Mr. Garcia-Anaya 
is needed to testify regarding damages, amount paid, etc. The hearing in the Civil Case is on the 
22nd of May 2014 at 9:00 AM as reflected in Exhibit E. 
If there are any concerns or, please feel free to contact the office. 
Richard L. Hammond 
Attorney for �-ose Luis Garcia 
8 1 1 E. Chicago St, Caldwell, ID 83605 
Phone: (208) 453-4857 Fax: (208) 453-486 1 E-mail: ricbard@hammondlawoffice.co&� bJ 
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Case Number Result Page 
Canyon 
1 Cases Found. 
� State of Idaho vs. lose Luis Garcia l 1 Next hearing scheduled: 05/15/2014 1 :45 PM I I CR-2012- M istr te J d . Gary D. Amount fase : 0023262-C ag a u ge . DeMeyer due : $602.50 Reopened I I Charges: VIolation Date Charge Citation Deg ree Disposition I I 07/24/201 2  118-2407(2) Theft- Misdemeanor Finding: Guilty I Petit Disposition l Officer: CC Sheriff's date: 01/29/20 13 
I Office, CCSO Fines/fees: $602.50 
Jail: 365 days 
Suspended Jail: 239 
days 
07/24/2012 118•2407{2) {AT} 
Credited time {Yes) : 
106 days 1 
Probation Type: 1 
Misdemeanor ! 
Supervised Probation I 
Fee , 
Term: 24 months I 
Misdemeanor Finding: Dismissed By j 
Theft-Petit {Attempted) 
I Officer: CC Sheriff's 
I Office, CCSO 
Court 
· l 
Disposition 1 
date:· 01/22/2013 
Fines/fees: $0.00 
I Pen�ing Datemme Judge I heanngs:  Hearing Type , 05/15/2014 Gary D DeMeyer I 1 :45 PM • Sentencing 
I Registe r  l ot 
! a ctions : 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I I 
i 
I I 
I 
Date 
09/17/2012 New Case Filed -Misdemeanor 
09/17/2012 Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
09/17/2012 Criminal  Complaint 
09/17/2012 Case Status Changed : Inactive 
10/15/2012 Hea ring Scheduled (Arraignment (In Custody) 10/15/2012 01 :30 PM) 
10/15/2012 Case Status Changed : Reopened 
10/15/2012 Warra nt Returned Defendant: Anaya ,  Luis Garcia 
10/1 5/2012 Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 8000.00 ) 
1 011512012 Hea ring result for Arraign ment (In Custody) scheduled 0(1 10/15/2012 0 1 :32 PM : Hearing Vacated 
10/15/2012 Notice of Bond Posted 
1011512012 Hearing result for Arra ignment (In Custody) scheduled o n  10/15/2012 0 1 :32 PM: Hearing Held 
1011512012 Hearing result for Arraign ment (In Custody) scheduled on 10/15/2012 01 :32 PM : Arraignment I First Appearance 
Hearing result for Arra ignment (In Custody) scheduled on 10/15/2012 
10/15/2012 0 1 :32 PM: Constitutional Rights W a rning 
1011512012 Hea ring result for Arra ignment (In Custody) scheduled on 10/15/20 12 01 :32 PM: Order Appointing Public Defender 
1011512012 Hea ring result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled o n  10/15/2012 0 1 : 32 PM: Appear & Plead Not Guilty. . 
https:/lvmN.idcourts.us/reposlforlicaseNumberResulls.do £t�.i+ A'r 1/4 
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I . I 
I 
I 
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10/16/2012 Dema�o r  Notice O f  Defense O f  Alibi 
1 0/16/2012 Request For Discovery 
10/16/2012 PA's Response For Request For Discovery. 
10/24/2012 Certificate of surrender I S10-Q1926028 
10/30/2012 Hearing Scheduled (Pre Tria l 12/31/2012 01 :00 PM) 
10/30/2012 Hea ring Scheduled (Jury Tria l 01/23/2013 09:00 AM) 
1 1/01/2012 Order Setting Case 
1213112012 Hearing result for Pre Tria l scheduled on 12/31/2012 01 :00 PM : Hearing Held 
12/31/2012 Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Sta�us 01/22/2013 01 :00 PM) I 
0112212013 Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled o n  0 1/22/2013 0 1 :00 P M :  1 Hearing Held I 
0112212013 Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled o n  01/22/2013 0 1 :00 PM: Change Plea To Guilty Before H/t 
0112212013 Hearing result fo� C�nference - Status scheduled o n  01/22/2013 0 1 :00 PM:  Judgment case dismissed count #2 
0 112212013 Hea ring result for Jury Tria l scheduled on 01/23/2013 09:00 AM : 
Hearing 
Vacated 
0 1/22/2013 Hea ring Scheduled (Sentendng 0 1/29/201 3  0 1 :30 PM) 
0 112912013 Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 01/29/20 13 01 :30 PM: Hea ring Held 
0 112912013 Hea ring result for Sentendng sch:duled on 0 1/29/2013 01 :30 PM: Sentenced To Fine And Incarceration 
0 112912013 Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 01/29/2013 01 :30 PM: Final  Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered 
0 112912013 Hearing resu lt for Sentencing sdleduled on 01/29/2013 0 1 :30 PM : Judgment 
0112912013 Hearin� result for Sentendng scheduled on 0 1/29/2013 01 :30 PM:  Probation Ordered 
0 1/29/2013 Case Status Changed : dosed pending cle rk a ction 
0 1/29/2013 Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 8,000.00) 
0211512013 Mo�ion and Memorandum to Reconsider or Reduce Se ntence or W ithdraw Guilty Plea 
State's Objection To Defendant's motion And Memorandum To Reconsider 
02/15/2013 O r  Reduce Sentence Or W ithdra w  Guilty Plea And State's Request For 
Hearing (no motion has been filed by Mr. Hammond) 
0212012013 Miscella neous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: Ha mmond la w (Miguel) Receipt number: 0010563 Date d :  2/20/2013 Amount: $6.25 (Cash) 
02/20/2013 Stipulation For Substitution of Counsel/Ha mmond 
02/20/2013 Hea ring Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/21/2013 01 :30 PM) to Reconsider 
0212112013 Reply Brief To Defendant's Motion And Memo ra ndum To Reconsider Or Reduce Sentence Or W ithd raw Guilty Plea . 
0212112013 Hea ring result for Motio.
n HeaJ:ing scheduled on 02/21/2013 01 :30 PM: 
. Hearing Held to Reconsider 
02121120 13 Hearing result for Mo�ion Hearing scheduled on 02/21/2013 01 :30 PM: Continued to Reconsider 
0212112013 Hearin� Sdleduled (Motion Hearing 03/21/2013 0 2 : 15 PM) Def. Motion to : .  Reconsider 
02/21/2013 Affida vit of Jose Luis Garda 
02/28/2013 Amended Notice of Hearing RE :Motion And Memorandum To Reconsider Or 
Reduce Sentence Or W ithdraw Guilty Plea 
0212812013 Supplement To Motion And Memorandum To Reconsider Or Red u ce  Sentence Or Withdraw Guilty Plea 
0212812013 Hea ring result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/21/2013 02:15 PM: Hearing Vacated Def. Motion to Reconsider . 
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0212812013 Hearin�cheduled (Motion Hearing 03/12/2013'11111!ft :30 PM) Def. Motion To Reconsider . 
03/01/2013 Request For Discovery 
03/0S/2013 St�te's Supplemental Memora ndum in support of objection to motion to set as1de plea 
03/08/2013 PA's Objection to def's repeat req uest for discovery 
0311212013 Affidavit Of Def Immigration Counsel In Reply To State's Supplemental . Memorandum In Support Of O bjection To Set Aside Plea 
0311212013 Hea ring result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/12/2013 Ol :30 PM:· Hea ring Held Def. Motion To Reconsider . 
0311212013 Hea ring result fo r  Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/12/2013 01:30 PM: . Motion Denied Def. Motion To Reconsider 
03113;2013 Miscellaneous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: Hammond Law Rece ipt number: 0016803 Dated : 3/13/2013 Amount: $6.25 (Check) · 
03/14/2013 Appeal Filed In District Court 
03/14/2013 Notice of appeal 
03/14/2013 Case Status Changed : Reopened 
03/18/2013 Order Of Assignment/Kerrick 
03/18/2013 Change Assigned Judg e  
03/25/2013 Scheduling Order 
0312812013 Miscellaneous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: David Christensen Receipt number: 0020496 Dated : 3/28/2013 Amount: $6.25 (Cash) 
05/29/2013 Lodged Tra nscripts (4 Hearings) 
05/29/2013 Notice of Clerk's Lodged Transcript for Appeal 
06/19/2013 Tra nscript Filed 
06/19/2013 Notice of Clerk's Flied Transcript for Appeal 
06/26/2013 Affidavit of costs preliminary tra nscripts 
07/22/2013 Appellant's Opening Brief 
09/10/2013 Respondent's Brief 
09/17/2013 Appella nt's closing Brief 
1 0/31/2013 Appellant's Request For Decision On Briefs 
01/08/2014 Order of Assignment/Mckee 
0 1/08/2014 Change Assig ned Judge 
02/19/2014 Memorandum Decision (Order Denying Rule 35 Reversed )  
02/19/2014 Remanded 
02/19/2014 Change Assigned Judg e  
02/24/2014 Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing !  03/13/2014 02 :00 PM) 
02/25/2014 Notice Of Hearing 
03/04/2014 Stipulation To Continue sentencing (W ithout Order) 
03/05/2014 Motion to co ntinue sentencing (w/ O rder) 
031051201,4. Motion f?r T�a nsporta�ion of Defendant for Sentencing and Motion for Sentencing 1n Abstenc1a 
0310512014 Hearing result f?r Sentencing sch_eduled on 03/13/2014 02 :00 P M :  Hearing ., Vacated--per st1p &. ord e r  to continue 
03/05/2014 Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 03/20/2014 01 :45 PM) 
03/05/2014 O rder To Continue Sentencing 
0310512014 Order 
for transportation of Defendant for sentencing and Order sentencing 
in abstenda 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 03/20/20 14 01 :45 P M :  Hearing 
03/20/2014 Held 
0312012014 Hea �ng result fo r  Sentencing scheduled on 03/20/2014 0 1 :45 PM : Contmued . 
03/20/2014 Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 05/15/2014 0 1 :45 PM) 
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INTHBDISTRICT COURT Of T.HE THIRDJUDICIALDISTlUCT OF THE 
STATB OF .IDAH�IN AND FOR. lHBCOUN'lYOPCANYON 
Case No. CR. 2012.oo23262-C 
OllD:BR FOR 'I'RANSPOJ.TAnetl Of 
lmFENDANTFOaSENDNCING 
Doiiadlat baviD&Sed a Modon 1br 'nasporta1ioQ ofDetadaatfO.rSatanciug 
rr IS HEREBY. OIWBBE.D. AND 'IBIS OOPS OIDBR.drat aU law educ:c:weut provide. and 
ticllitate 111Dsportatioll FOR. Jose Luis Garcia to .. Qsqyou CoiUII;y � fOr  his llext Senb=ncht; 
date tchedule41brthe IS" ofMa,y2014 at 1:45 PM as 1fds courttec}IIISII his pJIISiiiCa. 
Daled fhls� day ofMarcb.2014. 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
S HILL, DEPUTY 
IN THB DISTRICI' COURT OF Tim THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PbdntiffAResponden� 
vs. 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
·ease No. CR.-2012-23262-C 
Memorandum Decision 
This matter is on appeal from the denial of a Rule 35 motion by the co.urt below 
seeking recoDSideration of a sentence imposed following a guilty. plea. Neither party has 
requested oral argument and the case is deemed submitted on the briefs. 
For reasons stated, the order denying the Rule 35 motion i� rev�ed, the sentence 
imposed is vacated. and the matter remanded to the magistrate below for further proceedings 
·consistent with tbis opinion. 
Facts and Procednral History 
In September of 2012, Garcia was charged with two misdemeanors: petit theft and 
attempted petit theft. In January of 2013, pursuant to a plea agreement. Garcia 
entered a plea of guilty to petit theft. ·The magistrate accepted the plea, and the State then 
dismissed the second charge. The case was continued for sentencing. 
Memorandum Deci�on 1 
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On January 29, 2013, sentence was imposed. The magistrate entered a written 
judgment sentencing Garcia to 365 days in the county jail, suspending 239 days, and granting 
credit� 106 days time served. Garcia was placed on supervised probation for 24 months. 
On February 15, 2013, Garcia filed motion to reconsider the sentence, or in the 
altemative to withdraw the guilty plea. The state objected, and a series of hearings were 
hearing were held. At the last hearing, on March 12, 2013, the court denied an of Garcia's 
motions. 
On March 14, 2013, Garcia filed a timely notice of appeal to this court. 
Issues on Appeal 
Appellant's Brief identifies three issues on appeal: 
1. "Whether the trial court abused its discretion by denying Defendant'� request to 
reduce the suspended jail time by one day, or to resentence the Defendant, waive 
credit for time served and :reduce the remainder �ended time by five days." 
2. "Whether the trial court CITed as a matter of law by denying Defendant's request to 
withdraw his guiliy ptea.•• 
3. ''Whether Defendant's Judgment of Conviction entered on the date of the 2rJh of 
January 2013 should be overturned." 
Rule 35 Motion 
The circolnstance that brings this case before this court is the fact that the defendant is 
a Mexican � whose status in the United States and under federal immigration laws 
may have been substantially prejudiced by this conviction. Under federill immigration 
Memorandum Decision 2 
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statutes, any crime of moral turpitude involving incarceration of one year or more is 
considered felonious, and triggers sanctions which may include deportation. This, regardless 
of how the crime is categorized under state law. The mb here is the magistrate's decision to 
impose a jail sentence of precisely 365 days - one full year - in the judgment; even though he 
actually imposed only the time served (106 days) and suspended the rest. The crime of petit 
theft is a crime of moral turpitude and when coupled with the one year sentence, such triggers, 
or could trigger additional federal consequences under immigration law. 
A Rule 35 motion for reduction of sentence applies to three different situations. State 
v. Arambula, 97 Idaho 627, 629, 550 P.2d 130, 132 (1976). It provides a procedure for (1) 
coiieCtion of au illegal sentence, (2) correction of a sentence imposed in an illegal manner, 
and (3) authorizing the court to reduce a lawful sentence that, after further examination, is 
unduly harsh. /d. If the motion applies at all here. it is under the third prong of the rule. that a 
sentence lawfully imposed has been revealed by later circumstances as being unduly harsh. 
1be defendant has the burden of showing that a sentence is excessive if the sentence is 
within the statutory limits. State v. Shutz, 143 Idaho 200, 202-03, 141 P.3d 1069, 1071-72 
(2006). "A sentence is excessive if it is unreasonable under any rational view of the facts." 
Shutz, 143 Idaho at 203, 141 P .3d at 1072. A Rule 35 motion for reduction of sentence is a 
plea for leniency. /d. If the original sentence is not excessive, then the defendant must show 
at the trial court level that additional facts or information � the sentence excessive in light 
of that additional information. I d. "An appeal from the deuial of a Rule 35 motion cannot be 
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used as a vehicle to review the underlying sentence absent the presentation of new 
information." Sttlt8 v. Ht,iffmlm, 144 Idaho 201, 203,_159 P.3d 838, 840 (�07). 
The magistrate below, iii denying the Rule 35 motion, stated: ''I agree with [suite's 
counsel] that if the immigration issue wasn't here, [Garcia would] probably have received 
exactly the same sentence." The problem with this is that the court had suspended a majodty 
of the jail time. When the immigration issue arose, it clearly meant that the sentence as 
imposed, with only 106 days in jail and the balance suspended, was considerably different 
�at that �  of the crime in usual circumstances. Unless the coUrt finds aggravating 
circumstances in the crime, warranting a harsher sentence to the extent of potential 
deportation, and even then explains why leaving the defendant to the will of the federal 
immigration authorities would be preferable to simply adding more local jail time and thereby 
stiffening the penalty available within the misdemeanor structure, but still keeping it out of 
the federal target area, it would appear that the sentence as imposed is too harsh. It should be 
reconsidered and refashioned to avoid the immigration consequence. The effect on 
immigration �s is an appropriate consideration for a trial court in fashioning a sentence or 
considering Rule 35 relief. State v. Tinoco-Perez, 145 Idaho 400, 402, 179 P .3d 363, 365 (Ct 
App. 2008) . .  
Since the court concluded that the sentence without the immigration consequence was 
a sufficient sentence for the crime. the sentence with the immigration consequence becomes 
too harsh without some additional_fmdings. The court should have granted the Rule_ 35 motion 
and reconsidered the sentence, and I direct that this be done. The court below may then either 
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find aggravating circumstances to impose the harsher sentence including the immigration 
consequences, recast the sentence to impose hatsb.er consequences within the penal sentence 
imposed but without triggering the immigration consequences., or reduce the sentence by an 
amount appropriate"to avoid the immigration consequence altogether. 
Other Issues 
In light of the court's niling on the Rule 35 issue, it is unnecessary to address. the other 
issues presented. 
Conclusion 
For the reasons stated, the order denying Appellant's Rule 35 motion is reversed. The 
sentence imposed is vacated and the case is remanded to the magistrate below with directions 
to resentence the defendant and either make specific findings identifyln.g the aggravating 
circumstances that would support a harsher sentence than originally contemplated. or modify 
the sentence to avoid the unintended immigration consequences. 
D� tbis.d. day of February, 2014. 
��· ., 
. Senior Judge D. Duff McKee 
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RICHARD L. HAMMoND, L S. B. #6993 Hammond law Ofiice, PA 811 East Cbicago $1reet Gald\ven, Idaho 83605 Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 Atton:�ey for Plainti:ff 
PAGE 06/06 
F I .Ak 6a 9M. 
DEC I 3 2Df3 
CANYON COUNTY CLEAk I( CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DI8TRICT COl.i'RT OF '('Q TlliJiD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'iBE STA� OF IDAHO, IN .AND JlOR TliECou.NTy OF CANYON 
J'OSB LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GAR� 
--···· ····-- _ _ _ _ _  - ·  - · - -·-- -·· _PJain� -- -----··- - - - �CV-2oi3-=4362-c·- -·  --- - · _, .  v. 
• .<\BSOLUTE BAn. BONDS Ll.C.� WALTERAL� 
Defendants 
ORl>BR.FO:RDEFAOLT 
IT APPEARING That the Defendants herein was duly and regularly served with prOcess and having failed to appear aud plead to tbe Complaint� on me herein, and it tbrtber appearing from the Affidavit of Counsol that the above-named .Defendams are not in the :military service of the United Slates of Am� as defined by Secti� 101(1) ofthe Act of� eitec1 as the Soldiers' and Sailor5' Civil �lief Act of 1940, as amended, n� of any Aot of Congress or tbe State Leplature duly enacted, no.r are said Defendants miaors or� persons, 
IT IS .1'BERUORE ORDERED That the de&ult of said Def� is entered according to law. 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT J 
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4/15/2014 Idaho Repository- Case Number Result Pag� 
Case Number Resu lt Page 
Canyon 
1 Cases Found. 
J ose Garcia, etal. vs. Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, etal. 
CV-2013- Other G A. C a s e :�004362-District Filed : 0 5 /02/201 3  Su btyp e :  Claims Jud g e :  s::�!orth Sta tus : Pending 
Defe n d a nts : Absolute Bail Bonds Lie, Almaraz, Walter 
P la i ntiffs : Garcia, Jose Garcia, Maria 
Pe n d ing D Type of Hea ring h e a rin 
05/2212014 G e  rge A .  So uthw o rth Motio n Hea ring 9 : 00 AM 
Re g iste r Date 
of 
a ctio ns : 
0 5/02/2 0 1 3  New Case Filed-Other Cla ims 
05/02/2 0 1 3  Su mmons Iss u e d  
Fil ing : A - All initia l civil ca se fil ings of a ny type 
not listed in cate g o ries B-H, or the other A 
0510212013 listings below Pa id by: Ha mmo nd L a w  Office Receipt n u mber: 0028099 Dated : 5/2/2013 
Amo u n t :  $96.00 (Cre d it ca rd ) Fo r: Ga rcia , Jose 
(pia in tiff) a n d  Ga rcia , Ma ria (pia in tiff) 
Filin g : Tech n o logy Cost - CC P a id by:  Ha mmo nd 
La w Office Receipt n u mber:  0028099 Da ted : 
05/02/2013 5/2/2013 Amo u n t :  $3 .00 (Cre d it ca rd )  For: 
Ga rcia,  Jose (pla intiff) a n d  Ga rcia , Ma ria 
(pIa in tiff) 
06/27/2 0 1 3  Affida vit Of Service-Both Se rved 6/19/1 3 
07/19/2013 Affid a vit Of Se rvice 6/19/20 1 3  W a lter 
07/19/20 1 3  Motion fo r E ntry of Defa u lt 
07/19/2 0 1 3  Affida vit of Counsel  fo r Defa u lt 
0912012 0 1 3  Notice O f  H e a ring Re : Pla intiffs Motion fo r Defa u lt J u d g me nt 1 1-2 1-13  (fa x) 
0912012013 Hea ring Sch e d u led (Motion Hea ring 1 1/2 1/2 0 1 3  09 : 00 AM) Defa u lt 
0912012 0 1 3  Ame n d e d  M e mo ra n d u m  in Su pport of Ve rified Motion fo r Re lief fro m Jud g ment (fax) 
1 0/22/2 0 1 3  De cla ra tion of Jose Lu is Ga rcia (fa x) 
1 0/29/2 0 1 3  Ve rified Notice of Ad missio n s  
1 1/1 2/20 1 3  Affida vit fo r Defa u lt Jd mt (fa x) 
He a ring re s u lt fo r M otio n Hea ring sche d u led o n  
1 1/21/20 1 3  1 1/21/20 13 09 : 00 AM : Co ntinued Defa u lt -TO 
BE RENOTICE D  BY COUNSEL 
H e a ring res u lt fo r M otio n Hea ring sch e d u led on 
1 1/2 1/2 0 1 3  09 : 00 AM : District Cou rt Hea ri n g  
1 1/2 1/20 1 3  H e ld C o u rt Re porte r: Patricia Te rry N u mber of 
Tra nscript P a g e s  fo r this h e a ring estima te d : 
less th a n  100 pa g es 
1 1/21/20 1 3  Seco n d  Affida vit of C o u n s e l  fo r Defa u lt (fax) 
1 210512 0 1 3  Ve rified Motion t o  Re cus e  o r  fo r Reconsid e ra tio n (fa x) 
1 211312 0 1 3  O rd e r  �e nyin.g Motio n to Re cuse o r  fo r Reco ns 1 d e rat1on .-
https://WJoNJ.idcourts.us/repositor�caseNumberResults.do 1/2 
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DATE , TIIvE 
FAX NO. /NAME 
DURATION 
PAGE(S) 
RESULT 
MODE 
TRANSMISSION VERIFICATION REPORT 
TIME 04/ 1 5/ 201 4 0 9 : 38 
NAME HAMMOND LAW OFFICE 
FAX 2084534861 
TEL 2084534857 
SER . #  K1J9061 54 
1-111/Y/IYIOND L.fiW OFFICE, Pll 
Richard L. Hammond 
John Ano�rson • .Jr. 
Greg lawson . 
Officer in Cllarge 
United States Customs and Border Protection 
Fax: 520-287- 1420 and 520-761-2628 
Re: Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya 
14 Pages 
Canyon County Idaho Case CR 2012-23262-C 
Canyon County Idaho Case CV 2013-4362-C 
Dear U.S. Customs and Border Protection Officers, 
April 1 5, 20 14 
This is a letter from the Criminal and Civil Attorney on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya 
requesting assistance in allowing Mr. Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya permission to enter into the United 
States lawfully for his presence at court for the two cases above. 
Mr. Garda-Anaya is a Defendant in a Criminal Petty Theft case where his sentence, on appeal, 
was recently vacated as the Appellate District Court ruled his sentence of365 days suspended 
was excessive. As reflected in Exhibit A, the Idaho Repository, Mr. Garcia-Anaya' s new court 
date for his sentencing was scheduled for the 20th of March 201 4  at 1 :45 PM; however Mr. 
Garcia-Anaya was not able to be present and therefore the sentencing was continued until the 
1 5111 of May 2014 at 1 ;45 PM to give the Defendant the time and ability to obtain legal 
permission to return legally as required for sentencing. 
Please find enclosed Exhibit B, the Order for Transport signed by the Magistrate Court in the 
above matter seeking all law enforcement assistance in transporting the Defendant to the 
Sentencing on the 15th of May 2014 at Canyon County Idaho. Also, please find enclosed Exhibit 
C, the Appellate District Court's Decision vacating Mr. Garcia-Anaya's  sentence verifying that 
his conviction is not a Aggravated felony as the sentence is no longer 356 days. 
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DATE , TIME 
FAX NO. /NAME 
DrnATION 
PAGE (S) 
RESULT 
MODE 
TRANSMISSION VERIFICATION REPORT 
TIME 04/ 1 5/2014 0 9 : 42 
NAME HAMMOND LAW OFFICE 
FAX 2084534861 
TEL 2084534857 
SER. # K1J906154 
f./fi!YitnOND /,fiW OFFICE, Pfl 
111'fCIWWS liND COUNSELORS M' LIJW 
Richard L. Hammond 
John Anderson. Jr. 
Greg Lawson 
Officer in Charge 
United States Customs and Border Protection 
Fax: 520-287-1420 and 520-761 �2628 
Re: Jose Luis Oarcia-Anaya 
14 Pages 
Canyon County Idaho Case CR 201 2�23262-C 
Canyon County Idaho Case CV 2013-4362-C 
Dear U.S. Customs and Border Protection Officers, 
April 15. 2014 
This is a letter from the Criminal and Civil Attorney on behalf of Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya 
requesting assistance in allowing Mr. Jose Luis Garcia-Anaya permission to enter into the United 
States lawfhlly for his presence at court for the two cases above. 
Mr. Garcia-Anaya is a Defendant in a Crintinal Petty Theft case where his sentence, on appeal, 
was recently vacated as the Appellate District Court ruled his sentence of 365 days suspended 
was excessive. As reflected in Exhibit A, the Idaho Repository, Mr. Garcia-Anaya's new court 
date for his sentencing was scheduled for the 20th of March 20 1 4  at 1 :45 PM; however Mr. 
Garcia-Anaya. was not able to be present and therefore the sentencing was continued until the 
151h of May 2014 at 1 :45 PM to give the Defendant the time and ability to obtain legal 
permission to return legally as required for sentencing. 
Please find enclosed Exhibit B, the Order for Transport signed by the Magistrate Court in the 
above matter seeking all law enforcement assistance in transporting the Defendant to the 
Sentencing on the 1 5th of May 2014 at Canyon County Idaho. Also� please find enclosed Exhibit 
C, the Appellate District Court's Decision vacating Mr. Garcia-Anaya�s sentence verifying that 
his conviction is not a Aggravated felony as the sentence is no longer 356 days. 
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RICHARD L. HAMMOND, I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, PA 
2805 Blaine St; Ste 140 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• 
F I L E j{ 
__ _..A.M. \1)'4 P.M. 
A'??. 2 8 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. CV 201 3-4362-C v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC.,  
WALTER ALMARAZ 
AFFIDAVIT OF DULCE I. GARCIA RE 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND JUDGMENT 
Defendants Under IC 9- 1406 
Comes now the Plaintiffs and submit this Affidavit of Dulce I. Garcia in Support of the 
Motions filed herein including the Motion to Amend the Complaint to include Punitive Damages 
and in support of the Damages sustained. 
DULCE I. GARCIA certifies and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of 
the state of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge: 
1 .  I am the daughter of Maria Garcia and sister of Jose Luis Garcia and am a competent 
adult over the age of 2 1  years of age. 
2. I have been legally present in the United States 2003 and am currently a Legal Permanent 
Resident as reflected in Exhibit A. 
3 .  My mother and step father filed an application with the U.S. Department of Justice 
Immigration and naturalization Service for the Plaintiff Jose L. Garcia, for me, and for 
my sister Ana C. Garcia on or about the 14th of May 1 999 and Exhibit B is a true and 
correct copy of such Application. 
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4. Our family received an Approval Notice on or about the 20th of July 1 999 and Exhibit C 
is a true and correct copy of such Approval Notice. 
5 .  The children, including the Plaintiff, were assigned the priority date of the 28th of June 
1 999. 
6. Myself and my sister Ana were made Legal Permanent Residents; however, Plaintiff Jose 
Luis Garcia has 2 1  years of age and he was required to submit an supplemental petition 
placing him in a longer wait category. 
7. We were notified that if we left the United States before our application was eligible for 
approval, our application would be withdrawn and abandoned. 
8. I was present when my Mother, Plaintiff Maria Garcia hired and paid the Defendants and 
hired the Defendants. 
9. Prior to my Mother Paying the Defendants the $ 1 ,300.00, Defendants were advised that 
Plaintiff Jose Luis Garcia needed the bond placed immediately to prevent an ICE hold. 
1 0. We also notified the Defendant the reason for the bond was because Plaintiff Jose Luis 
Garcia was not yet a Legal Permanent Resident. 
1 1 . Defendants agreed to post the bond before and ICE hold was made. 
1 2. The Defendants informed us they posted the bond immediately on the 1 5th of October 
2012  after receipt of the payments to ensure that an ICE hold would not be placed. 
1 3 .  After posting the bond, the Defendants told us to wait outside waiting for him to be 
released with his clothes; however, the Defendant informed us that the Canyon County 
Sheriff paperwork was taking longer than expected and that we needed to return the next 
morning with additional money. 
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14.  The Defendants informed us that we needed to wait and we waited at the jail the entire 
day of the 1 5th of October 201 2  without any answers. We went home and returned the 
morning of the 1 6th of October 201 2  and waited the entire day. 
1 5 . On the 1 7th of October 201 2  the Defendant informed us that we also needed to also pay 
for an ankle bracelet wherein our Mother paid for the ankle GPS bracelet and made 
arrangements for it to used on the 1 7th of October 2012. 
1 6. However, on the 1 7th of October 201 2, the Sheriff department informed us that they 
would not release Jose Luis Garcia because of the ICE hold that was placed on the 1 7th of 
October 201 2; after the Defendants posted and withdrew the bonds. 
1 7. We confirmed that Defendants withdrew the above bail bonds on the same day that he 
posted the bonds on the 1 5th of October 2012, and that took place the ICE hold was not 
posted until the next day on the 1 ih of October 2012. 
1 8. Defendants subsequently admitted to us that Jose Luis Garcia was not released due to the 
Defendants withdrawing the bond on the 1 5th of October 2012; Defendants further 
admitted that after they withdrew the bond in the above cases, Immigration placed an ICE 
hold on Plaintiff a day or two later. 
1 9. On or about the gth of February 201 3  I was present when the Defendants admitted 
telephonically that my son and I complied with the above contract and gave truthful 
information to them when we contracted them and they knew that time was of the 
essence to post the bond to prevent an ICE hold from being placed due to immigration 
problems of Jose Luis Garcia. 
(J� � a. 
D E I. GARCIA 
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U�.S. Department of Ju�tice A Immigration and Natur�zation 'Service�S) CUB 111 15-0054 Petition for Alien Relative 
DO NOT WRITE IN THIS BLOCK - FOR EXAMINING OFFICE ONLY 
case 10# Action Stamp Fee Stamp 
� 
A# 
G-28·01 \lcilag ., 
Sect1011 ot Law: · <.. Petition was liled on: (priority date) 
0 201. (b) spouse 0 203 (8)(1 )  0 Personal Interview 0 Previously Forwarded 
0 201 (b) child 0 203 (8)(2) 
0 201 (b) pa1'8fll 0 203 (8)(4) 0 Pet 0 Ben. "A" File Reviewed 0 Stateside Criteria 
0 203 (8)(5) 0 Field Investigations 0 1-485 SimultaneouslY 
AU CON: 0 204 (al(2)(A) Resolved' 0 204 (h) Resolved 
Remarks: 
A. Relationship 
1. The alien relative ia my 2. Are you related by adoption? ·3. Did you gain permanent residence through adoptioil? · 
(X Husband/Wile 0 Parent 0 Brother/Sister 0 Child 0 Yes (1g No 0 Yes � No 
B. Information about you 
1. Name (Family.name in CAPS) 
CUEVAS-GARCIA 
2. Addieaa (Number and Street) 
P . O . BOX 2 2 2 4  
(First) 
JESUS 
(Middle) 
R .  
(Apartment Number) 
(Town 01 City) (State/Country) (ZIP/Postal Code) 
HOMEDALE , IDAHO 8 3 6 2 8  
3. Place.of Bifth (Town 01 City) (State/Country) 
CULIACAN , S I NALOA , MEXICO 
4. Date of Birth 
(Mo/Oay/Yr) 
5. Sex 
� Male 
0 Female 
6. Marital Status 
:g) Married 0 Single 
0 Widowed 0 Divorced 
7. Other Names Used (including maiden name) 
NONE 
8. Date and Place of Preaenl Marriage (il married) 
0 1 - 1 2 - 9 8  CALDWELL , IDAHO 
9. SOCial Security Number 10. Alien Regiatration Number (it any) 
11.  Names of Prior HuabandsiWivea 12. Date(a) Marriagea(a) Ended 
NONE NONE 
13. It you are a· u.s. citiZen, complete 1he. following: 
Uy citizenship was acquired through (check one) . 0 Birth in the U.S 
0 Naturalization (Give number ol certificate, date and place it was issued) 
0 Pa.ents 
Ha,e you obtained a certificate ol citizenship in your own name? 
0 Yes 0 No 
II "Yes". g1w number ol certificate, date and place it was issued 
14a. if you are a lawful permanent reaiden• alien, complete the following: 
Date and ::>lace of admission for, or adjustment to. lawful permanent residence. 
and cl<��s ;>I adrrussion: 
0 1 - 2 5 - 8 8  HOMEDALE , IDAHO 
1 4�. Did you gain pennanent resident atatus through marriage to a United 
States <'' :.zen  or lawful pennanenl resident? 0 Yes XJ No 
INITIAL RECEIPT 
Form 1- 1 3(; Rev. 41 1 1 191 )  Y 
C. Information about your alien relative 
1 .  Name (Family name in CAPS) 
CUEVAS 
(First) 
MARIA 
(Uiddle) 
ANA 
2. Addreaa (Number and Street) 
AVENIDA OLVERA 10 2 
(Apartment Number) 
(Town or City) (Stale/Country) (ZIRIPostal Code) 
PUEBLO YAQUI , SONORA , MEXICO 
3. Place of Birth (Town 01 City) ( State/Co\Jntry) 
PUEBLO YAQUI , SONORA , MEXICO 
6. Marital Status 4. Date of Birth 5. Sex 
O Male  
XJ· Female 
Ul Married 0 Single 
0 Widowed 0 Divorced 
aed (including maiden name) 
MARIA ANA GARCIA RODRIGUEZ 
8. Date and Place of Present Marriage (il married) 
0 1 - 1 2 - 9 8  CALDWELL , IDAHO 
9. SOCial security Number . 
NONE 
10. Alien Registration Number (if any) 
NONE 
1 1 .  Namea of Prior HuabandaiW'avea 12. Date(a) Marriagea(s) Ended 
NONE NONE 
13. Has your relative - � in the U.S.? 
I?Q Yes 0 No 
14. If your relative is currenlly in the U.S., complete the following: He or 
she laat arrived. a& a (visitor. student, stowaway. without inspection, etc.) 
N/A 
Arrivai/Departurv Record (1·94) Number Date arrived (Month/Day/Year) '"' 
1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5t? 
Date authorized atay �pired, or will expire, as ahown on Form 1·94 or 1·95 ·1: 
=-�---���---�---���--------------� 15. Name and addreaa of present �mployer (if any) � 
_N_O�N_E�------�����---- ---------� � � 
Date lhia employment began (Month/Day/Year) '..J 
_N_O_N_E ________ �--------------�--�---- l� 16. Has you relative ever been under immigration proceedinga? "\) 
0 Yes � No Where When 
0 &elusion· 0 Deportation 0 Recission 0 Judicial Proceedings 
fiESUBMilTED RELOCATED COMPLETED 
Rec"d I Sen I Approved I Oeuied I Relunled · 
I I I . 
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JOSE · L  ANAYA GARCIA SON 
DULCE I .  ANAYA GARCIA DAUGHTER 
ANA C .  ANAYA GARCIA DAUGHTER 
'· Address in the United States where your relative Intends to live 
(Numb&. and Street) (Town or Cily) 
5 1 1 MAIN ST HOMEDALE , IDAHO 
J. Your relative's address abroad 
(Number and Street) (Town or City) (Province) (Country) 
AVENIDA OLVERA # 1 0 2  PUEBLO YAQUI , SONORA , MEXICO 
(Country of Birth) 
MEXICO 
MEXI CO 
MEXICO 
(State) 
(Phone Number) 
J. If your relative's native alphabet is other than Roman letters, write his or her name and address abroad in the native alphabet 
(Name) (Number and Street) (Town or City) (Province) (Country) 
N/A 
1. If  filing for your husband/wife, give last address at which you both lived together: 
(Name) (Number and Street) (Town or City) (Province) (Country) 
From 
(Month) (Year) 
To 
(Month) (Year) 
MARIA 5 1 1 MAIN ST HOMEDALE , ID USA JUL- 9 3  APR- 9 9  
I .  Check the appropriate box below and give the information required for the box you checked: 
m Your relative will apoly for a Visa abroad at the Amencan Consulate in CD . JUAREZ I MEXICO 
(City) (Country) 
D Your relative is in the United Slates and wiD apply for adjustment of status to that of a lawful permanent resident in the offiCe of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service at II your relative is not eligible for adjustment of status, he or she will 
(City) (State) 
apply for a visa abroad at the American Consulate in --------:---------------------
(City) (Country) 
(Designation of a consulate outside the country of your relative's last residence � not guarantee acceptance for processing by that consulate. 
Acceptance is at the discretion of the designated consulate.) 
l. Other Information 
1. If separate petitions are also being submitted for other relatives, give names of each and relationship. 
NONE 
2. Have you ever filed a petition for this or any other alien before? 0 Yes � No 
If "Yes, • give name, place and date of filing, and resuh. 
laming: The INS Investigates claimed relationships and verifies the validity of documents. The INS seeks 
riminal prosecutions when family relationships are falsified to obtain visas. 
enaltles: You may, by law be imprisoned for not more than five years, or fined $250,000, or both, for entering into 
marriage contract for the purpose of evading any provision of the immigration laws and you may be fined up to 
1 0,000 or Imprisoned up to five years or both; for knowingly and willfully falsifying or concealing a material fact or 
sing any false document in submitting this petition. 
· 
our Certification: I c;:ertify, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America, that the 
>regoing is true and correct. Furthermore, I authorize the release of any information from my records which the 
nmigratlon and Naturalization Service needs to determine eligibility for the benefit that I am seeking. 
_ �/14 cf!.t.&rllA .,.,. o s - 1 4 - 9 9  """"" "..._ --------
,,gnature of Person Preparing Form if Other than Above 
I declant that I prepared this document at the request of the person above and that it is based 
Print Name JESUS LOBO IAddress�ALDWELL , ID 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T WATKINS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS, LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -201 3-4362 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER UPON PLAINTIFF'S  
MOTION TO AMEND RE: 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
Plaintiffs filed this action seeking contractual damages from defendants arising out of 
Defendant's  withdrawal of two separate bonds it had posted in criminal cases CR-2012-
0025742-C and CR-201 2-0023262-C in Canyon County, Idaho. The Court has taken judicial 
notice of the content of those cases in reaching its decision herein. In case CR201 2-0023262 
(the petit-theft case) a warrant was issued for petit theft on September 1 7, 2012. Bond was set on 
the warrant in the amount of $8,000. In CR-2012-0025742-C Plaintiff Jose Garcia was arrested 
for an Excessive DUI occurring during the early morning hours of October 1 5, 201 2. He was 
then served the warrant on the petit theft case. During his arraignment later on October 1 5, 
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additional bail was set in the amount of $25,000 on the DUI charge with the additional 
requirement that if bond was posted Mr. Garcia was to submit to alcohol monitoring upon his 
release. On October 1 5, 2012, Defendant posted the required bond on the petit theft case. On 
October 1 6, 201 2, Defendant posted bond on the DUI case. At some point between the time of 
Mr. Garcia's  arrest and prior to being released on bail, the Department of Homeland Security 
Division of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) filed an immigration hold on Mr. 
Garcia and he was therefore not released on the bail bonds posted by Defendant. On October 24, 
201 2, a "Certificate of Surrender" was filed in both pending cases against Mr. Garcia. It is dated 
October 1 7, 20 12.  It is apparent that after learning of the ICE hold, Defendant revoked the bail 
bonds and Mr. Garcia was never released from jail. 
Defendants in this case were properly served on June 1 9, 20 1 3  according to the affidavit 
of service on file. Neither defendant has entered an appearance herein. Plaintiffs moved for 
Default and the Court set the matter for hearing on the issue of damages. In addition to actual 
damages for the amount of the bond premiums paid in contracting with Defendant for their 
posting, Plaintiffs sought claims for significant consequential damages from Defendants. Those 
additional claims for damages are set forth in paragraph 1 8  of the complaint. At the initial 
hearing on damages, the Court advised Plaintiffs' counsel it did not believe the claimed 
consequential damages were caused by Defendants' breach of the contract for bail. Rather, these 
consequential damages were cause by the actions of ICE in issuing an immigration hold for Mr. 
Garcia, and not the result of Defendant's  breach of contract. Plaintiffs subsequently filed a 
"VERIFIED MOTION TO RECUSE OR FOR RECONSIDERATION." On December 13 ,  
201 2, the Court entered an order denying the request to recuse itself and further denying the 
motion for reconsideration. On that date, the Court also entered an ORDER FOR DEFAULT. 
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Plaintiffs thereafter scheduled a hearing on the Default for May 22, 2014. That hearing date was 
later vacated by Plaintiffs. When nothing occurred for nearly a year, the Court set the matter for 
hearing on the default for April 23, 201 5 .  Plaintiffs responded by filing a motion to amend their 
complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. 
I .  Standard of Review 
The decision of whether Plaintiff has established a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on 
the issue of punitive damages is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Vendelin v. Costco 
Wholesale Corp., 1 40 Idaho 4 1 6  (2004). The abuse of discretion inquiry examines ( 1 )  whether 
the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted 
within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable 
to the specific choices available; and (3) whether the trial court reached its decision through an 
exercise of reason. Id 
II. Punitive Damages 
Idaho Code § 6- 1 604 is the applicable statute for amending a complaint to add punitive 
damages. It provides that a party may, "pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the 
court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. The court 
shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence presented, the court 
concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of 
proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6- 1 604. 
Therefore, it is this Court's role to weigh the evidence presented through the pleadings, 
depositions, admissions and affidavits on file and determine whether there is a reasonable 
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likelihood that the plaintiff could present facts at trial that would clearly and convincingly 
establish oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct on the part of the defendants. 
Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 1 40 Idaho 4 1 6  (2004). 
Punitive damages are not favored in the law and should only be awarded in the most 
unusual and compelling circumstances. Vaught v. Dairy/and Ins. Co. , 1 3 1  Idaho 357, 362 
( 1 998). To support a motion to add punitive damages under I.C. § 6- 1 604, Plaintiff is required to 
establish a reasonable likelihood that by a preponderance of the evidence, Defendants acted 
oppressively, fraudulently, wantonly, maliciously or outrageously. Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale 
Corp., 1 40 Idaho 4 1 6  (2004). Wantonness has been defined as the doing of some act or omission 
to do some act with reckless indifference to knowledge that such an act or omission will likely or 
probably result in injury; it is not intent, but knowledge which is crucial to wantonness. Johnson 
v. Sunshine Min. Co. ,  Inc. , 1 06 Idaho 866, 873 ( 1 984); citing Gunnells v. Dethrage, 366 So.2d 
1 1 04, 1 1 06 (Ala. 1 979). The most critical element of wantonness is knowledge, and that element 
need not be shown by direct evidence; rather, it may be made to appear by showing 
circumstances from which the fact of knowledge is a legitimate inference. Jacobsen v. City of 
Rathdrum, 1 1 5 Idaho 266, 766 P.2d 736 ( 1 988). 
An award of punitive damages will be upheld "only when it is shown that the defendant 
acted in a manner that was 'an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct, and that 
the act was performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely 
consequences.' " Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hospital, 122 Idaho at 52, 830 P.2d at 1 1 90 
(quoting Cheney v. Palos Verdes Inv. Corp., 1 04 Idaho 897, 905, 665 P.2d 661 ,  669 ( 1 983)). 
Courts have much greater latitude where the decision is not to instruct on the issue [of punitive 
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damages] , in light of the law's natural tendency to disfavor punitive damages. !d. ; see also 
General Auto Parts Co., Inc. v. Genuine Parts Co. , 1 32 Idaho 849, 852 (1 999). 
ANALYSIS 
In favor of the Motion to Amend, Plaintiffs argue that Absolute Bail Bonds knew that 
when it entered the contract to post bond for an undocumented alien, the failure to do so in a 
timely manner would result in an ICE hold and potentially deportation. Further, Plaintiffs assert 
that Defendant' s  failure to inform them the bond was revoked after posted resulted in Plaintiffs' 
inability to retain another bail bondsman in the amount of time necessary prior to an ICE hold 
taking effect. 
Plaintiffs argue that there exists a reasonable likelihood that Ms. Garcia will prove the 
facts as to support malicious and I or outrageous conduct by Defendant when it voluntarily took 
Plaintiffs' funds, knowing that Mr. Garcia was not documented, posted the bond, and revoked 
the bond before failing to notify Plaintiffs that was the intent. These actions, Plaintiffs assert, 
resulted in the malicious act of a lifetime deportation despite a correction of the sentence. 
Plaintiffs further argue that an award of punitive damages in this case would satisfy the two 
purposes of punitive damages as expressed in Curtis v. Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 609, 850 P.2 749, 
760 ( 1 993). Plaintiffs argue that Defendant should be deterred from engaging in this type of 
behavior in the future. !d. 
The Court has thoroughly reviewed the record on this issue, the criminal registry of 
actions in the two underlying criminal cases, and has carefully considered the arguments of 
counsel. Weighing the evidence in this case, this Court finds that the evidence does not support a 
finding that Defendant's  actions were malicious or outrageous. Given the facts of the underlying 
criminal cases, Defendants posted bond, and twenty-four hours later, after finding that an ICE 
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hold had been placed of Mr. Garcia, revoked the bond. This Court finds that based upon the 
facts, Defendant did not unreasonably delay the bond. The bail bond on the petit theft case was 
posted on the day of Mr. Garcia's arrest on October 1 5 .  The bond on the DUI charge was posted 
on October 1 6, 201 2. There was no delay in posting the bond. Defendants' later revocation of 
the bond was not an act done with reckless indifference to the knowledge that such act would 
likely or probably result in the injury sustained by both Plaintiffs. Johnson v. Sunshine Min. Co. , 
Inc. , 1 06 Idaho 866, 873 ( 1 984). Taking into consideration the current law in Idaho disfavoring 
punitive damages, this Court determines that Plaintiffs have not established a reasonable 
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages, and 
therefore denies the Motion to Amend the Complaint to Include Punitive Damages. 
The court now must decide the appropriate amount of damages to be awarded on 
Plaintiffs' application for default. Plaintiffs contracted with the Defendant for the posting of two 
bonds for Mr. Garcia, one in the amount $8,000 on the petit theft charge and the other in the 
amount of $25,000 on the Excessive DUI charge. The evidence shows the cost ofthose bonds to 
Plaintiffs was $3,300.00. Mr. Garcia was never released from jail because of the placement of an 
immigration hold by ICE. Plaintiffs are not entitled to claimed consequential damages allegedly 
arising because Mr. Garcia was not released from jail. Those damages were in no way caused by 
the conduct of Defendants but by actions totally outside of Defendants' control. Plaintiffs have 
also requested an award for costs and attorney's fees in the amount of $2,500.00 if this matter 
was uncontested. The court therefore enters an order for judgment totaling $5,800.00 in favor of 
Plaintiffs and against Defendant. 
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ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, and this does ORDER, that Plaintiff's Motion to Amend the 
Complaint to Include Punitive Damages is hereby DENIED. It is further ordered that a 
Judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiff and against Defen 
DATED: s b - d(fl/_5 -
George A. Southworth 
District Judge 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l ' .� ' ' ('; ":' 201-"ln . 1..- tl !) 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of May, 201 5, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following persons: 
Richard L. Hammond 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
2805 Blaine St. 
Suite 1 40 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Absolute Bail Bonds, LLC 
Walter Almaraz 
4 1 3  W. Montana 
Homedale, Idaho 83628 
CLERK OF 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
E-Mail 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
E-Mail 
-
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• F I A.k ?¥5-B.M. 
MAY 0 6 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T WATKINS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS, LLC.,  
WALTER ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiffs are awarded damages against Defendants in the 
DATED: . .r= k - ;;f'/5-
Case No. CV-2013-4362 
JUDGMENT ON PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR DEFAULT 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
MAY 0 6 'l�� .-I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Hits L ·ddy of May, 201 5, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following persons: 
Richard L. Hammond 
Hammond Law Office, P A 
2805 Blaine St. 
Suite 140 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Absolute Bail Bonds, LLC 
Walter Almaraz 
4 1 3  W. Montana 
Homedale, Idaho 83628 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
E-Mail 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
E-Mail 
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RICHARD L. HM1MOND. I. S. B. #6993 
Hammond Law Office, PA 
2805 Blaine St; Ste 140 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 453-4857 
Facsimile: (208) 453-4861 
Attorney for Plaintiffs I Appellants 
F I 
A.k�M. 
JUN 1 1  2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA and MARIA GARCIA; 
Plaintiffs, Appellants 
v. 
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., 
WALTER ALMARAZ 
Defendants, Respondents 
Case No. CV 20 13-4362 C 
· NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS I RESPONDENTS, DISTRICT COURT CLERK 
OF CANYON COUNTY 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Richard L. Hammond, attorney at law. appears for 
the attorney for the Plaintiffs I Appellants and requests that all docwnents and notices be sent to 
the above address . .  
l .  "Plaintiffs"/ Appellants Jose Luis and Maria Garcia appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court 
from the District Court of the Third Judicial District . of the State of Idaho, and for Canyon 
County, and against "Defendants''/ Respondents Absolute Bail Bonds, LLC and Walter Almaraz. 
2. Plaintiffs appeals as a matter of right under IAR l l (aXl )  entered by the Honorable 
George A Southworth as follows: 
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a. The 21st of November 201 3  oral decision and subsequent 1 31b of December 2013 Order 
.Denying Motion to Recuse or for Reconsideration regarding the Courts decision to deny 
consequential damages to Plaintiffs due to his Immigration Status. 
b .. The 6th of May 201 5, the Judgment and Memorandum Decision and Order Upon 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend RE: Punitive D�ages. 
3 .  Without waiving rights to assert other issues on appeal, this appeal is based upon matters 
both of law and fact namely: 
a. Did the District Court err as a matter of law or abuse their discretion when the Court 
denied Plaintiffs consequential damages due to his immigration status and refused to 
reconsider or recuse himself after making such ruling. 
b. Did the District Court err as a matter of law or abuse their discretion when the Court 
denied Plaintiffs• consequential damages, Plaintiffs' costs, Interest pursuant to IC 28-
22- 1 04, and the Courts refusal to allow Plaintiffs to amend their complaint. The 
Court further failed to acknowledge that the Defendant revoked the bond before the 
Immigration Hold was placed. 
4. Plaintiffs do not have in their possession any transcripts. 
5. The proceedings and pleadings were recorded and kept from the hearing that took place 
on or about 23rd of April 201 5  and such records are in the possession of the Canyon County 
Recordert s office listed below. 
6. The Plaintiffs requests that the Reporter's Transcript include the electronic transcript of 
the hearing for the parties that took place on or about the 23rd of April 20 1 5  at approximately 
9:00 AM before the Honorable Judge Southworth. 
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7. The Plaintiff requests the documents and pleadings included Wlder IAR 28 and the 
following to be included in the clerk's record. 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
• 
j 
k 
I 
m 
n 
0 
p 
q 
r 
s 
t 
u 
Date 
5/2/2013 
5/2/20 1 3  
5/2/20 13 
6/27/2013 
7119/201 3  
7/19/2013  
7/1 9/201 3  
9/20/201 3  
1 0/22/2013 
1 0/29/201 3  
1 1112/201 3  
l l/2 11201 3 
12/5/2013 
12/1 3/201 3  
1 2/1 3/20 1 3  
4/23/201 5  
4/23/20 15 
4/27/2015 
4/28/20 1 5  
5/6/201 5 
5/6/201 5  
Pleading 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
Summons Issued 
Filing: Paid by: Hammond Law Office �ceipt number: 
0028099 Dated: 5/2/201 3  Amollllt: $96.00 
(Credit card) For: Garcia, Jose (plaintiff) and Garcia, Maria 
(plaintiff) 
Affidavit Of Service-Both Served 6/19/13 
Affidavit Of Service 6/1 9/20 1 3  Walter 
Motion for Entry of Default 
Affidavit of Counsel for Default 
Amended Memorandum in Support of Verified Motion for 
Relief from Judgment (fax) 
Declaration of Jose Luis Garcia (fax) 
V erifi.ed Notice of. Admissions 
Affidavit for Default Jdmt (fax) 
Second Affidavit of Counsel for Default (fax) 
Verified Motion to Recuse or for Reconsideration (fax) 
Order Den_ying Motion to Recuse or for Reconsideration 
Order for Default 
Motion to Amend the Complaint to Include Pwritive Damages 
Affidavit of Counsel to Include Punitive Damages 
Another Affidavit of Maria Garcia RE: Punitive Damages and 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Dulce I Garcia RE: Punitive Damages and 
Judgment 
Memorandum Decision 
Judwnent on Plaintiffs' Motion for Default 
7. I hereby certify that the appeal was served as outlined below and the estimate for the 
preparation of the clerk's record will be paid as soon as the estimate is received. 
Signed this r I day of June 201 5. � 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVI� 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was sent on this 
__ I r day of June 20 1 5, to Clerk of the district Court of Canyon County, the Court recorder of canyon CoWlty and to the following party via fax: 
CANYON COUNTY TRANSCRIPT DEPARTMENT 
Theresa Randall 
1 1 1 5 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
FAX; (208) 454-7525 
CANYON COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
FAX: (208) 454-7525 
Default was entered against the Defendants for failure to appear; however, a copy of the 
foregoing was mailed to the last known address of Walter Almaraz and Absolute Bail Bonds, 
LLC to the following: 
PO Box 1 034 
Homedale, ID 83628 
AND 
4 1 6  W Montana Ave 
Homedale, ID 83628 
IDAHO SUPRME COURT 
45 1 W State St 
Boise, ID 83702 
sctfilings@idcourts.net 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
&lt2 Rit� 
Attorney for Plaintiffs I Appellants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA, etal., 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants, 
-vs-
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS, LLC., etal., 
Defendants/Respondents, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -13-04362*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following 
are being sent as exhibits as requested in the Notice of Appeal: 
Receipt of filing fee, dated 5-12-13 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 4th day of September, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: � L<_)� Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA etal., 
Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
-vs-
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS LLC., etal., 
Defendant-Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-13-04362*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled under my direction as, and is a 
true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 4th day of September, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: k u._/c...fl�-<.P.--1 Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 
JOSE LUIS GARCIA, etal., 
Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
-vs-
ABSOLUTE BAIL BONDS, LLC., etal., 
Defendants-Respondents. 
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Supreme Court No. 43315-2015 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each 
party as follows: 
Richard Hamond, HAMMOND LAW 
2805 Blaine St. Ste. 140, Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Walter Almaraz, Absolute Bail Bonds, Pro Sec 
PO Box 1034, 416 W. Montana Ave., Homedale, Idaho 83605 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 4th day of September, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: � L-J A..C?� De�\\)y''11 1 1 '''''•• 
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T O : C l e r k  o f  t h e  C o u r t  
I d a h o  S up r e m e  C o u r t  
4 5 1  W e s t  S t a t e  S t r e e t  
B o i s e , I d a h o  8 3 7 2 0  
F a x : 3 3 4 - 2 6 1 6  
D o c k e t  N o . 4 3 3 1 5 - 2 0 1 5  
( Ap p ) J o s e  L u i s  G a r c i a  a n d  M a r i a  G a r c i a  
v s . 
( R e s ) Ab s o l u t e  B a i l  B o n d s  L L C , W a l t e r  A l m a r a z  
N O T I C E O F  T RAN S C R I P T L O D G E D  
N o t i c e  i s  h e r e b y  g i v e n  t h a t  o n  A u g u s t  2 0 ,  2 0 1 5 ,  
I l o d g e d  0 & 3 t r a n s c r i p t s  o f  t h e  H e a r i n g d a t e d  4 - 2 3 - 1 5  
o f  1 5  p a g e s  i n  l e n g t h  f o r  t h e  a b o v e - r e f e r e n c e d  a p p e a l  
w i t h  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  C l e r k  o f  t h e  C o u n t y  o f  C a n y o n  i n  
t h e  T h i r d  Ju d i c i a l  D i s t r i c t . 
P a t r i c i a  J .  e r r y ,  
C o u r t  R e p o r t e r ,  C S R  N o . 6 5 3  
R e g i s t e r e d  D i p l o ma t e  R e p o r t e r  
C e r t i f i e d R e a l t i me R e p o r t e r  
A u g u s t  2 0 ,  2 0 1 5  
D a t e  
